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CHAPTER I 
DEVELOPMENT OF A RATIONALE FOR 
STUDYING LEADERSHIP ATTITUDES OF ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS FROM THE LEADERSHIP LITERATURE 
1. Introduction 
Statement of problem.-- This study is concerned with the development 
and validation of a scale which can be used by elementary school princi-
pals to measure the attitude with which they view a number of problem 
areas in the role of the elementary school principal . For purposes of 
this study the elementary school principal is a person , officially de.sig-
nated by the title of principal , who heads a public school including 
grades kindergarten through six and who devotes full time to the duties 
of the principalship, implying that he does not regularly have responsi-
bility for teaching a group of children. 
For the sake of simplicity, the title supervising elementary school 
principal will be shortened to principal. 
Justification for stuqy.-- At the time of appointment to a position 
as principal , generally speaking , this person has consciously or uncon-
sciously developed a way of looking at his job. This way can be called 
his philosophy of education or his frame of reference in looking at the 
different parts of the principal ' s task . In effect , the frame of 
-1-
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reference consists of his attitude toward the job and the people involved 
in carrying out its functions. In the school situation the extent to 
which the principal's attitude or philosophy is in agreement with that of 
the teachers, plays an important part i n the kind of personal relation-
ships which exist. 
The literature is replete with studies concerning the formal aspects 
of interpersonal relations - procedures, methods of organization, methods 
of coordinating and regulating. This study is concerned with an informal 
aspect, the principal ' s attitude. Since our public schools are generaLLr 
controlled at the local level, it would be fruitful to explore the atti-
tudes of the other people who are part of the educational situation, 
relative to the role of the principal. In this study, however, the focus 
will be restricted to the attitudes of principals. 
Definition of attitude.- Terms such as "attitudes" and "philosophy 
of education" are very broad tenns and as such ar-e subject to a variety 
of interpretations. y 
Allport showed that "attitudes", as the term has been used in the 
literature, can be defined from the momentary mental act to the all in-
elusive permanent frane of reference referred to as a philosophy of life. 
Green, writing much later, is clear in defining the concept of 
attitude - "The concept of attitude does not refer to any specific act 
or response of an individual, but is an abstraction. froa a large nuaber 
YGordon w. lllport, "Attitudes", 1 Handbook of Social Psychology, Editor 
Carl Murchison, Clark University Press , Worcester, Massachusetts, 1935, 
PP• ?98..S44. 
11 
of related acts or responses." 
In this study the terms are used to refer to the methods used by 
principals to bring to focus , past experiences which they have had in 
their respective situations , so as to have available certain combina-
tions of values , ideas and expectations by means of which to appraise 
situations in the future . 
As long ago as 1922 Dewey spoke of this type of activity as 
"habit" , or 
" • • • • that kind of human activity whi ch is influenced by prior 
activity and in that sense acquired , which contains within itself 
a certain ordering or systematization of minor elements of action; 
which is projective , dynamic in quality, ready for overt manifes-
tation and which is operative in some subdued~~ubordinate form 
even when not obviously dominating activity. rt3:/ 
Valenti summed up Dewey' s point of view: 
"He {Dewey) considered habit the equivalent of ' disposition 
or attitude ' . Thus a teacher' s frame of reference in his teaching 
role would be the point of view he develops (from his experiences) 
towards the various aspects of his teaching situation. This point 
of view might better be called his ' definition of the sij<qation' 
or his 'disposition towards certain styles of behavior' . nJ./ 
Possible uses of attitude scale . -- The construction of a scale in-
dicating t he style of leadership which defines the principal ' s concept 
of his role as a member of the educational team, would make it possible 
i7Bert F. Green, "Attitude Measurement", Handbook of Social Psychology- , 
Gardner Lindzey , Ed.i tor, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company 1 Cambridge 
42, Massachusetts , 1954, Volume 1:335· 
3 
g/John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct , Holt and Company , New York , 1922, 
P • 41.. 
2/Jasper J . Valenti , Development and Evaluation of a Leadership Attitude 
Scale Around the Social Role of the Teacher, Unpublished Doctor of 
Philosophy Dissertation , School of Education, University of Chicago , 
1950, P• 2. 
4 
to get a more accurate picture of the staff relationships within his 
school. Administration of such a scale to the teachers and principal 
of any given school would provide data, by means of 'Which the distance 
separating teachers and principal, in their attitudes toward the role 
of the principal , could be reduced. 
On a system wide basis, such an instrument could reveal the dis-
tance between the superintendent's concept of the role of a principal 
and the concepts held by the principals concerning their own role. It 
might be a basis for an administrative in-service program which would 
be geared toward the shifting of certain attitudes in the direction 
desired or at any rate providing a realistic picture of the existence 
of certain attitudes which create sources for differences of opinion. 
Source of leadership literature.-- It is in order at this point to 
begin a review of the literature which has concerned itself with leader-
ship and interpersonal relations. This literature is found in educa-
!/ 
tional and related research in three particular related areas. Valenti 
has provided a framework by means of which an orderly perusal of past 
and current literature can be made. He suggests that in the areas of 
leadership , communications and supervision, runs the central problem 
related to all three and pertinent to our examination. y 
Inherent to the concept of leadership as defined by Tead is the 
nature of the leader•follower relationship, that is: 
!?Valenti, op. cit., PP• 3-4· 
?:/Ordway Tead, Art of Leadership, Whittlesey House, New York, 1935, 
p . 20. 
5 
" •••• the acti vi. ty of influencing people to cooperate toward 
some goal which is found desirable." 
This concept has been expanded so that it now includes not only what 
a leader does, but an evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency with 
which he does it. This latter aspect is especially pointed out by Hemp-
JJ y J.l 
hill, Stogdill, and Gibbs. 
!d 
In the field of communication, Valenti suggests that two elements 
are implied: A verbal one, which includes words, letters and other tech-
nical media, and a mental or emotional element , which includes thoughts, 
opinions and other personal elements. This latter aspect has proven a 
fruitful research area for the writers on "human relations''. 
The field of supervision also has seen a widening of the definition 
from early efforts which emphasized expert inspection and improvement of 
classroom teaching to examples more recently, emphasizing democratic 
21 
leadership , purposeful supervision and better relationships. Despite 
the var,ying ideas held as to the purposes of supervision, common to many 
i/John K. Hemphill, Situational Factors in Leadership, Bureau of Educa-
t i onal Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1949· 
3/Ralph M. Stogdill, "Personal Factors Associated With Leadership" , 
Journal of Psychology (1948), Volume 25, Number 1:35-71. 
l(Cecil A. Gi bbs, "Leadership", Chapter XXIV, Handbook of Social Psy-
chology, Gardner Lindzey, Editor, A.ddison4#esley Publishing Company, 
Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1954, Volume 2:877-920. 
~Valenti, op. cit., P• 4· 
2/For a summary of definitions over a period of years see Fred c. Ayer, 
Fundamentals of Instructional Leadership, Harper and Brothers , New York, 
1954, PP• 4-8. 
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definitions is the idea that stimulating growth in desired directions is 
one of the main objectives. 
It is this thread which ties together the literature in these three 
areas. In addition , all three processes have had formal and informal 
approaches used in attempts to stuqy these problems. This point will be 
examined in the literature on the three processes. 
2. Review of Liter ature 
Formal , individualistic approaches to leadership, supervision and 
communications.-- A fruitful and systematic examination of the leadership 
literature can be made, reviewing first those studies which can be cate-
gorized as fo~al and individualistic approaches to interper!Onal rela-
tions. These studies are so classified because they atte&pt to study 
the leader-follower problems by examining physical and mental qualities, 
personalities , skills and knowledges which known leaders have possessed 
in the past and possess in the present. 
In an early summary of the studies on leadership it was suggested 
that the literature could be divided under three headings: (1) leadership 
as myth and fiction; (2) leadership as a composite of traits in the indi-
vidual; and (3) leadership as the result of inter-stimulation between 
11 
group and leader. 
y 
Valenti added to the above categorization for school leadership, 
!/H• L. Smith and L. M. Krueger , l Brief SUIJI!I.ary of Literature on Leader-
ship, Bulletin of the School of Education , 1933, Volume 9, Number 4, 
University of Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana. 
g/Valenti, op. cit., P• 5. 
studies in job analysis and supervisory practices in American schools. 
A complete examination of the formal, individualistic literature 
then would consist of looking at studies dealing with (a) genius, emi-
nence and heroes; (b) traits and attitudes , including intelligence, 
knowledge, physical characteristics and sociophysiological characteris-
tics; (c) job analysis; and (d) supervisory practices in education. 
Genius , eminence and heroes.-- The case study type leadership 
literature includes a number of studies made shortly before the be-
ginning of the twentieth century. While not clearly differentiating 
between genius and leadership the studies did discuss leadership in the 
face-to-face types of situations with which this study is concerned. 
!I 
Galton's work is the first study to throw some light on the leader-
?/ 21 ~ 
ship problem • His studies and those of Ellis, Lombroso, Woods, 
.21 
and Terman, tended to support the contention that heredity is the 
i/Francis Galton, Hereditary Genius, D. Appleton and Coapany, New York, 
1875, P• 374 and Francis Galton, English Men of Science, D. Appleton 
and Company, New York, 1875, P• 206. 
6/Havelock Ellis, A Study of British Genius, Hurst and Blackett Ltd., 
London, 1904, P• 300 • 
.2/Cesare Lombroso, The Man of Genius, Charles Scribner and Sons, New 
York, 1895, P• 370. 
!t,IFrederick Adams Woods, Mental and Moral Heredity in Royalty, Henry 
Holt and Company, New York, 1906, P• 312 • 
.2/Lewis M. Terman, "Mental and Physical Traits of a Thousand Gifted 
Children", Genetic Studies in Genius, Stanford University Press, Stan-
ford, California, Volume 1. 
Levis M. Tennan, "The Gifted Child Grows Up", Genetic Studies in 




single most important factor in leadership. 
!I On the other hand using the same research procedures Odin and y 
Cattell produced evidence which they claimed pointed to environment 
in early upbringing, as the most important factor. 
One thing all these writers had in common was the belief that the 
main thing to be deter.mined in looking for sound functioning of any 
group, was to differentiate between leaders and followers. Little or 
no attention was paid to the situational or social factors. 
Traits and attributes: intelligence and knowledge.-- Among the many 
studies that deal with intelligence, it is generally agreed that intelli-
gence, as usually measured, is positively correlated with leadership. 
Jl 
Stogdill , in a comprehensive and complete coverage of personal factors 
associated with leadership, examined 124 studies. Included were 33 which 
sought to examine the possible existence of a relationship between in-
telligence and leadership. Of this number, 29 reported positive corre-
lations between the two factors. But , as several investigators reported, 
this factor is relatively unimportant in a number of leadership situa-
tions, since the more intelligent the leader, the less effective he can 
be. In these cases there should not be too great a gap between the 
!/Alfred Odin , as reported in H. L. Smith and L. M. Krueger, op. cit., 
P• 16. 
£}James McKeen Cattell, "A Statistical Study of .American .Men of Science", 
Science, (November 23, 1906), PP• 658-665; (November 30, 1906), PP• 669-
707; {December 7, 1906), pp. 732-742, Volume 24. 
2/Ralph M. Stogdill,'Personal Factors Associated With Leadership: A 
Survey of the Literature", Journal of Psychology, (1948), 25&35-71. 
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intelligence of the leader and the intelligence within the group. y 
Hopper and Bills report that the median I .Q. of the group of 
educational administrators which they tested was found to be 127, placing 
them in the ••superior" classification. The significance of this in dis-
criminating behavior is not conclusive since teachers are probably above 
average in intelligence and most administrators have been teachers first. 
Knowledge , though obviously related to intelligence, is touched upon y 
in 27 studies reported by Stogdill. In 22 of the 27 studies the eon-
elusion reached was that leaders make better grades than non-leaders in 
school situations . 
Phzsieal characteristics.-- .l large group of research studies has 
inquired into the relationship of physical characteristics to leadership . 
'JI !tl 
Caldwell and Bellingrath studied high school and junior high school 
21 
leaders while Gowin studied 1000 executives and 221,819 insurance 
policy holders . Their studies indicated that leaders as a group had 
j/Robert L. Hopper and Robert E. Bills , "What' s a Good Administrator Made 
of?", School Executive , (March, 1955) , 74:93-95· 
?/Stogdill, op. cit., P• 46 • 
.2/0tis w. Caldwell , National Association of Secondary Principals, ~ 
Factors in Training for Leadership , Fourth Yearbook , 1920, pp . 2-13. 
!J/George c. Bellingrath , "Qualities Associated With Leadership In the 
Extra-Curricular .lcti vi ties of the High School" , Contributions to Educa-
tion, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1930, Number 3, 
P• 57 • 
.2/Enoch Burton Gowin , The Executive and His Control of Men , The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1915, p. 315. 
10 
v y 21 height and physical advantages. Bowden, Davis, and Cowley studied 
college student leaders, Russian Communist leaders and criminal leaders , 
!:tl 
respectively, with rather inconclusive evidence. Smith and Krueger 
summarize this area as follows: "other things being equal, the individual 
who is above the average in height and weight, and who is attractive i n 
appearance has a better chance of being elected to positions of leadership 
in face-to-face situations than does the short, unattractive individual." 
5.1 
I n contrast , Gibbs, in his summary of the leadership studies of 
the past twenty years, states that physical characteristics, other than 
a minimum level of energy, are not significantly related to leadership; 
except for height which some evidence reports give an individual the 
advantage of conspicuousness. 
Once again studies of physical characteristics, in common with 
studies of eminent men, imply that to find those individuals who possess 
certain characteristics, assures the identification of potential success-
ful l eaders . 
Sociopsychological characteristics of leader~ .-- The sociopsycho-
logical approach to leader-follower relations follows the line of trying 
j]A. o. Bowden, "A Study of the Personality of Student Leaders in Colleges 
in the United States", Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, {July, 
1926) , 21:148-160 . 
zjJerome Davis, Contemporary Social Movements, The Century Company , New 
York , 1930, p . 901 • 
.2/William A. Cowley, "Traits of Face-To-Face Leaders", The Journal of 
Abnormal and Social PszcholoSl, (October- December, 1931), 26 :304-313. 
!JSmith and Krueger, op. cit., p. 38. 
2/Gibbs, op. cit., PP• 884-885. 
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to select good leaders by their possession of certain traits such as 
insight , originality and adaptability, initiative , persistence , ambition, 
judgment and decision, responsibility, integrity, conviction and self-
confidence, dominance, popularity and prestige , etc . This area provides y 
many studies. The most extensive study in the early literature was 
y 
!2e Commonwealth Teacher-Training Study which listed twenty-five such 
traits as found among excellent teachers. 
Since then, the studies have tended to be more narrow in scope and 
J/ 
have attempted to study fewer traits. Chowdhry, for example, concen-
trated on insight and found that the presence of this factor increased 
/;J 
the leader' s chance for success while Meyers did considerable work ~th 
originality and adaptability and concluded that there was no unifor.m 
21 
agreement regarding these factors in administrative behavior. Zeleny 
developed evidence in support of popularity as related to leadership . 
1/For example , see studies of Stogdill , op. cit., PP• 46-64; Cowley , op. 
cit., p . 310 and Bogardus, Davis , Bender and Tea.d, as indexed in 
bibliography. 
yw. w. Charters and Douglas Waples , The Commonwealth Teacher-Training 
Stugy, The University of Chicago Press , Chicago, 1929. 
J/Kaula Chowdhry and T. M. Newcomb, "The Relative Abilities of Leaders 
and Non-Leaders to Estimate Opinions of Their Own Groups", Journal of 
Abnormal PsychologY, (1952), 47:55· 
~Robert B. Meyers, The Development and Implications of a Conception of 
Leadership in Education, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University 
of Florida, 1954 • 
.2/Leslie B. Zeleny, "Characteristics of Group Leaders", Sociology and 
Social Research, (1939), 24:143· 
Two fundamental criticisms to the traits approach as put forth by 
those interested in an organismic approach, are (a) the approach tries 
to measure leadership in tenns of the possession of certain skills or 
traits by the leaders, rather than the effect of these characteristics 
in the group and {b) that such an approach ignores equally important 
factors such as characteristics of the group led. 
i.2,b ana.lysis.- The job analysis approach to leadership and super-
vision is another fonnal way of looking at this problem. From the job 
analysis studies in industry, business and the professions have come 
applicati ons later used in education. The period from 1911-1941 inclu-
1/ 
sive has been summarized by Zerga who lists 20 uses for job analysis 
infor.mation. A number of these uses can be applied to education and 
are listed below: 
1. Job grading and classification. 
2. Provisions for hiring specifications. 
3. Establishment of lines of understanding using 
the various levels of workers and management. 
4• Indication of duplications of effort. 
5. Definition of limits of authority. 
6. Indication of causes of personal failure and 
individual merit. 
In essence, the idea consists of analyzing those activities people 
12 
carry out in different types of work. Having analyzed these activities, 
the task becomes one of teaching workers or students to perform them. 
i/Joseph E. Zerga, "Job-Analysis-a Resume and BibliographY", Journal of 
Applied Psychology, (June, 1943), Number 3, 27:249-267. 
!I y 
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Charters and Bobbitt influenced much of the curriculum reorgani-
zation after World War I through the use of this technique. The Common-
2/ 
wealth Teacher-Training Study was an elaborate and extensive use of 
this technique. 
From 1951 to the present, a member of valuable contributions i n this 
w 
f ield have been completed at the Boston University School of Education. 
21 
The most helpful of these in the present study has been Commito's work 
on the elementar,y school principalship. In this study the author listed 
115 tasks performed by the elementar,y school principal with varying de~ 
grees of frequencies. This study also has an excellent summar.y of the 
duties rated "ver.y significant" by principals. 
The job analysis approach has had its critics who have pointed out 
that such assumptions as follow need verifications: (1) that i t considers 
acti vities that are actually carried on, rather than those which should 
be performed; (2) that it is possible to determine competent performance; 
(3) that the specific activiti es being carried on, as shown by the analy-
sis, are the ones actually needed for the specific situations in which 
1/W. w. Charters, Curriculum Construction, Houghton-Mifflin Company, New 
York, 1923. 
Y'Frankl in Bobbitt, The Curriculum., Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston, 1918. 
Franklin Bobbitt, How To Make a Curriculum., Houghton-Mifflin Company, 
Boston, 1924. 
JIW. w. Charters and D. Waples, op. cit. 
!J/See studies of Arnold, Mayhew, Griffiths, Merrick, of the studies in 
Job Analysis to 1955 listed in bibliography. 
j/Ado Comrnito, A Job Analysis Technique Applied to Selected Public School 
Administrators in Eastern Massachusetts, Unpublished Doctoral Disserta-
tion, Boston University School of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, 1955. 
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the leader finds himself . 
Some workers have attempted t o meet these criticisms by the use of 
a consensus of specialists or experts , the assumptions being that the 
combination of expert judgment and worker judgment can balance each other. 
Supervision practices in education.-- Practically all writers in the 
field of supervisory practices used in American schools have examined the 
use of formal. individual-centered approaches in interpersonal relations . y 
\'Iiles describes as "laissez- faire leadership •••• policy with no 
impositions and as little interference as possible from the supervisor . " 
He goes on to assert that , 11laissez- faire •••• fails to help the staff 
develop a sense of direction or a consistent practice." y 
Elsbree and McNally in speaking of "laissez-faire" supervision 
point out such supervisors like to say , 
"I let them do what they wish . They may teach what they wish 
in any way they wish . All I ask is that they measure up on the 
national norms . Yes sir, no autocratic dictation to our teachers . 
We ' re democratic . " 
These authors write off this supervisory method as "spinelessness 
arid evasion of the principal' s responsibility as a professional leader . " 
J/ 
Barr, Burton and Brueckner put into this category supervisory practices 
1/Kimball Wiles , Supervision For Better Schools , Prentice- Hall , Inc . , 
New York , 1950, PP • 6- 7· · 
?;/\villard S . Elsbree and Harold J . McNally, Elementary School Ad!Finistra-
tion and Supervision, American Book Company, New York , 1951, PP• 400-407 . 
2fA. s. Barr, w. H. Burton and L. J . Brueckner, Supervision, D. Appleton-
Century Company, 2nd Edition , New York , 1947, P• 11. 
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which make mechanical provisions for teachers to be inspected and then 
make little or no provision to remove incompetent persons or assist in 
guiding their improvement . Such failure to give leadership is rational-
ized by sczying that teachers are "left free" to teach without being 
imposed upon or directed. 
11 
Another fonnal practice is called "Directing" by Wiles . Its 
principal aim is to decide what is to be done , how teachers are to do 
it , and to provide for a method which will tell the supervisor how well 
his wishes are being executed. This same type is characterized as 
y 11 
"authoritative" supervision by Ayer , while Elsbree and McNally join y 
Barr , Burton and Brueckner in identifying this type of supervision as 
"coercive supervision. n The assumptionsbasic to this kind of super-
vision are (1 ) that out of all knowledge available , supervisors know 
what part it is desirable for children to learn and, (2) that it is 
desirable and possible to establish on a yearly basis , the amount of 
time needed by all children to learn this body of knowledge . It there-
fore follows that there are known best methods of teaching this body of 
knowledge and that supervisors are in possession of these best methods . 
It also follows that the best way to get all this done is to use coercive 
methods . 
One finds a general agreement regarding criticisms of this type of 
g'Wiles, op . cit., P• 5. 
yAyer, op . cit. , P• 16 • 
.2/Elsbree and McNally , op . cit ., PP • 400-401. 
!f/Barr, Burton and Brueckner , op . cit., pp. 11- 14. 
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supervision. They are well summarized by Elsbree and McNally . 
1 . tt •••• there is overwhelming evidence that coercion is 
ineffective in achieving anything but superficial 
observance of the dictated behavior . " 
2 . 11Such supervision is also most inconsistent with 
democratic principles." 
3· "It does not respect the personality of those whom 
it affects and fails to include the teachers in 
making decisions vital to their work in the class-
room. " 
4· "It violates principles of good mental hygiene.tt 
5. "It is destructive of good human relationships." 
6. "And is certain to cause the teacher to hide those 
weaknesses in which she is most in need of help." 
Summary of formal , individualistic approaches . -- All of the 
approaches to interpersonal relations in the leadership literature so 
far outlined, can be classified as being individual-centered approaches . 
In general they are approaches which have placed great emphasis in trying 
to discover the nature of effective leadership in terms of the indi-
vidual' s sociopsychologieal characteristics and such factors as his 
knowledge , reputation and prestige . 
Implied in these approaches irrespective of their good points or 
bad , is the idea that the nature of the leadership process is dependent 
on decisions of a single leader or a group of leaders called experts. 
That the specific situations or the needs of the followers are paramount, 
is of little or no consequence . The role of the leader is not to work 
with the situation as it is but as it should be . 
i/Elsbree and McNally, op. cit ., PP• 400-401. 
3· Group-centered, Infonnal. Approaches 
There has developed in the last three decades a large amount of 
literature in the field of interpersonal relations which has utilized 
the group-centered leadership approach . There seems little question 
that these writings have been influenced by the ideas and studies of 
Kurt Lewin. Basic to this thinking have been the concepts of topo-
logical psychology or " field theory'' as they pertain to leadership. y 
These have been presented by Brown as follows: 
1. "Leadership of a large group is impossible if the sub-
groups within the large group are in conflict. Under 
such conditions the leader must represent the wishes 
of one of the sub-groups. In the language of social 
dynmnics, his potency as a leader will depend on the 
total structure of the field ." 
2. "The successful leader must have membership-character 
in the group he is attempting to lead." 
3. "The leader must represent a region of high potential 
in the social field ." I 
4• "The leader must realize the existing field structure. 
Only when his leadership falls in with this , is he 
successful." 
5. "Leadership i ncreases in potency at the cost of de-
crease in freedom of leadership ." 
The point of view, that one must give consideration to the social 
situation in which leadership occurs in order to analyze and understand 
yJ. F . Brown, PsychologY and the Social Order, McGraw-Hill Company, 
New York , 193o. 
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the process , has been given added impetus by Hemphill's studies at Ohio 
State Univer sity. These studies take into consideration the interaction 
of a leader with the environment in which he functions and the impact of 
that environment upon him. 
An examination of group-centered approaches leads us to writings 
found in current educational supervisory practices, general and educa-
tional administration , sociometry, group dynamics and human relations. y 
Soci ometry.-- The early work of Moreno and the summary edited 
)./ 
twenty-five years later by the same writer illustrate a unique method 
w 
of examining human relationships. As Moreno points out , the journal 
Sociometrz, established in those early years, used as its sub-title, 
" Interpersonal Relations" , the first t ime these words were used on the 
cover of a journal. A definition of sociometry in the words of thi s 
1/See for example : 
John K. Hemphill , Situational Factors i n Leadership , Bureau of Educa-
tion Research , Ohio State University , Columbus , Ohio, 1949· 
John K. Hemphill , "Patterns of Leadership Behavior Associated With 
Administrative Reputation of a Department of a Col1e~e", Journal of 
Educational P!fcho1ogy, (November , 1955), PP • 385-401. 
John K. Hemphill , and A. L. Coons , Leader Behavior Description, Per-
sonnel Research Board, Ohio State University , Columbus , Ohio , 1950. 
y J . c. Moreno , "Who Shall Survive?, Nervous and Mental Disease Publishing 
Company, Washington , D. c., 1934. · 
J/J. c. Moreno , SociometEY and the Science of Man, Beacon House, New 
York , 1956· 
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pioneer points out the basic components of the method. 
"The term 'sociometry' with its two roots socius - structure 
of the group - and metrum -measurement, defined beyond any doubt 
that here was attempted the combination of the two up-to-then 
irreconcilable opposites, the direct stuay of groupal and struc-
tured dynamics, in which social, cultural and psychological 
factors are interwoven, and their measurement." 
In this approach an attempt is made to delineate a situation with 
19 
its pattern of personal attractions and repulsions. By providing a means 
for studying this pattern, the sociometric test, it is possible to ascer-
t ain ••the amount of organization shown by social groups." 
I n the application of a sociometric test the members of the group 
to be analyzed are asked to make a specific number of spontaneous choices 
as to which of the other members in the group they would like to be asso-
ciated with in some function of the group - activities such as playing, 
studying, rooming or living with. 
I t is possible to elicit several degrees of "liking" - that is, a 
first choice or a second choice, etc. Having elicited these spontaneous 
choi ces, sociograms or charts of these interrelationships can be drawn 
which reveal many interesting and complex relationships. When followed 
by personal interviews to detennine why these choices have been made, 
the investigator is able to ferret out how individuals differ in the 
kind and extent of their interpersonal relationships. 
These techniques have been universally applied in industry, community 
organi zations, the armed forces, and have had their widest application in 
1/J. c. Moreno, Sociometrz and the Science of Man, op. cit., P• 47• 
!I 
education through the work of Jennings. The well-known study of the 
"choosing process" which Jennings carried on at the New York State 
Training School for Girls made widespread use of the sociometric test 
and interview. 
y 
Dr. Jennings constructed her tests so that: 
(1) There were no limits set on the number of choices 
expressed. 
(2) Concomitantly, the individual was tested on all 
criteria of significance to her. 
(3) Levels of preference could be assigned to choices. 
(4) Opportunity was allowed individuals to express 
negative choices. 
(5) A retest was made after an eight~onth interval. 
(6) The subject's social-contact range was ascertained. 
Summarizing the personality differences which existed between 
21 
"leaders" and "isolates" the writer found: 
20 
"No simple variable such as length of time the individual had 
been in the community, or his chronological age, relation to other 
members , or his intelligence, or even his greater opportunity for 
contacting others appear to account for the particular choice status 
accorded him. Instead, the reciprocal interplay maintaining between 
the individual and those in the same field and constituting the 
individual's personality as the latter view him, appears the under-
lying basic explanation of leadership and isolation." 
Other applications of sociometry to education have been made by 
i/Helen H. Jennings, Sociomet!Y in Group Relations, A Work Guide for 
Teachers, American Council on Education, Washington, D. c., 1948. 
,YHelen H. Jennings, Leadership and Isolation, Longman's Green and 
Company, New York , 1950 , p. 26. 
2/Ibid, PP• 211-212. 
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Bonney in the field of measurement and Northw~, in the in-service 
training of teachers . 
It would appear that the chief value of sociometric techniques would 
lie in showing where leadership may be searched for , through the further 
study of individuals , situational conditions , and important factors un-
covered by the tests . Writers have pointed out that while a well-liked 
person m~ be popular, it does not necessarily follow that he would be 
an effective leader. However , it can be profitable to study why such a 
person is chosen by the group , since this will provide clues to the 
basic structure of the group in terms of its values and attitudes. 
Group dynamics . - In the experimental group dynamics approach we 
have another group-centered method to study the leadership function. 
The work of Kurt Lewin and his followers has furnished the theoretical 
framework for the group dynamics method . Lewin ' s theme is that the 
group to which an individual belongs is the ground for his perceptions, 
)./ 
his feelings and his actions. Allport has expressed this theme thusly: 
" Just as a bed of a stream shapes the direction and tempo of 
the flow of water, so does the group determine the current of an 
individual' s life . This interdependence of the ground and the 
figured flow is inescapable, intimate , dynamic , but is also 
elusive. " 
j]Merl c. Bonney, The Bonney- Fessenden Sociograph , California Test 
Bureau, 1955. 
3/Mary L. Northway, A Primer of Sociometz:y:, University of Toronto Press , 
Institute of Child Study, Toronto , 1953 . 
2./Gordon w. Allport , in foreword to Kurt Lewin , Resolving Social Con-
flicts , Selected papers on group dynamics , Harper and Brothers , New 
York , 1948 , P • vii. 
11 As a method of observing aspects of leadership , Lewin and his 
students set up an experimental and controlled classroom of eleven year 
old students . In so far as it was humanely possible , they created 
normal life conditions to study the behavior of individuals and groups. 
In addition, Lewin wished to study several kinds of '' atmospheres" and 
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"social climates" (laissez-faire, autocratic , democratic ). His findings 
have many implications for leadership training. 
(a) The democratic group showed more "we-ness", more 
cooperative endeavor, more expression of objective 
attitudes. In addition , the group showed more con-
structiveness and more feeling for group property 
and group codes. 
(b) The autocratic group manifested thirty times more 
hostility , showed less stable structure , more 
dominating and less objective behavior, and showed 
greater tension. 
?} 
Lippitt , a student of Lewin , corroborated many of these findings 
in his studies . 
As has been previously pointed out , workers in this field depart 
from a study of leadership in terms of the individual' s traits and exert 
their efforts in examining the whole situation in which the individual 
finds himself . As a means of t r anslating the theoretical framework into 
actual research activities the followers of Lewin implement three types 
j)Kurt Lewin, "Experiments on Autocratic and Democratic Atmospheres" , 
Social Frontier , (July, 1938), 6:316- 319 . 
?JRonald Lippitt , "Field Theor,y and Exper iment in Social Psychology: 
Autocratic and Democratic Group Atmospheres", .American Journal of 
Sociology, (1939) , 45:26-29 . 
Ronald Lippitt , "Studies in Experimentally Created Autocratic and 
Democratic Groups", University of Iowa Studies: Study in Child Welfare , 
(1940) , 16:45-198 . 
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of basic concepts developed by Lewin: 
(a) Topological: adaptations of geometry treating 
special relationships without regard for quan-
titative measurement. Examples of these con-
cepts are "space of free movement", "life space", 
"region". 
(b) Dynamic psychology: for example, "need", 
"aspiration level" , "satiation", "systems of 
tension" within the individual himself. 
(c) Field forces: motives depending upon group 
pressures. 
Barriers: obstacles to individual owing to 
group restraint. 
Locomotion: changing of individual's posi-
tion with respect to the group. 
By examining the field, it is possible to determine which influ-
ences are impeding and which are helping to build and to maintain group 
values. As a result, the studies have shown that leaders and group 
members play certain roles and that these roles all have some effect in 
helping to achieve group objectives or impeding group progress. y 
Benne and Sheats have pointed out these roles and the functions 
which they perfo~: 
(a) Roles making it easier for group to function: 
the initiator-contributor 
the information-seeker and giver 






!/Allport, op. cit., p. ix. 
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_y'Kenneth D. Benne and Paul Sheats, "Functional Roles of Group Members'', 
Journal of Social Issues, (Spring, 1948), Volume 4, Number 2. 







the group observer 
the follower 
(c ) Roles which hurt group and serve as barriers: 
the dominator 
the playboy 




The leader, then, if he is to work in accordance with the group 
24 
dynamics theory is to be flexible enough so that he is prepared to assume 
whatever role the situation demands. 
An excellent example of this technique as applied to the in-service 
!I 
program of administrators is found in Lippitt's work. 
There has been criticism of the group dynamics approach on the 
grounds that it restricts its concept of the "situation" to the immediate 
face-to-face relationships of the group. In another observation, Stog-
Y 
dill str esses what he calls an important difference between "group" 
and "organization". He holds that an organization encompasses a group, 
but further identifies a common task and differentiates responsibility 
for achievement of the common task. This implies superposition on the 
immediate group of some formal demands. These demands or responsibilities 
!/Ronald Lippitt , "Administrative Perception and Administrative Approval: 
A. Communication Problem", Sociat:rz, (June, 1947), Volume 1, Number 2, 
PP • 209-219. 
3/Ralph M. Stogdill, " Leadership , Membership and Organization", Psycho-
logical Bulletin, (January, 1950), Volume 47, Number 1 . 
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and relationships are made on all members of the organization as well as 
those in the group. 
To Stogdill , the organizational setting should receive our main 
study rather than the group, and leadership should be concerned with the 
discrepancies between the formal or organizati onal responsibilities and 
relationships, and the informal ones. 
A strong case for the concept of "dynamic leadership" is built by 
!.1 
Lampnan and Caplan. This they define as a "concept which includes use 
of pennissive work atmosphere within a positive franework of social 
control". 
Human relations.-- Many studies have been made of human relations in 
industr,y. These , in common with a large number of studies in educational 
administration , have abandoned the traditional, individual centered and 
technical aspects of leadership in favor of an approach based upon human 
and conceptual aspects . The work in industry was pioneered by industrial 
sociologists . Studies carried on at the Harvard Graduate School of Busi-
ness Administration , under the guidance of Elton ~1ayo , have been elabo-
rated and further investigated by his co-workers and students. The 
names of w. s. Dickson , F. J. Roethlesberger, P. Pigors , B~rleigh Gardner, 
L. J. Henderson, T. N. Whitehead and w. L. Warner head the list of those 
who have made notable contributions to the human relations studies in 
industr,y . 
YHarr,y P. Lampman and Stanley w. Caplan, "Is Group Dynamics a Dirty 
Word?", Phi Delta Kappan , (April, 1958), Volume 30, Number ?, pp. 324-326. 
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M~o took to task industr.y's tendency to emphasize formal and 
technical aspects of organization while to a large extent defaulting 
its responsibilities in the human and social areas. To Mayo, there was 
a crying need for leadership which had the skill, willingness and desire 
to look into the problems of social organization. 
The classic study carried out by the Harvard group was an attempt 
to analyze the social aspects of an industrial organization. This study y 
is referred to as the Hawthorne study of the Western Electric Company. 
A series of closely supervised experiments were carried on, the scope 
of which involved 20,000 employees and 100 investigators. These experi-
ments ran over a period of several years. The experimental method used 
in four of the studies consisted of isolating some groups of workers. 
These groups were then subjected to many influences and the effect of 
each variable on the workers was closely observed. In another approach, 
a large number of carefully planned interviews were conducted and the 
results recorded for analysis purposes. By far the most comprehensive 
experiment carried on was that which was conducted in the rel~ assembly 
room. Factors which did the most to promote a high degree of production 
were found to be: 
(a) Freedom to talk and to relate, person to person. 
1/Elton Mayo, The Human Problems of an Industrial Civilization, Division 
of Research , Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard Univer-
sity , Boston , 1933, P• 185. 
yF. J. Roethlisberger and w. J. Dickson, Management and the Worker, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1941. 
{b) A share in making the decisions which concerned 
them. 
(c) A feeling of importance and of being recognized. 
(d) Lack of being constrained by foremen. 
(e) Being consulted on problems. 
This group was a well-knit , socially integrated unit, designed so 
by the investigators . In contrast, another group set up in the bank-
wiring observation room, had influences projected on the employees in 
which there was an absence of the five factors listed above. In this 
group, not only was production much lower, but the members tended to do 
things as a group which hurt the company. 
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After interviewing the 20,000 employees to find out (1) their likes 
and dislikes , (2) and to discover ways and means of improving the super-
vision, the investigators concluded that leadership, far from being a 
psychological aptitude, was a social process. What is important to 
men - in this case the employees - is the stability of the world in which 
they live . That man may be illogical and irrational in his feelings and 
while he may not be in a position to analyze them for stability, is 
irrelevant . For him, the human r elations which arise daily as he 
carries out his routine and -work are the substance of which his world 
is made. Because this social system or organization cannot be changed 
rapidly without collapsing, he looks upon change as an enemy if too 
rapidly imposed. This is not surprising if we but reflect our own lives 
since rapid change destroys routines and habits to which we have been 
conditioned. 
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There seems little doubt that these industrial studies and those y 
which emanated from them have been the bases for much of the thinking 
in the various current human relations concepts of administration. The 
work of Moreno , previously quoted in the section on sociometr,y of inter-
personal relations , was developed at the same time and helped to feed 
into the general stream. Recent research has had much to contribute to 
the human relations climate of a school organization. 
y 
Griffiths showed that successful superintendents employ more 
democratic processes , deal more capably with problems of personnel, 
delegate authority more often, use their faculty more fully , than do 
unsuccessful superintendents . In the areas of administrative practices 
on which successful and unsuccessful superintendents differ signifi-
cantly, (at the one per cent level) the most significant deal with human 
relations and the least significant are concerned with technical and 
non-personal areas of administration. 
~ 
Cornell studied four school s.ystems , paying particular attention 
to the human relations aspects of the systems. His conclusions were that 
human relations climate or atmosphere may be more impor tant than specific 
administrative activity . 
!7see for example , Delbert c. Miller and William H. Form, Industrial 
~ociology: An Introduction to the Sociology of Work Relations , Harper 
and Brothers , New York , 1952. 
YDaniel E. Griffiths , "An Evaluation of the Leadership of the School 
Superintendent", A Digest of a Stuqy Cooperative Program in Educational 
Administration , Digest Series , Middle Atlantic Region , Bureau of Publi-
cations , Columbia University , New York , 1952. 
2/Francis G. Cornell , "Socially Perceptive Administration", The Phi 
~lta KapPan , (March , 1955), 36:219-223. 
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Sha~a looked at the problem of the participation of teachers in 
administrative decision making . In summing up the answers of 500 teachers 
to a questionnaire designed to ferret out the views of teachers as to 
which person or group of persons should make certain decisions , and how 
the method of decision making is related to teacher satisfaction in the 
classroom, concluded: 
" •••• teachers participating in the study want to assume 
professional responsibility for all activities that concern 
instruction . They want more autonomy for the individual schools 
in which they teach •••• " 
An extensive study which looked into the relationship between ad-
ministrative behavior and the productivity of teachers in the development y . 
of curriculum, was made by Blackman and Jenkins . The evidence failed 
to support the hypothesis that there was some relation between curriculum 
productivity , and the wa:y faculties were organized. It appeared that the 
climate of whatever organization was used , was more important than its 
form . 
21 
Halpin ' s study corroborates the work of Jenkins and Blaclanan. In 
speaking of two characteristics of effective leadership as fundamental 
Shanna, ''Who Should Make Decisions?", Administrator' s Notebook , 
1955) , Volume 3, Number 8. 
?/David H. Jenkins and Charles A. Blackman, Antecedents and Effects of 
Administrative Behavior , CPEA Series, College of Education , Ohio State 
University, Columbus , Ohio , 1956, p . 162. 
2/Andrew w. Halpin , The Leadership Behavior of School Superintendents , 
SCDS Series, College of Education, Ohio State University, Columbus , 
Ohio , 1956. 
dimensions of leader behavior he sczy-s , 
" · ••• the college department chairman whose department is 
reputed to be well-administered (is one who) (1) defines the role 
which he expects each member of the group to assume , and deline-
ates patterns of organization and w~s of getting the job done; 
and (2) establishes a relationship of mutual trust and respect 
between the group members and himself." 
It would appear from the two latter studies that the human rela-
tions climate is important but that good human relations by itself is 
not enough for effective leadership . 
Of the many studies which have come out of the Cooperative Program 
in Educational Administration financed in part by the w. K. Kellogg 
JJ 
Foundation , those studies which identified the factors which are part 
of effective administrative behavior, have one striking s:i.mi.larity; it 
can be shown that one of the important common elements is an emphasis y 
on human relations . So convincing has the human relations research 
30 
!fFor an interesting account of the work of the National Conference of 
Professors of Educational Administration see: w. R. Flesher and A. L. 
Knoblauch , A Decade of Development in Educational Administration, The 
National Conference of Professors of Educational Administration, Teachers 
College , Columbia University , New York , 1958. 
g/See , for example , the following : 
"The Competency Pattern in Educational Administration", in Better 
Teaching in School Administration , Southern States Cooperative Program 
in Educational Administration , George Peabody College f or Teachers, 
Nashville , Tennessee , 1955· 
"1 Rating Guide", in Orin B. Graff and Calvin M, Street , Improving 
Com~etence in Educational Administration , Harper and Brothers , New York , 
195 • 
".1 Profile of Administrative Behavior" , Lee Sprowles and Doyne E. 
Smith , The Principal' s Profile , The University of Georgia, 1956, Mimeo-
graphed , as reported in Roald F. Campbell and Russell T. Gregg , Adminis-
trative Behavior in Education, Harper and Brothers , New York, 1956. 
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data been , that it has had a profound influence in revising the learning 
programs being offered at a number of graduate schools in educational ad-
!/ 
ministration. Anderson and Lonsdale have done an excellent job in 
summarizing the full impact of this research by outlining in some detail 
the kinds of programs now being offered which consciously direct adminis-
trative learnings toward the development of skills in human relations. 
General administration .-- Many of the writings in the field of con-
temporary administration underscore the significance of psYchological 
and social motivations affecting the behavior of individuals and groups. 
Early writers in this field include Mary Parker Follett , Herbert Simon, 
Ord.wa¥ Tead and Chester I . Barnard. y 
In an early paper presented in 1928, Follett made this observation: 
"I t is recognized by many that the most successful president of 
a business is not usually the one who can force his ideas on his 
executives , but one who can make them do the best kind of teamwork . 
The heads of production, sales , of finance , of personnel - each has 
a valuable contribution to make, but much interpl~ and adjusting 
correlation has to take place before these contributions can be 
welded into a force fo r the progress of the business. " 
:v 
Tead commented in the following manner on this aspect of adminis-
tration: 
J}Walter A. Anderson and Richard c. Lonsdale , "Learning Administrative 
Behavior1t, Chapter 12, Campbell and Gregg , op . cit. , PP• 426- 463 . 
~ary Parker Follett , Dynamic Administration, the collected papers of 
Mary Parker Follett , edited by H. c . Metcalf and L. Urwick , Harper and 
Brothers , New York and London , 1942, p . 282. 
J./Ordwa;y Tead, The Art of Administration , McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 
New York , 19511 P• 104. 
"It is obvious that to know the constituent elements of 
required engineering , technical and operating processes , in his 
organization is essential for an administrator. But equally 
necessary is his artistry in knowing how to implicate individuals 
and groups in efficiently carrying forward the total process and 
knowing how to wield all elements into a reasonably hannonious 
working unity ." 
The infonnal aspects of leadership loom as quite an important part 
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of the behavior of administrators in the writings of Chester I. Barnard. 
The informal organization is defined by this writer as interaction that 
is not governed by the formal organization. This infonnal organization 
has generally no specific , conscious purpose and conceivably can change 
the manner of an individual' s reactions because of its influence on his 
experience , knowledge , attitudes and emotions . It is most essential 
then , that these informal aspects be considered and used as guides in 
any decision making process. y 
Simon shows the importance of the informal organization and 
refers to it as: 
" ••• • interpersonal relationships in the organization that 
affect decisions within it but either are omitted from the formal 
scheme or are not consistent with that scheme •• •• each new member 
must establish informal relations with his colleagues before he 
becomes a significant part of the working organization." 
21 
Barnard implies the role of effective leadership in the adminis-
trative process when he recognizes that: 
1/Chester I. Barnard, Functions of An Executive , Harvard University 
Press , Cambridge , Massachusetts, 1938, P• 114. 
3/Herbert 1 . Simon , .Administrative Behavior: A St udy of Decision Making 
Processes in Administration , The MacMillan Company , New York , 1951, 
PP • 148-149· 
2/Barnard , op . cit., P• 149· 
"The informal organization can be an important asset if it 
is in harmony with the purposes and program of the formal or-
ganization, because it facilitates communication, provides for 
the cohesiveness of the group and fosters on the part of the 
members a feeling of personal integrity and self- respect ." 
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These studies in the field of contemporary administration have their 
counterparts in the literature of public school administration. 
11 y 'J./ 
Moehlman, Mort , and Sears have led this movement which has given 
much more emphasis to learning experiences in the theory of administra-
Y 
tion as applied to public education. The latest study by Sears con-
cerns itself in its entirety with .the nature of the administrative 
process as it concerns public education. After commenting on adminis-
tration as a form of behavior which is both individual and social he 
makes the following observation: 
"To make an administrative decision is to t hink of self in 
relation to others , as well as to t hink of the ways and means of 
accomplishing desi r able educational ends . It involves intelli-
gence as part of a total personality t hat acts not only as it 
knows , but as it feels . Feelings are bound up with habits , 
attitudes , beliefs , prejudices , fears , loves and hates; and 
sometimes in a decision , these forces may prevail against 
knowledge ." 
lJArthur B. Moehlman , School ~dministration: Its Development , Principles 
and Future in the United States, Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940 . 
3/Paul R. Mort , Principles of School Administration, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York , 1946. 
2/Jesse B. Sears , School Administration , The Ronald Pr ess Company , New 
York , 1947 . 
~Jesse B. Sears , The Nature of the Administrat i ve Process: With Special 
Reference to the Public Schools Administration , McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., New York , 1950 , P• 537 . 
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Barnard' s influence in the above statement can be seen when one 
considers that to him the i ndispensible components of the decision making 
process are the informal aspects and the contributions they make if 
!I properly contributed to the leader' s judgment . 
Of particular interest at this point is Barnard' s concept of 
authority which is differently oriented than that of some other writers . 
He sees authority as residing in the person , not in the position. Fur-
ther.more he asserts that to a non-specified degree , employees do not 
consciously question decisions. It is when decisions are beyond this 
zone that they are subjected to limitations - these limitations being 
of a physical, social or situational nature . Effective leadership then 
is conceived as being a process of keeping the informal and for.mal com-
munication channels open so that the leaders will be aware of these 
limitations and make decisions which take them into consideration. 
The importance of this whole area of general administration to 
educational administration can be gauged by not ing the emphasis given 
to it in the synthesis of research in the behavior of educational ad-
Y 
ministrators , released in 1957. A large part of this book is devoted 
to an inquiry into the emer gence of the Concept of Administration. 
Supervision of i nstruction.-- One is quick to recognize in the 
wri tings of leaders in educati onal supervision, the influence of the 
1/Barnard, op . cit ., P• 114. 
YRoald F. Campbell and Russell T. Gregg , Editors , Administrative 
Behavior in Education , Harper and Brothers , New York , 1957, PP• 1- 390 . 
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group approaches so far examined in the fields of group dynamics , socio-
metry, human relations and current administration. 
y 
Spain , Drummond and Goodlad acknowledge the influence of writers 
in the field of group dynamics and then go on to say : 
" The effective leader knows that individuals mirror the social 
climate of the group in which they find themselves , and that a 
democratic climate has to be deliberately cr eated in most groups • 
• • • • A democratic leader -works with a group in such a w;zy as to 
focus the group ' s attention on the goals it wants to reach, with 
the result that group solidarity and cohesiveness develop ." 
y 
MacKenzie and Corey list four ways of exercising instructional 
leadership, the fourth being , " •••• determination of mutually acceptable 
goals and means ." These writers point out that : 
"For teachers and status leaders to select mutually acceptable 
goals is admittedly difficult . The process appears to necessitate 
a climate in which status leaders and teachers can work together 
with mutual trust in a spirit of free inquiry. When this climate 
exists , the kind of status leader-teacher relationship that results 
is often called democratic or cooperative ." 
Group leadership is called the n •••• outstanding movement in de.'Tlo-
2/ 
cratic supervision" by Ayer . After warning against an interpretation 
of the group leadership concept as one in which there is no room for 
authoritative or positional leadership , he pleads for balanced group 
leadership in which , 
"The leader in charge will need to know how to develop joint 
1/Charles R. Spain , Harold D. Drummond and John I . Goodlad, Educational 
;-;;:L;.;;;e.;;ad~e•r.;;sh~ip-7-an=d~t:_M;h~e ..... E .. l_e_,rn .. e,_n-t ... a...,ry...._ .... s ... c ... h ... o ... o.... l ,, Rinehart and Company , Inc. , New 
York , 1956, P• 12. 
g/Gordon N. MacKenzie , Stephen M. Cor ey and Associates , Instructional 
Leadership , Bureau of Publications, Teachers College , Columbia Univer sity, 
New York , 1954, P • 30 . 
2/Ayer , op . cit. , p . 68 . 
responsibility on the part of members , how to share the decision-
making process wi. th the group , how to bring about group cohesive-
ness , how to organize the group so that suitable opportunities for 
member- leadership will arise •••• to do this he should have a 
thorough knowledge of the principles and methods of group action." 
11 
Wil es recognizes three approaches to supervisory leadership :, 
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(l) domination; (2) "working on" or "working for" the group; (3) "working 
within" group . After indicting "domination" and asserting that "working 
for" the group is a denial of leadership , he develops his main thesis , 
that only in his role of "working within" and as part of the group can 
the official leader help a group release its full ability . 
In addition to the "laissez-faire" and "coercive« styles of super-
Y 
visory practices previously mentioned , Barr, Burton and Brueckner have 
recognized two other practices which they call «supervision as training 
and guidance" and "supervision as democratic leadershipll" In their com-
ments on supervision as training and guidance , these authors point out 
that while this is a change from the coercive practice , many of the old 
assumptions remain . Assumptions such as that there is a known best w~ 
of teaching and that it is the duty of the teacher to improve in the 
pattern approved by her superiors . 
Supervision as democratic leadership , implies that all teachers are 
regarded as co- workers and that any person whom plans and decisions affect , 
will be invited to contribute to the for-mulation of such plans. In ex-
amining this concept of supervision as democratic leadership , Elsbree 
!/Wiles , op . cit ., PP • 24-25. 
~Barr , Burton and Brueckner, oE • cit., PP • 7- 14. 
y 
and McNally make this observation: 
"The sharpening and enrichment of the functional meaning of 
democracy •••• recent contributions of psychological research to 
our knowledge of the human pr ocess , current emphasis on the prac-
tical importance of good human relationshi ps and a developing 
understanding of the dynamics and processes of group work , all 
have contr ibuted to the philosophy of super vision which is 
emerging." 
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This observation is f urther borne out by the recent yearbooks of the y 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel opment and the writings 
21 
of Koopman , lvliel and Misner. 
The writers in current supervision to whom we have referred , all 
seek to change the role of supervisory leadership from the formalized , 
authoritarian type , to the informal , democrat i c group-centered approach 
which involves everyone who is concerned with the educational program. 
Summary of informal . group-centered approaches .-- The informal , 
group- centered approaches which we have examined above have onebasic 
element in common. By-and- large , they reject the approach which seeks 
1/Elsbree and McNally, op . cit., PP • 57-5$ . 
YFor some examples , see the following : 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development , The Department 
Head and Instructional Improvement , Washington , D. c., N. E.A., 1948. 
Association f or Supervision and Curriculum Development , Group Planning 
in Education, Washington , D. c., N. E. A., 1948. 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development , Group Processes 
in Supervisi on , Washington , D. C. N.E.A., 1948. 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development , Leadership 
Through Supervision , Washington , D. C., N. E.A., 1946. 
J./Robert Koopman , Alice Miel and Paul Misner , Democracy in School Super-
vision, D. Appleton-Century Company , Inc., New York , 1943 · 
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leadership in terms of outstanding t r aits and qualities and attempt to 
investigate leadership problems by studying the total situation in which 
leadership occurs . 
Using group dynamics methods, sociometric tests, interviews and 
human relations knowledge , they are able to secur e a picture of the 
informal, human and social organization of the group. Effective leader-
ship , in their terms , can be secured only by working with natural leaders 
and preferred leaders and followers and at the same time considering the 
needs of the group in which the leader ship is to occur. 
4. Rationale of Study 
The formal and informal approaches of studying problems in inter-
personal relations are two extreme methods. 
Two excellent syntheses of the two approaches have been made in the y 
leadership literature. Nelson studied the leadership process in indus-
try by examining attitudes of foremen and other members in an industrial y 
hierarchy. Valenti adapted the method to a study of the attitudes of 
teachers toward t heir social role . 'I'o Nelson , the leadership process 
consists mainly of maintaining effective communication. He hypothesized 
that the attitudes of foremen were related neither to the personalities 
of the individuals nor to the factors of the group situation alone but to 
the combination of the two. With this hypothesis he attempted to measure 
i/Charles w. Nelson , "Development and Evaluation of a Leadership Attitude 
Scale for Foremen", Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Department of 
Sociology, University of Chicago , Chicago, Illinois , 1949· 
~Valenti , OE • cit., PP• 1-29 . 
the attitudes of various levels in the industrial hierarchy toward the 
role of the foreman . 
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As a further hypothesis he asserted that these attitudes would fall 
along a four- point continuum. At one extreme the leader would tend to 
favor " •••• few, infrequent , formal , official one-w~ communications with 
the work group to support his management status and emphasize technical 
organization ." it the other end he n •••• m~ seek many, frequent , informal , 
two-way communications to support the integrity and status of the worker 
and emphasize hwnan organization ." 
To Nelson , the four leadership types represented points on a con-
tinuum of communication. He called these styles of leadership, A-
Dependent Type , B-5elf-sufficient Type, C-Manipulative Type, and D-
Integrative Type . 
In order to validate his hypotheses, Nelson administered his atti-
tude scale to 220 foremen of a large manufacturing fir.m. His findings 
showed that the attitudes of foremen had little relationship to age , 
amount of education , years spent on the job and amount of supervisory 
experience . With a captive research group , he was able to administer 
a group Rorschach and a T. A. T. In this manner he was able to correlate 
the personality scores which he obtained with the leadership scores . 
This correlation was found to be plus . 46. He was led to conclude that 
factors present in the factor,y situation were more significantly related 
to leadership scores than personal, social or personality factors . 
In Valenti ' s study, the writer constructed and administered an 
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attitude scale to 515 teachers and administrators in 14 school systems 
located in New York State and the mid-west . He attempted to measure the 
attitudes which these people possessed toward the social role of the 
teacher . He found that the school situation in which the teacher finds 
himself appears to shape his attitudes far more than his personal 
characteristics . 
Smith administered the Valenti Scale as revised by the author and 
Charles w. Nelson , to one thousand educational personnel in Western 
Minnesota, in an attempt to discover whether there were any significant 
differences in the attitudes of superintendents , supervisors, principals 
and teachers toward the social role of the teacher. Significant differ-
ences between teachers ' and administrators ' attitudes were found in a 
y 
number of problem areas . 
y 
Lorden used the same approach in studying the attitudes of dealers 
toward the dealer- customer relationship. 
Using Nelson' s rationale , it is possible to study the interaction 
process in many kinds of social organizations. 
Nelson , Valenti and Lorden have followed t he concept of the "hard 
core'' · Valenti says that , "Professor Hughes has tenned the ' hard core ' 
JjT . Edison Smith in ttA.ttitudes of Teachers and Administrators" in 
dministrator' s Handbook , (September, 1954) , Midwest Administration 
Center , University of Chicago , Number 1 , Volume 3:2-3 . 
YYale E. Lorden , An Evaluation of Attitude Changes Resulting from an 
Adult Education Program, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation , Department 
of Education , University of Chicago , 1950 . 
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of the institution , that point at which institutional functions are 
!I 
translated into action." 
The role of the principal is considered a most important and key 
role in the educational organization and in view of the fact that all 
who are part of the organization - teachers , pupils , parents , super-
visors , superintendents and school committee - may have different con-
cepts of his role , we can profit from a similar study of the attitudes 
of the principal toward his interpersonal relations role . 
An attempt will be made in this study to measure the attitudes 
which principals have toward their interpersonal relations role , along 
a four-point continuum. This continuum shows the extent of the inter-
action or communication in the organizational staff as it passes through 
the role of the principal. Like the Nelson and Valenti study continuums , 
this one will extend from an external , authority- centered approach to 
an internal , group- centered approach . At one end of the continuum the 
principal ' s attitudes will be marked by impersonal, direct , rather 
formal and one-way communication as he interacts with persons at the 
"hard core", while he seeks to maintain his own and his school' s status . 
As previously noted , he is dependent on a technical approach. At the 
other end , the principal' s communication is two-way, frequent , personal , 
informal and indirect in order to develop the instructional program as 
he deals with teachers , parents , pupils , and peers . His emphasis is on 
the human approach . 
!/Valenti , op . cit., P• 24· 
The four points along the continuum represent four patterns or styles 
of leadership behavior. They are defined as the Dependent A- Pattern, the 
Self-sufficient B-Pattern, the Manipulative C- Pattern and the Integrating 
D- Pattern . These hypothesized patterns are indicative of the principal' s 
attitudes toward communicating with other persons concerned with the 
school system in certain areas of contact with these persons . 
For our purposes , they reveal the principal ' s philosophy of educa-
tion or the way he defines his situation . 
The Dependent "A" Type Principal : This pattern represents 
the principal who sees authority and expert opinion at the top 
of the hierarchy of values with himself as the representative of 
that authority and all the teachers and parents of equal con-
sideration below. He receives a great feeling of security in 
depending upon expert opinion and in following the rules and 
regulations of his position rather closely. The tone of his 
interaction is formal , marked by frequent , one-way , communica-
tion and infrequent two-way communications . 
The Self-5ufficient "B" Type Principal: This pattern marks 
the principal who is a rugged individualist , technically profi-
cient , a good disciplinarian and a hard worker. He receives a 
great deal of satisfaction from hi s own creative work and relies 
mainly on his own ability and knowledge. The tone of his inter-
action is less rigid than that of the dependent principal . He 
maintains infrequent , two-way contacts but his interaction is 
more personal . 
These two styles are consistent with the individual-centered approaches 
reviewed in the literature on leadership . 
The Manipulative "C" !ype Principal: In this style , the 
principal is interested in developing and guiding his teachers , 
doing so mainly through the use of individual incentives , such 
as praise, reward, friendliness. He is very much concerned about 
the background of his teachers and is likely to use tests , and 
measurements such as evaluation scales to a great extent. The 
tone of his inter action is much less formal than that of the 
person who is a dependent "A" type . His methods are likely to be 
direct though he manifests some t wo-way interaction. 
The Integrative "D" TYpe Principal : With this style or 
pattern we reach the other end of t he continuum. A principal 
who has this style uses an informal or group approach . He tries 
to develop group standards and helps the group to express its 
own op1mons . He plays the role of a catalytic agent . His 
interaction tone is marked by very informal , frequent , unstruc-
tured, non-directive , two-way communication. 
These two patterns indicate attitudes favorable to more personal 
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approaches to interpersonal relations and are consistent with the litera-
t ur e reviewed in this area. Basic difference between the two lies in the 
fact that the manipulative pattern attempts an individual developmental 
approach While t he integr ative D pattern attempts a group-building 
approach. 
With these four styles of leadership behavior as a base, an instru-
ment will be constructed which can be administered to all participants 
in the educational organization. By determining what each person in the 
organization expects of the principal , one may study the nature of the 
interaction process and determine at which points interaction breaks 
down . 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
PRINCIPALS' LEADERSHIP ATTITUDE SCALE 
1. The Measurement of Attitudes 
A rationale for studying attitudes toward the role of the principal 
was developed in Chapter I. By definition , this rationale asserts that 
persons who are part of a school organization will look upon their roles 
as requiring one of the four styles of behavior listed. These patterns 
are called Dependent A, Self-sufficient B, Manipulative C and Integrative 
D. It is further pointed out that these patterns are actually attitudes 
or philosophies of education which principals use as a frame of reference 
when confronted with a job problem situation. The question to be decided 
by the investigator at this time is , "In what manner should these atti-
t udes be determined?" A consideration of some principles of evaluation 
i s in order at this time. 
11 
McNemar wrote a most comprehensive and critical review of opinion-
attitude methodology. He defined an attitude as, 
"1n abstraction, the existence of which is inferred either from 
non- verbal overt behavior or from verbal or symbolic behavior." 
1 Quinn McNemar , "Opinion- Attitude Methodolo~', Psychological Bulletin, · 
July , 1946) , 43:289 . 
-44-
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Since that time , a number of methodological advances have been made 
in connection with attitude research in the United States Army. Green 
reviews this research quite thoroughly and synthesizes a number of y 
definitions by extracting the common theme , 
" •••• the concept of attitude as a consistency among responses 
to a specified set of stimuli or social objects ." 
It is important to observe the distinction between overt and non-
overt behavior since each lends itself more readily to effective evalua-
tion by particular research methods. 
In this study attitude is defined as a generalized behavior . As 
noted previously, for purposes of this study the concept , "philosophY of 
education" or manner in which a principal defines his situation, consti-
tutes this general behavior. It is obvious , however , from the rationale 
developed , that when principals are asked through an attitude scale, to 
project themselves into hypothetical job situations , the behavior which 
results is definitely not overt , but verbal or symbolic . 
Ideally , the scale could be constructed as an observation check list 
and the principal visited on the job. In this manner one could actually 
observe principals as they react in their interpersonal relationships. 
The observed-behavior technique has been used for a limited number y 
of principals with some success . Hess observed five principals j udged 
yBert F. Green , "Attitude Measurement", Chapter IX, Handbook of Social 
Psychology, Gardner Lindzey , Editor , Addison~esley Company, Reading , 
Massachusetts , 1954, PP • 335-336. 
bfOdean Lott Hess , Administrative Behavior of .Elementary Principal~ , 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Ohio State University School of 
Education , Columbus , Ohio , 1955. 
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to be effective and five ineffective administrators , spending one full d~ 
and two half d~s in each principal' s school. He was not infonned as to 
which category each principal had been placed in by the judges until he 
had gathered and categorized his data. By taking running anecdotal notes , 
transcribing these daily on dictaphone tapes , typing , editing , coding and 
retyping them onto individual cards , he was able to show that within the 
nine areas of administrative behavior hypothesized, there was a statis-
tical relationship high enough to indicate that ineffective principals 
differ from effective principals. 
However, to observe a large enough number of principals would be a 
most time consuming and difficult task and of course , as in all such 
observer-situations , observer-bias becomes a part of the interpretations 
made of the subject ' s behavior . For this study the questionnaire tech-
nique has been selected since the objective is to seek opinions of the 
total number of principals in two Massachusetts Counties , Norfolk and 
Plymouth . 
A written inventory lends itself more readi~ to the investigator' s 
objective which is to seek out a fairly large number of principals . In 
this written instrument , a number of specific attitudes can be sought 
from which a generalized attitude can be deduced . As a self-administered 
inventory , the instrument can be used in many different situations and by 
others besides the principal , in determining their concepts of what the 
principal ' s role should be . 
2 . Hypotheses to be Tested 
Through the use of the questionnaire technique , the investigator 
will seek to measure attitudes in terms of the four-point continuum 
previously outlined . Five hypotheses have been developed for testing: 
(1) The attitudes of principals , as measured by the 
scores based on their responses to the question-
naire , can be expressed in terms of a four-
point continuum, each point of which represents 
one of the following styles of behavior: .A-
Dependent , B-5elf-5ufficient , C-Manipulative , 
D-Integrating . 
(2) As a form of validation of this questionnaire , 
it can be shown that i terns can be constructed 
so that independent , qualified judges can recog-
nize inherent attitudes and group the items 
according to the patterns of behavior the scale 
was designed to reflect . 
(3) The scale can be so constructed as to reveal 
individual differences in attitudes which can 
be measured and which overcome any stereotypes 
which mczy- exist concerning the role of the 
principal . 
(4) The evaluation of principals' attitudes by 
teachers , superintendents , supervisors or 
fellow-principals will be positively r elated to 
their scores on the scale. 
(5) There will be no significant relationships 
between the principals ' scores on the attitude 
scale and such factors as sex, age , amount of 
professional education , years of administrative 
experience , number of teachers supervised , 
clerical assistance provided and size of building 
which is administered . 
3· The Principal ' s Interpersonal Relationships 
Faced at the outset in developing this attitude scale is the 
question , '~ith whom does the principal interact in carrying out his 
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role?" Considered in our review of the leadership literature were t he 
for.mal and informal organizations which influence leadership behavior in 
general . As applied to this study , the formal organization may be 
graphically portrayed as follows: 
COMMUNITY VOTERS AND STATE 
' SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
' SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
' 
- -------- PRINCIPAL 






Figure 1 . Line- staff Formal Organization of a School System 
The above represents the general or formal organization of the types 
of school systems in which principals in Norfolk and Plymouth Counties 
work . 
In this investigation the concern is with the informal organization 
or pattern of relationships which usually exist in an elementary school~ 
These may be depicted in the following manner: 
~SUPERINTENDENT 









Figure 2 . Informal Organization of a School System 
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These are the interpersonal relationships at the "hard coren where , 
as has been stated , the principal manifests his attitude toward his role 
of being a principal . 
y 
Commito , in compiling his list of duties usually performed by 
principals , listed a total of 115 items in the instrument which he used 
to make a job- analysis of the principalship . These items were listed 
under the following job areas : 
Job Area 1 - Staff Personnel Leadership . 
Job Area 2 - Administering Pupil Personnel . 
Job Area 3 - Instructional Leadership. 
Job Area 4 - Administering Special Services . 
Job Area 5 - Office Management . 
Job Area 6 - Administering Plant , Equipment and 
Instructional Material . 
!?Ado Commito , A Job Analysis Technique Applied to Selected Elementary 
School Administrators in Eastern Massachusetts , Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, Boston University , 1955, P• 48 . 
Job Area 7 - School and Community . 
Job Area 8 - Personal Growth in the Profession . 
As a means of determining the extent to which these duties involve 
interpersonal relationships, a careful examination of the 115 items 
showed: 
(1) Items which involve interpersonal relationships. 
(2) Persons involved in the relationship . 
It was determined that 87 duties and responsibilities could be 
Jj 
classified as interpersonal relations geared . Thus in 75 per cent of 
the duties listed, the principal had an opportunity to manifest his 
leadership pattern of behavior as it is related to people at the "hard 
core". These data are listed in the summary below: 
41 Items dealing with the teaching staff. 
11 Items dealing with the pupils . 
14 Items dealing with the general community. 
11 Items dealing with professional peers and 
resource people in the school system. 
5 Items dealing with the Superintendent of 
Schools . 
4 Items dealing with parents of children in 
school . 
1 Item dealing with other non- professional 
workers . 
Table 1 shows this breakdown in a more detailed manner. 
!(See appendix for a complete listing of the 87 items , pp. 181-185 . 
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Table 1. Analysis of Persons Involved in the Interpersonal 
Relations of the Elementary School Principal 
Non 
~uca- Super-
Job tional in ten-
Area staff Teachers Pupils Parents Community Peers dent 
(1) (2) (3J _(4 ) {5) _(g) {7) (8} 
1 2,3 , 4, 5, 1 ,11, 
6,?,8 ,9, 16 
10,12 ,13 , 
15 .16 
2 19 , 22, 28 23 , 26 , 25 32 
27 , 28 
130 
3 33 ,34, 37 , 42 35 , 
38 , 39 , 40 36 , 
41 , 43 , 44 53 
45 , 46 , 47 , 
49 , 50 , 51 
52 . 5'+ • 55 
4 53,70 61 ,62 , 57-,64 59 , 
65 60 , 
66 
5 78 80 .81 .82 
6 85 87 89 91 









Total 1 41 11 4 14 11 5 
1/Chart constructed from data in Commito , op . cit ., pp . 209-224. 
Number s under each categor,y of persons refer to duties in the 
Commito Job Analysis Scale found in pages cited . 
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Valenti examined twelve selected textbooks in school administra-
tion . He was particularly interested in the personnel aspect of ad-
ministration and the frequency with which each area in personnel adminis-
tration was discussed. From the table he constructed, it is possible to 
get an idea of areas most frequently discussed and evaluate the relative 
order of importance of the areas . Listed below are the twelve sources 
used by Valenti in constructing Table 2. 
w. E. Mosher and J . D. Kingsley , Public Personnel Administra-
.'E&.!l, Harper and Bros. , New York , 1941. 
Leonard D. White , Introduction to the Study of Public Adminis-
tration, The Macmillan Company , New York , 1948· 
Milton M. Mandell , ''Personnel Standardstt , Elements of Adminis-
tration , Fritz Morsteen Marx, Editor, Prentice-Hall Inc. , New York, 
1946. 
Floyd w. Reeves , The areas discussed by Professor Reeves are 
stated in his class lectures at the University of Chicago and in 
the notes distributed to his classes for student consideration. 
Dennis H. Cooke , Administering the Teaching Personnel , Benjamin 
H. Sanborn and Company, Chicago , 1941. 
Ward G. Reader , The Fundamentals of Public School !dministra-
tion , The Macmillan Company, New York , 1941. 
Harl R. Douglass , Organization and Administration of Secondarz 
Schools , Ginn and Company; New York , 1945· 
w. c. Reavis and c. R. Judd , The Teacher and Educational Ad-
ministration , Houghton~ifflin Company , Cambridge , Massachusetts , 
1942-
L. v. Koos , J . M. Houghes , P. w. Hutson , w. c. Reavis , 
.Administering the Secondary Schools , American Book Company , New 
York , 1940. 
1/J . J . Valenti , Developpent and Evaluation of a Leadership ttitude Scale 
Around the Social Role of the Teacher, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
University of Chicago , 1950 , pp . 40-41. (Used by permission of author). 
Jesse B. Sears, Public School Administration , Ronald Press 
Company, New York , 1947 . 
Paul B. J acobson and w. c. Reavis, Duties of School Prin-
ci Eals , Prentice-Hall , Inc ., New York , 1941 
Paul Pigors and Charles A. Meyers , Personnel Administration, 
McGraw-Hill Company, New York , 1947. 
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Table 2. Areas of Personnel Administration Covered in 12 Selected Textbooks 
Writers 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"d 
"d ~ '0 ~ ~ Number of fa >a II) ~ +) s:: Writers Areas Q) .-I U) ()) 0 Concerned ~.-I .-I II) II) Ill 
"' 
il) U) II) 
Q) II) li) Q) Q) ~ ~ Q) ~ .-I ·~ ... II) .0 ·~ With ..C:bD +) "d > 0 Q) ~ (!) ~ ll) ~ 3 C1l II) s:: ·r-1 fJ Q) bOt>a 0 "d m;g 0 Each .Area O•r-1 ,£ (I) •.-4 (!) 0 &! 0 Q) :J 0 Q) CIJ (!) :a::..:: ..!!• ~ ~ ll.;:E: 0 0 ~ I-;) ~ Cl) '"";)~ 
1 . Selection and recruitment X X X X X X X X X X X X 12 
2. Testing teachers before entrance X X X 3 
3· Placement and induction X X X X X X X X X X 10 
4· In-service training X X X X X X X X X X 10 
5. Promotion and transfer X X X X X X X 7 
6. Separation and turnover 
(dismissals) X X X X X X 6 
7. Hours, leaves and absences X X X X X 5 
8. Discipline , rights , duties X X X X X X X X 8 
9. Compensation X X X X X X X X X X X 11 
(concluded on next page) 
V'1 
-+=--
Table 2. (concluded) 
Writers 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
"0 Ntunber of 
"0 "0 "0 ~ ~ Writers 
Areas ~~ ~ (/) ~ +> t: Concerned Q,) r-f ~., Q,) 0 J..~ ~ (/) Ct1 (/) ns (/) (/) (/) With (\) (/) (\) Q) Q) J.. J.. Q,) J.. r-f 
'>! "0 .. (/) .0 ·>! ..C::I:ID +> "0 > 0 Q) ..!.:: Q) ~ (/) ~ Each Area (/) t: ..... § Q,) tiD~ 0 "0 ns-o 0 g ns 0 ..... i Q) ~~ 8 tE 0 Q) ;:1 0 Q) ns <I> :::0:~ ::;::: ~ 0 ~'":) ~ Cll '":)~ 
10. Rating personnel X X X X X X X X X 9 
11. Retirement X X X X X X 6 
12. Position classification 
and work leads X X X X X X X X X X 10 
13 . Associations , Unions , 
grievance machinery X X X X X X X 7 
14. Prestige , morale X X X X 4 
15. Organization of Personnel 
(status) X X X X X X 6 
16. Public and Cowmunity 
Relations X X X X X X X 7 
17. Curriculum construction 
and change or work 




As a result of the analysis of the Commito study, an examination of 
the t extbooks in administration , the evaluation of graduate students in 
elementary school administration , interviews with principals and the ad-
ministrative experiences of the investigator, a representative sample of 
the problem areas in elementar,y school administration was selected. 
These were used as a means of studying the role of the principal in this 
investigation. An examination of the areas selected will show that they 
are , on the whole , in agreement with those outlined in the job analysis 
studies quoted . 
4. Problem Areas Selected for Preliminary Form 
of the Opinion Inventory 
I . WORKING WITH TEACHERS 
l. Evaluating competence of individual teachers . 
2. Encouraging professional improvement . 
3. Providing channels for considering teachers ' 
requests and grievances. 
4. Selecting , transferring and dismissing teachers . 
5. Helping teachers in guiding student progress . 
6. Orienting new teachers in school and community 
objectives . 
7. Evaluating the program of studies . 
8 . Providing for improvement of instruction. 
9 . Helping teachers to study children' s needs 
and abilities . 
10 . Coordinating the interaction of teachers and 
specialists. 
II. WORKING iflTH PUPILS 
11. Making possible pupil participation in school 
management and control. 
12. Maintaining order and discipline . 
13 . Conferring with and counseling pupils with 
problems of personal and school adjustment. 
III. WORKING WITH THE SUPERINTENDENT 
14. Conferring with superintendent relative to 
pupils ' needs, staff needs and plant needs. 
15. Carrying out rules , regulations and policies 
of the superintendent . 
IV. WORKING WITH PROFESSIONAL PEERS 
16. Working with principals , directors and 
specialists in centralized curriculum activities. 
17. Participating and serving in professional organi-
zations on local , state and national basis. 
V. WORKING WITH NON-EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL 
18. The principal and the custodial staff. 
VI . WORKING WITH PARENTS IN THE SCHOOL 
19 . Promoting PTA activities. 
20 . Encouraging parents to visit the school to 
discuss growth of pupils. 
VII . WORKING WITH THE CONMUNITY 
21. Conferring with salesmen , conducting visitors 
through the school and giving information to 
the patrons of the school. 
22 . Participating in community affairs . 
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As a means of further checking the relative importance of the y 
twenty-two selected duties of a principal , a questionnaire was ad-
ministered to a class of twenty-four graduate students in school ad-
ministration at Boston University . The students were given an oppor-
t unity to rate the duties as to their importance . The duties were to 
be rated on the following five-point scale: Crucial - Very Important -
Important - Of Some Value - Unimportant . 
Of the 528 possible evaluations as to the importance of the items 
included in the interpersonal relations role of the principal , 482 were 
adjudged to be "important" , "very important" , or " crucial" in the task 
of administering an elementary school. This is an indication that a 
group of persons closely identified with the job of the principal were 
in agreement with the investigator as to the importance of the represen-
tative sample of job responsibilities selected by the investigator for 
inclusion i n the attitude scale . 
Table 3 gives a summar,y of the ratings of the t wenty-two areas as 
made by the 24 graduate students. 
j}See appendix, P• 176 for a copy of the questionnaire used . 
Table 3· Surrunary of the Ratings of the 22 Areas as made by 24 Boston University 
Graduate Students in a Seminar in Elementary School Administration 
K~LJ,__~_G:ruc::i.al J 2 - Very Import~~J } - IJn_portanh .J± - O:[_§Qltl_e Importan~_j___-__unimJ:>Qrtant 
PRINCIPALS RATINGS OF AREA TOTAL NUMBER 
JOB AREAS 1 2 3 4 5 OF PRINCIPALS 
< 1J .. . _ __ . ==-----=--=-------=-~ czr~ -- ~----==~· ___ en 
AREA OF WORKING WITH TEACHERS 
1 . Evaluating competence of teachers •••••••••••••• 15 8 1 0 0 24 
2. Encouraging professional improvement ••••••••••• 2 9 12 1 0 24 
3. Providing channels for considering requests •••• 7 7 10 0 0 24 
4. Selecting, transferring dismissing teachers •••• 14 8 1 1 0 24 
5. Helping teachers in guiding and reporting 
pupil progress ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 8 5 2 0 24 
6. Orienting new teachers in school and 
community objectives ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17 4 3 0 0 24 
7. Evaluating the program of studies •••••••••••••• 14 9 0 1 0 24 
8 . Providing for improvement of instruction • •• • ••• 11 9 3 1 0 24 
9· Helping teachers to study children' s needs 
and abilities •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 6 16 0 2 0 24 
10. Coordinating the interaction of teachers 
and specialists ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• 4 12 7 0 1 24 
AREA OF vlORKING WITH PUPILS 
11 . Making possible pupil participation in 
school management and control •••••••••••••••••• 0 9 10 2 3 24 
12. Maintaining order and discipline ••••••••••••••• 16 4 4 0 0 24 
13 . Conferring with and counseling pupils with 
problems of school and personal adjustment 8 11 5 0 0 24 
(concluded on next page) 
\)'! 
-.[) 
Table 3· (concluded) 
PRINCIPALS RATINGS OF AREA TOTAL NUMBER 
JOB AREAS 1 2 3 I+ 5 OF PRINCIPALS 
(1) (2) (3) 
AREA OF WORKING WITH SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
14. Conferring with superintendent relative to 
pupils' needs , staff and plant needs ••••••••••• 13 9 2 0 0 24 
15. Carrying out rules , regulations and 
policies of superintendent ••••••••••••••••••••• 10 4 9 1 0 24 
AREA OF WORKING WITH PEERS 
16. Working with pr incipals , directors and 
specialists in centralized activities •••••••••• 3 14 7 0 0 24 
17. Participating and serving in professional 
organization committees at local , state 
and national levels•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 6 11 5 0 24 
AREA OF WORKING WITH NON- EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL 
18. Supervising operation and school plant ••••••••• 4 13 4 2 1 24 
AREA OF WORKING WITH PARENTS IN THE SCHOOL 
19. Promot ing PTA activities ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 10 7 5 1 24 
20. Encouraging parents to visit schools to 
discuss growth of pupils ••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 4 12 3 0 24 
. AREA OF WORKING WITH COMMUNITY 
21. Conferring with salesmen, conducting visitors 
through school , giving out information......... 1 2 11 10 0 24 
22. Participating in community affairs............. 2 7 11 4 0 24 
Totals •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lQ4 183 1}5 40 6 528 
0'-
0 
5· Ordered Items in Preliminary Fo~ 
of the Attitude Scale 
Having selected the representative sample of the principal ' s job , 
the next procedure was to prepare items in each of these twenty-two job 
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areas which would reflect the four patterns of leadership described . The 
following item, constructed under the job duty labeled, Evaluating the 
Program of Studies , will serve as an example of the method used . 
4· The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an 
elementary school should be done by 
A. The central office testing department . 
(This A-pattern is reflected in the dependent and 
impersonal attitude of a principal who seeks 
security through dependence upon authority and rules. 
This principal refers to the "expert opinion" at 
higher echelon .) 
___ B. The principal , after careful study of tests 
available . 
(In this pattern is seen the self-sufficient , " father-
knows-best" attitude . This type principal is a hard 
worker, and is quite confident of his knowledges , 
ability , skill and leadership.) 
___ c. The teachers , under leadership of the principal. 
{While in this pattern, the principal works t hrough 
the group , his techniques are oriented toward the 
guiding and manipulating of his staff . As a source 
of satisfaction he seeks social contact. His goals 
are usually predete~ned.) 
___ D. The teachers , after careful study of school needs. 
(In this approach , the principal gets his satisfaction 
by participating with groups to develop its standards 
and goals . His is a catalytic role . He seeks to help 
integrate the group efforts .) 
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The investigator' s task , then , is to view each of the twenty-two job 
areas selected, through the eyes of a principal who fits the description 
for each of the styles of behavior defined. The above item, it will be 
noted , typifies the behavior of the principal who is oriented toward the 
attitude identified with the job solution. 
In the process of construction, the items were submitted to a number 
of the investigator' s associates for criticism. This criticism was sought 
in order to check the wording and emotional tone of each item. 
The criteria for the form in which items are cast attempted to follow 
the suggestions made by a number of writers in the field of opinion-
Y 
attitude methodology. It was not alw~s possible to carr,y out all the 
1/For a more detailed treatment see the following : 
Dorothy c. Adkins , et al , Construction and Analysis of Achievement 
Tests , United States Printing Office , Washington 25 , D. c., 1947, 
PP• 55-64. 
A. s. Barr, R. A. . Davis and P. 0. Johnson , Educational Research and 
Appraisal , J. B. Lippincott Company , New York , 1953, PP• 37-40 . 
A. L. Edwards and F. P. Kilpatrick , "A Technique for the Construction 
of ttitude Scales" , Journal of Applied Psychology, 1948, 32:374-384. 
L. w. Ferguson, "The Requirements of an Adequate Attitude Scale" , 
Psychological Bulletin, 1947, 44:149-161. 
J . p. Guilford , Psychometric Methods , McGraw-Hill Company , Inc., New 
York, Second Edition , 1954, PP• 457-458· 
Quinn McNemar , op . cit ., PP • 297-298 , 313-314. 
K. A. Wang , "Suggested Criteria For Writing Attitude Statements" , 
Journal of Social Psychology, 3:367-373• 
suggestions made by these writers since at times these suggestions would 
have forced a deviation from the rationale of the scale . 
The twenty-two items constructed are presented below in an ordered 
form before they were subjected to the forced-choice technique and ran-
dornized ~ In the outline are listed the areas in which the twenty-two 
items were constructed. 
PRELIMINARY FORM OF OPINION INVENTORY 
I. AREA OF WORKING WITH TEACHERS 
I-A. Evaluating competence of individual teachers. 
1. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
A. He follows strictly the line- staff relationship , keeps 
at a minimum his demands on the principal , does a 
dependable job while abiding by the rules and regula-
tions of the school . 
B. He shows industriousness , has good discipline , is 
self-sufficient - gets things done promptly and 
efficiently . 
_ C. He is ingenious in motivating pupils , appeals to the 
individual pupil ' s pride in achievement , allows pupils 
to work out activities under his guidance . 
D. He works with student groups to bring out their 
opinions , helps them to recognize and set their stan-
dards , works with them in an infonnal manner. 
I-B. Encouraging professional improvement . 
2 . Suggestions to teachers about professional activities 
can be made by the principal 
___ A. Securing a list of courses approved by the Superin-
tendent for distribution to the teachers , making 
sure all courses are approved in advance . 
B. Contacting col leges in area, making himself familiar 
with their offerings , and requirements , suggesting 
that he is available for information or advice . 
___ c. Pointing out areas in t he curriculum needing atten-
tion , asking a few teachers to help the school and 
themselves by taking work in those areas . 
D. Working with teachers in identifying strengths and 
weaknesses of staff - devel oping with them the types 
of in-service activities which will be most helpful . 
I-C . Providing channels for considering teachers' requests and 
grievances . 
3· In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation 
from an established policy, the pr incipal can 
___ A. Listen courteously to presentation of request , point 
out that under the rules and regulations probably 
nothing can be done about it . 
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B. Point out to teachers , the necessity of obedience to 
established rules but promise to look into the matter. 
___ c. Call in several key people , attempt to get at root of 
discontent , while planting some counteracting argu-
ments for retention of policy. 
D. Meet with teachers as a group, exchange ideas and 
information, work through a group-approved plan of 
action for possible implementation. 
I - D. Selecting, transferring , dismissing teachers . 
4• In evaluating candidates for a new position the greatest 
emphasis should be on 
_ A. . Length of experience and number of degrees . 
___ B. Ability to maintain discipline - knowledge of what 
is to be taught and how to teach it . 
___ c. Degree of past professional advancement and results 
of test s such as the National Teachers' Examination. 
D. Evidence of past success in working with students , 
teachers and par ents . 
I-E. Helping teachers in guiding and reporting pupil progress . 
5. The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled 
when a principal 
A. Selects a report card which has been successful -
presents card and instructions for its use at a 
faculty meeting . 
B. Secures a number of cards , reads the literature for 
trends , has teachers select from among the cards , 
the one to be used . 
c. Sets up a special committee of teachers to examine 
cards on a basis of a check list which he has 
furnished. 
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D. Helps teachers to identify the aims of the school 
program, through group discussion arrive at a decision 
as to what means of reporting to parents the school 
should have . 
I-F . Orienting new teachers in school and community objectives. 
6. New teachers are best aided in adjusting to the school 
situation when they are assured that 
A. They will be successful if they follow all the school 
rules and policies and are reliable in their work. 
B. They will be backed to the limit in maintaining dis-
cipline and given a full knowledge of the school 
policies and curriculum for effectively carrying 
out their tasks . 
___ c. The teachers and principal are genuinely interested 
in new teachers who improve their professional level 
and reflect this in their teaching . 
D. The staff understands problems of new teachers and 
will respect them and recognize their efforts if the 
new teachers perform their duties and cooperate with 
the staff . 
I -G. Evaluating the program of studies . 
?. The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an 
an elementar.y school is best done by 
A. The central of fice testing department which in turn 
distributes the program to individual schools. 
B. The principal , after careful study of the different 
kinds of tests available . 
___ c. A group of teachers within the building under the 
guidance of the principal . 
D. The entire staff , after it has met in a series of 
group meetings , identified the main objectives of 
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the subject matter areas and decided on which battery, 
if any, most closely answers the needs of the school . 
I-H. Providing for improvement of instruction . 
8 . One way in which a principal can help to improve the 
instructional program is to 
A. Furnish s.ample lesson plans and materials for teachers 
to follow and use in the classroom. 
B. Demonstrate superior methods of instruction for tea-
cher s and allow them chances to put methods into 
practice . 
c. Point out to the teachers their strong points and ways 
of working with and handling pupils more effectively . 
I-I . Helping teachers to study children' s needs and abilities . 
9. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to 
study children' s needs and abilities , the principal can 
_A. Bring in an outside group of authorities such as 
psychologists , guidance teachers . 
B. Work out methods based on his own reading and study , 
designed to give teachers the basic information needed . 
C. Provide encouragement to individual teachers for 
diagnosing strengths and weaknesses by means of 
appropriate tests . 
___ D. Help teachers to form study groups which would 
provide for helping them identify children' s needs 
and wczys in which all concerned can learn about 
such needs . 
I-J . Coordinating the interaction of teachers and specialists . 
10. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the 
music supervisor , the principal should 
A. Make such requests known to teachers , call on them to 
help carry them out , as having emanated from the 
central office. 
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_ B. Evaluate such requests in the light of his own building 
situation, decide which seem reasonable for teachers 
to carry out . 
_ c. Talk with supervisor , try to arrive at a mutually 
agreeable method for showing teachers the reasonable-
ness of the requests . 
D. Bring teachers and supervisor together, tr,y to get 
each to see the gains to be made by working out 
situations which are mutually satisfying. 
II. AREA. OF WORKING WITH PUPILS 
II-A. Making possible pupil participation in school management 
and control . 
11. In providing opportunities for pupil part icipation in the 
management and control of the school the principal should 




See that pupils observe the rules and regulations of 
t he school while r emaining close by , to lend aid when 
it is desir ed by the pupils . 
Plan the opportunities for the pupils so that little 
time will be wasted and the activity will not fail . 
Utilize methods of ascertaining the interests of 
pupils and encourage individual pupils who have 
special interests to participate in those areas . 
_ o. Work as closely with pupils as time and duties will 
allow, being careful to allow choices and freedom to 
act despite the consequences of some poor choices . 
II-B. }.1aintaining order and discipline . 
12. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained 
by a principal if he 
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A. Is careful to point out the necessity for confonning 
to all school rules , is fair in meting out punishment , 
and refers difficult cases to main office . 
B. Impresses on teachers the necessity for keeping students 
occupied with meaningful tasks , but is prompt and reso-
lute in handling pupil infractions . 
_ c. Attempts to study the records of the pupils involved 
in breaking school rules , guides those misbehaving to 
respect the rules . 
___ o. Secures cooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving 
accepted standards of behavior in the school . 
II-C . Conferring with and counseling pupils with problems of 
personal and school adjustment . 
13 . Conferring with pupils "Who have ability , but are not 
achieving in their school work , the principal should 
___ A. Be fir.m , fair , while pointing out the necessity for 
meeting the standards for promotion and the conse-
quences of failing to meet those standards . 
_ B. Use examples from his own personal life and the lives 
of persons the pupil knows , to demonstrate how the 
pupil can cor rect the situation . 
___ c. Create an incentive for improving by using praise 
liberally while the pupil takes diagnostic tests to 
point out his weaknesses . 
D. Set up situation involving pupil' s peers - use pupil ' s 
problem and those of others as basis for discussion 
to arrive at suggestions for helping all involved . 
III. AREA. OF WORKING WITH THE SUPERINTENDENT 
III-A. Conferring with superintendent relative to pupil' s needs, 
staff needs and plant needs . 
14. The principal ' s better approach in convincing the 
superintendent of the needs of his school is 
___ 1 . The utilization of central office personnel in 
presenting his problems . 
B. His own , well documented , well presented case . 
___ c. Use of accepted Human Relations techniques when 
talking to superintendent . 
D. The combined support of the other principals who 
have examined the problem and recommended a course 
of action . 
III-B . Carrying out rules , r egulations and policies of the 
superintendent . 
15. A principal can be more effective as an administrator 
if the superintendent 
_A. Gives him a clear understanding of what is expected 
of him and recognizes the privileges and status a 
principal should have. 
___ B. Keeps him infonned on the school system' s policies 
and gives him enough personal authority to carry 
out these policies. 
c. Keeps alert regarding the achievements of principal 
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and gives him opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
D. Shares with him some of the responsibility for making 
decisions affecting the school . 
IV. AREA OF WORKING WITH PEERS 
IV-A. Working with principals , directors and specialists in 
centralized curriculum activities . 
16 . In dealing with suggestions from other principals , 
directors or specialists concerning changes in 
curriculum activities , the principal should 
A. Be sure that suggestions have approval of superin-
tendent ' s office before giving them consideration. 
___ B. Examine the suggestions and if they fit into his 
way of carrying out curriculum change , incorporate 
the suggestions into his own plans . 
___ c. Discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the 
person making them and use that person to help him 
carry out the suggestion in his own school . 
D. Examine suggestions in open discussion with other 
principals in system at scheduled meetings , weighing 
carefully the opinions of all others concerned and 
help in the formation of a system-wide plan for 
implementing the suggestions . 
IV-B. Participating and serving on professional organizations 
on local, state and national basis . 
17 . A principal fulfills his obligations to local , state and 
national professi onal organizations when he 
A. Limits his participation to attendance at those 
meetings which are sponsored by the local school 
authorities . 
___ B. Parti cipates in those activities in which he has 
a speaker' s role. 
c. Seeks out those activities which involve small group 
presentations. 
___ D. :t<lakes himself a member of discussion groups and buzz 
sessions at various local and other level meetings. 
V. AREA OF WORKING WITH NON-EDUCATI ONAL PERSONNEL 
V-A. The principal and custodial staff . 
18. Effective building maintenance can be secured from the 
custodian when the principal 
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_ A. Assures the custodian that as long as he does his 
job satisfactorily and follows school rules he will 
not interfere in his work. 
B. Outlines the schedule of tasks to be performed and 
checks for their performance . 
___ c. Shows appreciation for custodian' s efforts and 
favors by presenting him with token gifts at holiday 
seasons . 
D. Develops with pupils , teachers and custodian the 
concept of the custodian as an important partner in 
making a gpod school program. 
VI . AREA OF WORKING WITH PARENTS IN THE SCHOOL 
VI-A. Promoting P. T. l . Activities . 
19. The principal' s role in guiding the activities of the 
P. T. A. should be one of 
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___ A. A helpful observer , present at meetings to keep it 
posted on school rules and to be available for advice . 
B. A leader , providing carefully developed plans for 
achieving aims of P. T. A. and assuming responsibility 
for successfully carrying out plans . 
___ c. A participant who by personal contact with key 
individuals guides group into desired directions . 
___ D. A group member, helping to develop P. T. A. objectives 
through discussion and group determined courses of 
action . 
VI-B . Encouraging parents to visit the school to discuss growth 
of pupils . 
20 . The interest of the pupils are best served by the 
principal in regard to providing parents an opportunity 
to discuss the progress of their children if 
A. Provision is made for parent-teacher conferences under 
strict rules laid down by the School Committee . 
B. The principal works out a detailed plan for bringing 
parents and teachers together and explains plan at a 
meeting of the parents . 
_c. Assurance is given parents of the need for such con-
ferences and an effort is made to sound out key 
parents as to the best methods to be adopted . 
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___ c. The officers of the P. T. A. are encouraged to establish 
a study gr oup of parents and teachers to explore 
possibilities and present recommendations for both 
groups to pass upon . 
VII . AREA OF WORKING WITH THE COMHUNITY 
VII-A. Conferring with salesmen, conducting visitors through school 
and giving information to patrons of the school . 
21 . Individuals and groups who approach the principal with 
plans for a school-centered community activity should be 
A. Referred to the super intendent ' s office for an 
official statement of school policy. 
B. Invited by principal to school where he may talk to 
them and poi nt out the official policy of the school 
in matters of this type . 
___ c. Brought into contact with key per sons throughout the 
school system who can guide them and give accurate 
information . 
o. Advised and urged to bring together all persons con-
cerned in the matter for a meeting where ideas can 
be exchanged and consensus reached as to a desirable 
course of action to be taken. 
VII- B. Participating in Community Affairs . 
22. The principal ' s role in interpreting educational needs 
to the community is best carried out when he 
A. Keeps at a minimum his community activities and 
concentrates on doing a good job as an administrator . 
B. Equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of 
and methods for obtaining a good educational program. 
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_c. Mixes on a social basis with many organizations , 
using his personal influence to sell the school 
program. 
_D. Engages community and group leaders in infonnal 
discussions to ascertain their viewpoints while 
attempting to explain the reasoning behind the 
school policies . 
6. Structuring the Attitude Scale 
The use of the method of paired comparisons . -- In putting the 
attitude scale together, the investigator considered the use of (a) rating 
methods , (b) ranking methods and (c) the paired comparison methods . In 
examining the items constructed under each of the twenty- two job areas 
selected, one can readily see that it was possible to leave them in the 
order in which they were constructed and ask each of the respondents to 
rank the four styles of behavior listed for that job situation, in the 
order in which he preferred the solutions. The method of rank order would 
have the advantage of being quicker and easier to use since it would ob-
viously have been simpler to rank 22 job situations in the order in which 
the respondent preferred each of the four styles of behavior , than to 
judge 132 pairs . 
A rating method likewise· would have had some advantages . 
(l) Rating would require much less time than either paired 
comparisons or ranking methods , an important consideration when working 
with administrators . 
(2) The procedure would have been much less frustrating and 
more interesting to the respondents . 
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(3 ) It would have been possible to present many more stimuli 
with less difficulty or irksomeness . 
(4) In addition , some investigators in experimental aesthetics 
maintain that the best judgments are made when stimuli are presented 
singly, that comparative judgments destroy the aesthetic attitude . 
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Guilford reviews these advantages of rating scales and concludes , 
"In view of the many pressures to evaluate human beings in all 
sorts of variables and in view of lack of better procedures , the 
rating method promises to find welcome use for many years to come . n 
The problem facing this investigator, however , was to reduce to a 
minimu.rn , the tendency among the respondents to "intellectualize" answers . 
Forcing respondents to make comparative judgments , even in the cases 
where neither job-situation alternative was a desirabl e one from the point 
of view of the respondent , enabled the researcher to do three things : 
(1 ) Diguise the scale somewhat . 
(2) Reduce the number of " intellectualized" answers . 
(3) Give some evidence of the psychological distances between 
responses to stimuli . This would appear to have more meaning than an 
enumeration of the responses on the basis of rank order . For these rea-
sons , it was thought best for the purposes of the writer to utilize 
Thurstone ' s method of paired comparisons with modifications suitable in 
this type of attitude scale . 
1/J. P. Guilford , Psychometric Methods , McGr aw- Hill Company, Inc., New 
York , 1954, PP • 297-29S. 
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There is no conclusive evidence that scale positions obtained from 
the rank order method are any more valid than those obtained from the y 
method of paired comparisons. Hevner found that the two methods give 
almost identical results with samples of handwriting . Yet , as Guilford 
has pointed out: 
tiThe dynamic interrelations apparently existing throughout any 
series of stimuli , although present to some extent in pair compari-
sons , are of great significance in rank judgment." 
Using the method of paired comparisons, the four alternatives A, B, 
C, and D in each area can be presented as six pairs: (1) A and B, (2) 
A and C, (3) A and D, (4) B and C, (5) B and D, (6) C and D. It will be 
recalled that twenty-two items were constructed making one hundred and 
thirty-two pairs (6 x 22) to be included in the attitude scale . 21 
Randomizing the distribution of the pairs.-- Before the 132 pairs 
could be placed in order in the opinion inventor,r, it was necessary t o 
!z/ 
randomize them. The table of random numbers found in Wert ' s book was 
j)ivr. Barrett , ''A Comparison of the Order of Merit Method and the Method 
of Paired Comparisonsn , Psychological Review, 1914, 21:278-294· 
?:JK. Hevner , " An Empirical Study of Three Psychological Methods" , Journal 
of General Psychology, 1930, 4 :191-212. 
2/For a discussion of the method of paired comparisons see Guilford , ~ 
~., PP• 154-177• 
~James E. Wert , Charles o. Neidt and J. Stanley Ahmann, Statistical 
Methods in Educational and Psychological Research , .Appleton-Century-
Crofts, Inc., New York , 1954· 
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utilized for this purpose . Table 37, appendix page 275, is a summary 
showing the order in which the pairs were listed in the preliminary 
form of the attitude scale . In this summary , Item #1 is interpreted to 
be a choice between patterns and C under job duty or area listed as 
number 21 in the ordered items. This involves a choice between the 
Dependent A-style and the Manipulative C-style . 
The order of the presentation of the alternatives is reversed in 
the even-numbered job areas . This counter- balance order of presentation 
is used in order to eliminate space and time errors in the selections of 
the respondents. A balance is maintained between the reversed order 
alternatives and the non-reversed order with sixty-six pairs of each 
included in the inventory. 
Within the appendix is included a copy of the preliminary form of y 
the inventory used in the study . 
7. Scoring the Attitude Scale 
In the inventory, one hundred thirty-two pairs of stimuli are pre-
sented. Each of the four styles of administrative behavior is repre-
sented by sixty-six items . The first method of scoring which is appro-
priate is to count the number of direct choices or preference for each 
of the four styles . This provides us with 4 scores for each respondent -
an -style score , a B-style score , a C-style score , and finally a D-style 
score . Each score would indicate the number of times out of sixty-six 
possible , in which the respondent favors items of that particular style. 
1/See appendix, p . 195· 
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A second method suggests itself from the first hypothesis , which 
holds that the styles fall on a continuum of " social distance". In this 
hypothesis , the assumption is made that a person who manifested a prefer-
ence for items falling in the A- category, would choose A-items where 
possible , followed by B- items where no A- items are involved and C-items , 
where no A- or B-items are involved. Following thi s line of reasoning , 
D-items would be chosen last of all . 
At this point in the discussion , it becomes obvious that by means 
of this second method , it is possible to find "Indirect" indications of 
which style of administrative behavior is preferred. These indirect 
indications are found in the respondent ' s second , third and fourth 
choices . These "Indirect" choices added to the "Direct" choices , give 
a more complete picture of the subject ' s preference. 
The following example will illustrate the above discussion . An 
A-type preference in administrative behavior would have the following 
component parts in the total " Indirect" A- score & 
1 . The number of times A-style select ed directly A/ B; 
A/ C; A/D . 
2. The number of times B- style selected over C-style items. 
) . The number of times B-style selected over D- style items. 
4· The number of times C-style selected over D- style items. 
Total A-style "Indirect" Score = A-type Direct f B/ C + B/ D i C/D . 
A D-type preference is also fairly easy to calculate since it is at the 
other end of the continuum. Its component parts would be: 
1 . The number of times D-style is chosen directly D/ A; 
D/B; D/C. 
2. The number of times C- style items are selected over 
B-style items . 
3· The number of times C-style items are selected over 
A-style items. 
4. The number of times B-style items are selected over 
A-style item. 
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Thus a D-type total "Indirect" Score = D-style direct scores t C/B + 
C/A + B/A. 
In calculating "Indirect" B and C-style scores , it is necessary to 
make some arbitrary choices . In making these choices the assumption is 
made that an ideal B-type person would, when asked to choose between A 
and C, probably divide his choices evenly. Following this line of rea-
soning our ideal C-type person , when asked to choose between and B and 
D-style items , would likewise divide his choices evenly. Thus we have 
chosen to score A over C-items as B-type behavior , while B over D choices 
are scored C-type behavior. In the latter example , the assumption is 
made that an ideal C-type person would not go along with a D- type , 
nrndirect11 choice . 
Thus schematically in computing the ttindirect" scores each of the 
styles would include the following choices: 
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Indirect A-stlle Total Score includes : 
A over B choices) 
A over C If ) Direct Preferences 
A over D 
" 
) 
B over C 
" 
) 
B over D tl ) Indirect Preferences 
c over D 
" 
) 
Indirect B-stlle Total Score includes: 
B over A choices ) 
B over C " ) Direct Preferences B over D " ) 
A over C 
" 
) 
A over D tt ) Indirect Preferences 
C over D 
" 
) 
Indirect C-stlle Total Score includes : 
c over A choices) 
c over B 
" 
) Direct Preferences 
c over D tt ) 
B over A ,, ) 
D over A II ) Indirect Preferences 
B over D 
" 
) 
Indirect D-stlle Total Score includes: 
D over A choices) 
D over B II ) Direct Preferences 
D over C 
" 
) 
c over B tt ) 
c over A 
" 
) Indirect Preferences 
B over A tl ) 
The two methods of scoring will be referred to in the subsequent 
pages as "Direct" scores and "Indirect" scores . As is obvious from the 
above outline the " Indir ect" score is actually the sum of the "Direct" 
score and the "Indirect" scores . 
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8. The Personal Data Sheet 
With each copy of the attitude scale was included a personal data y 
sheet . The investigator had two objectives in mind in using this 
sheet . A distribution of the situational factors present in each prin-
cipal ' s school would tend to indicate the degree to which the principals 
and their job situations were a representative sample of the universe 
of principals in the United States . A second purpose was to gather data 
for testing the null hypothesis relative to the principals ' scores on 
the attitude scale and the personal and situational factors with which 
they were identified. 
Having added a list of directions to the preliminary for.m of the 
inventory, the completion of the personal data sheet made possible the 
carrying out of the preliminary study. This pilot study was necessary 
in order to provide data for the revised instrument used in the main 
study. 
1/See appendix, P• 244· 
CHAPTER III 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PRELJ1UNARY FORM OF ATTITUDE SCALE 
1 . Sources of Data 
Beginning on June 29 , 1958 , and extending to July 12, 1958, a two-
week clinic for elementary school principals was held at the Boston 
University School of Education , in Boston, Massachusetts . Attending 
this clinic were 44 principals , of whom 35 were full-time supervising 
principals . The men and women came from eight different states . The 
investigator was permitted to administer the preliminary form of the 
attitude scale to this group of 35 at one sitting . 
In addition , 17 other full-time supervising principals in communi-
ties outside of Norfolk and Plymouth Counties in Massachusetts , were 
asked to complete the scale . Four replies were received from Green B~, 
Wisconsin through the cooperation of educational authorities in that 
city with whom the researcher is acquainted . 
The main objective of this pilot study was to try out the scale in 
order to get some indication of its reliability. In addition , the pre-
liminary tr,yout provided data for an item analysis study designed to 
help refine the instrument . The preliminary administration of the scale 
also made it possible to acquire data by means of which some indication 
of the validity of the hypotheses could be ascertained. 
For these purposes a randomized or stratified sample of the universe 
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of principals in America was not deemed necessary. 
It is worth noting , however, that the 52 subjects distributed them-
selves quite heterogeneously with respect to personal and situational 
factors . 
2. Characteristics of the Sample 
of the Trial Administration 
From the personal data sheets it can be shown that the 52 respondents 
distributed themselves throughout the ranges established for the personal 
and situational factors . 
Table 4 gives in summary form the information obtained from the per-
sonal data sheets for the 52 full-time supervising elementary school 
principals involved in the pilot study. 
The respondents included men and women in an almost even number , all 
of whom were full-time supervising elementary school principals. 
In level of education completed they ranged from the 13 per cent who 
did not possess a bachelor ' s degree to 12 per cent who had Certificates 
of Advanced Graduate Specialization (six years of training) or an earned 
doctorate . The majority of the principals , or 62 per cent , had obtained 
Master' s Degrees or a higher level of professional rating . 
The most numerous age group was 40-49 , indicating an aver.age age of 
close to 45 years . 
The number of teachers supervised by these principals ranged from 
seven to over 30 , with 52 per cent of the schools having between 10 and 
19 teachers . 
Three-fourths of this pilot group , or 73 per cent , had on~ one 
school to supervise . 
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The years of experience as a principal ranged from less than five 
to 30 and over years , with 63 per cent of the respondents having ser ved 
nine or less years . 
· Clerical help provided ranged from none in 42 per cent of the cases 
to 6 per cent having more than one clerk . 
Table 4• Summary of the Information Obtained from the Personal Data 




Ivi.al.e • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Femal.e • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Totals ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Level of Education Completed 
Ph . D or Ed . D••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Certificate of Advanced Grad. Study (6 yrs .). 
Master' s Degree (5 years) •••••••••••••••••••• 
Bachelor' s Degree (4 years ) •••••••••••••••••• 
Normal Course (3 year s ) •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Normal Course (2 years)•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Totals••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Age Group 
20-29········································ 30-39 ········································ 40-49 ········································ 
sc>- 59 . ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
60-69 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Total.s •. ..••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Number of Teachers Supervised 
30 and over .••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••• 
20-29········································ 10-19········································ 0-10 ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
Totals••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Years Experience as a Principal 
30 and over•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
20-29········································ 10-19········································ 0-9 .......••..................•.......•..... 
.Totals ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Amount of Clerical Help Provided 
More than 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One Full Time •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





































3· Distribution of Direct Scores 
An examination of the distribution of the scores made by the 
respondents shows that the greater amount of variation is at the extremes 
of t he scale . The obtained standard deviations of 6. 63; 4 .15; 3.86; 
5.11 for the direct A, B, C, and D scores of the 52 respondents indicate 
that the inventory can reveal individual differences in scores . Table 5 
shows the distribution of the Direct A, B, C, D scores of the 52 respon-
dents . The range of the direct A scores for the 52 cases was six to 
33 with a mean of 17.06 and a standard deviation of 6. 63 . The B and 
C scores showed a narrower range of 17 and 16 points respectively . The 
D scores had a range of 25 points , and a standard deviation of 5.11. 
From the distribution of the Direct scores in the pilot study, one 
can conclude that the attitude scale is capable of producing an adequate 
dispersion . 
Table 5· Distribution of the Direct A, B, C, and D Scores 
made by the 52 Principals on the Pr eliminary Form 
of the Attitude Scale 
Raw Score Impersonal Personal Counseling Integrating 
Intervals Style A Style B Style B Style B 
Scores Scores Scores Scores 
(l) (2) (3 ) (4) ( 5) 
62-64········ 1 
59-61 •••••••• 7 
56-58 ••••..•. 11 
53-55········ 9 
50-52 •••••.•. 14 
47-49········ 7 
44-46 •••••••• 1 
41-43 ········ 1 
3S- 40 •••••••• 1 5 1 
35-37········ g 9 
32-34········ 1 11 13 
29-31 •••••••• 2 10 12 
26-2S •••••••• 6 14 12 
23-25········ l 7 1 
20-22 •••••••• 5 1 
17-19········ g 
14-16 •••••••• 11 
11-13········ 9 
S-10 •••••••• 8 
5-7········· 1 2-4········· 
Total ••••• 52 52 22 52 
Mean ••••••••• 17.06 29 . 92 31-77 53 . 24 
Range •••••••• 27 17 16 25 
Std. Dev ••••• 6. 62 4-12 2· 86 2·11 
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4. Distribution of the Indirect Scores 
In the section on scoring the opinion inventory reference was made 
to the second method by means of which the inventor.y could be scored . 
This method consists of adding the Indirect Scores to the Direct Scores . 
Table 6 shows a distribution of the 52 scores obtained by the pilot 
study group . Scores obtained by this method will be referred to as 
INDIRECT SCORES in our discussion hereafter. 
It is quite evident that scores obtained by using this method show 
a greater variability. Both the ranges and standard deviations increase 
substantially for all four styles . 
Table 6. Distribution of the Indirect Scores A, B, C, and D 
Scores made by the 52 Principals on the Preliminary 




















































Table 6. (concluded) 
Raw Score Impersonal Personal Counseling Integrating 
Intervals Style A Style B Style B Style B 
Scor es Scores Scores Scores 
(1 ) {2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
67-69······· 3 5 
64-66 ••••••• 1 7 
61-63······· 1 3 
58-60 ••••••• 2 4 4 
55-57 ••••••• 1 4 1 
52-54······· 1 3 1 
49-51 ••••••• 5 7 
46-48 ••••••• .3 5 
4.3- 45······· 7 
~-~···· ... 7 3 
37-39······· 7 4 
34- 36 ••••••• 3 4 
.31-33 ······· 4 4 
28-30 ••••••• 10 
25-2? ••••••• 4 1 
22-24 ••••••• 3 
19-21 ••••••• 2 
16-18 ••••••• 
Total ••• 52 22 22 22 
Mean. ••••••••• 36. 6.3 47.88 70 .11 94·94 
Range •••••••• 38 51 27 38 
Std. Dev. 9.80 10.94 6.64 9-98 
s. Item Analysis of the Fifty...,two Cases 
One of the main purposes of the pilot study was to provide data 
for an item analysis . This item analysis would provide the investigator 
with the difficulty level and internal consistency of t he attitude scale 
items , and would assist in the selection of items most likely to result 
in reliable and valid scores . 
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Two important factors to be considered in the evaluation of items 
fo r any test are (1) that the i terns be based on detailed specifications 
for content and (2) that the items have some specific statistical charac-
teristics . In Chapter II , were outlined the steps followed to assure 
content validity of the items. Our next consideration must be that of 
examining the statistical data bearing on the items finally included 
in the scale . These data relate to the difficulty of the items and 
their power to discriminate . 
Item difficulty. -- To distinguish those who are high in a trait from 
those who are low, the items must not be so easy as to be "passed" by 
every member of the group nor so difficult as to be "failed" by every 
member. Under these conditions , the items make no contribution to the 
discrimination the test is designed to make . In general , an item makes 
the largest number of discriminations when it is at a difficulty level 
that is passed by 50 per cent and shows some degree of scatter from the 
50 per cent . It can be shown that the curve of discriminations to per 
cent of group succeeding is affected less in the middle range , from the 
twenty- fifth to the seventy-fifth per centile , than it is at the extreme 
11 
points where it becomes increasingly critical. 
For a specific purpose , such as the selection of a few individuals 
who possess a great amount of a given characteristic , conceivably the 
items could be made mor e difficult . Likewise , in some tests it is de-
sirable to include some i terns which are very easy in order to encourage 
subjects to keep trying . 
!/Robert L. Thorndike , Personnel Selection-Test and Measurement , John 
Wiley and Sons , Inc ., New York , 1949 , pp . 112- 113. 
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Writers in measurement have also been quick to point out that test 
difficulty may meet all the specifications outlined above and yet the 
y 
test fails to serve the purpose for which it was designed . The 
ability of the i tern to discriminate is also most important . If all 
subjects at different ability levels pass the item equally, the item 
fails to help discriminate between those scoring high and those at the 
lower end of the distribution. As an example , an item which is failed 
by the eight lower deciles of the group and is answered by subjects in 
the higher deciles can be very valuable , since it is desirable to retain 
items which separate high scorers from low scorers in a group . 
Internal consistency.-- As an aspect of item discrimination , it is 
helpful to determine the internal consistency of the attitude scale. 
The test-maker seeks to determine the relationship of a specific item 
to the total score made on the scale . Since the scale was developed 
for the purpose of measuring the preference or absence of preference 
for a behavior pattern and since each item purports to help assess a 
single unified aspect of behavior, the principal ' s attitude toward his 
interpersonal relations , it is appropriate to ask , "To what extent does 
a particular item measure the same function in the individuals tested 
as is measured by the test as a whole?" The attitude scale makes an 
answer possible since a total score is available and because the score 
is meaningful in view of the fact that it was the test-maker' s purpose 
j)F. B. Davis , Item .Analysis Data: Harvard Education Papers #2, 
Graduate School of Education , Harvard University, Cambridge , Massachu-
setts , 1946 , p . 68 . 
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that each item contribute to the measurement of a single homogeneous 
function . 
It is possible to express this relationship in several wqys. The 
attitude scale in its preliminary form contains 132 items. The task 
consists of discriminating between upper and lower groups in A, B, c, 
and D scores . Thus , 528 (132 x 4) item correlations with total scores y 
are necessary. Kelley has shown that the ratio of the obtained dif-
ference to its standard error is a maximum when the top group and the 
bottom group each includes 27 per cent of the subjects , assuming a 
normally distributed variable . Thus it is necessary to calculate corre-
lation coefficients using only the percentages of the upper and lower 
groups which choose each item. This task has been greatly simplified y 
by Flanagan who has constructed a chart or "Abac" which readily fur-
nishes us with the correlations desired after the items have been 
tallied and the necessary percentages computed . In addition to the 
27 per cent proportion , "Abacs" have been computed for other propor-
tions . 
When combined with the Kuder-Richardson formula #8 , the Kelley-
Flanagan techniques give us a means of analyzing our items and at the 
1/Truman 1 . Kelley, "The Selection of Upper and Lower· Groups for the 
Validation of Test Items ," Journal of Educational Psychology, (January 
1939) , 30:17-24. 
3/John c. Flanagan , "General Considerations on the Selection of Test 
Items and a Short Method of Estimating the Product-Moment Coefficient 
From the Data at the Tails of the Distribution," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, {January 1939) , 30 :674-680. 
same time obtaining the reliability coefficients for each of the four 
t est s which make up the total test . 
Formula # ....§._ is : 
= 
The necessar.y data for this formula are : 
p 
2: pq 
or the percentage of correct items 
or the correlation between the item and the total 
test score 
or the standard deviation of . each test (A, B, C, D) 
or the sum of the products of p and q for all the 
items in the test 
2 or the sum of the products of rit , p and q for all 
items in the test • . 
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The assumption is made that the total test measures only one factor 
and within the scale are found four sub-tests made up of items whi ch are 
classified as A, B, C, D type items. 
The following example will serve to illustrate the Kuder-Richardson 
formula #8 and will also indicate how these data are procured. Table 7, 
one of 88 prepared in the item analysis of the Direct scores , shows an 
analysis of the six items in problem area 15, one of the 22 areas in the 
preliminary form of the scale. This chart uses those subjects in the 
1fG. F. Kuder and M. W. Richardson , "The Theory of the Estimation of Test 
Reliability," ·Psychometrika, (September 1937) 2:156-157· 
• upper and lower 27 per cent in the A-score test . Beginning at the left 
hand side of the chart the reader will find item number 90 , involving a 
choice of and B style behavior in area number 15. It was chosen as 
an A alternative by four respondents whose scores were in the upper 27 
· per cent , or 28.6 per cent of the upper criterion group . Likewise , an 
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A alternative was chosen by two respondents whose scores were in the 
lower 27 per cent , or 14.3 per cent of the criterion group at the bottom. 
It will be noted that from the total group of 52 subjects , the A 
alternative was chosen 21 . 2 per cent of the time (column p). 
Entering Flanagan ' s Abac chart with the upper and lower group pro-
portions of 28 . 6 and 14. 3 per cent respectively, we obtain an r of plus 
. 21 which indicates a positive but not significant correlation of the 
item with total score for A. The next task is to multiply p by q to 
obtain the column pq. This is done by obtaining the q value from the 
equation , q = 1 - p . The procedure is completed by squaring the r to 
get r2 and multiplying the r2 by pq to obtain the r2pq value for each 
item. Of the five remaining items in this area, two are statistically 
significant at the 1 .per .cent .level and the remainder are positive , but 
not significant. 
In order to summarize this item analysis data, tables were pre-
pared for each of the 22 areas . These tables include the data for 
each of the four behavior patterns in each of the 22 areas . Table 8 
is one such table and the data for the other 21 areas are included in 
the appendix. 
Table 7• Table of Item Analysis for Six Items in Area 15 Correlated 




















































. 21 .044 .212 .167 .007 
· 34 .116 .712 . 205 .024 
· 39 .152 -423 · 244 .037 
. 24 .058 . 692 . 213 .012 
.18 .032 . 365 .231 .007 
.08 .006 . 250 .188 .001 
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Range of difficulty levels . - - It will be recalled from the discussion 
above , that ideally, items should have a 50 per cent difficulty level . 
An analysis of the last two columns in Table 8 , (p and pq) together with 
the data in the other 21 areas listed in the appendix provides the in-
vestigator with evidence of the difficulty of the items . A 50 per cent 
difficulty level results in a maximum pq of .250 , a figure representing 
the most desirable index of difficulty, other things being equal . In 
item number 43 , the p of .173 means that 17 per cent of the 52 cases in 
our preliminary stuqy selected the A style over the B for this item. 
While the test-maker strives for a pq of . 250 in the hope that the closer 
he approaches this maximum, the better his item will be , the discrirni-
nating power of the items must also be considered and as has alre~ been 
indicated, some items with p ' s as low as .10 and as high as . 90 could 
prove to be just as valuable . In this type of a scale it is reasonable 
to expect a scatter of levels of difficulty but it can be hoped that 















*Table 8. Summar,y Table for the Analysis of Items Showing Item Difficulties and 
the Correlations for A, B, C 1 D Styles by Areas Based on Direct Scores 
Impersonal Personal Counseling Integrating 
A. Style B Style C Style D St yle 
liOrr. Wl.t.n 
r2pq 
liorr. Wl.th Gorr. Wl.t h 
r2pq 
Gorr. Wl.th 
~pq Alter- Tot . Direct Tot . Dir ect r2pq Tot. Direct Tot . Direct 
nat ives "A" Scores "B" Scores "C" Scores "D" Scores 
{g) (3 ) ru (5_1__ . ( 6 ) (7) (8 ) (91 il-_0 ) 
Area 1 - Evaluating competence of individual teachers 
' 
A/ B .oo .000 -. 27 .010 -·42 - .oo --
A/C .oo .ooo .oo -- .oo .ooo .oo ---
A/D . 27 .002 . 2? --- .oo 
--
-. 42 .020 
B/C .16 
--
.16 .002 -.16 .002 -. 27 
--
B/D . 29 
---
.08 . ()()1 .oo 
--
-. 32 .021 
CLD - - . . - -._ll__~---=::::'. .14 -- . 27 .011 -.36 .020 
Summar,y of pq' s and r2pq by Areas and Styles 
1.186 
-959 1.014 I - 502 9.659 10. 624 10. 502 8. 563 










. 1)5 .116 
.096 .086 
~ 
. 288 . 205 
.808 .155 
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The distribution of item difficulty ranges is shown in Table 9. The range 
for items in the total test and in its sub-tests was fairly wide with a 
large number falling into the 25 to 75 per cent area. It is worth noting 
that a fairly substantial number fall into the difficulty range of .10 
to .249 and indicate a positive skewness for the distribution of the pro-
portions . A number of the items which had too low a difficulty level and 
also had poor discrimination power were considered weak and either were 
eliminated or revised as the scale was reduced in its final form to 108 
items . A later section describes the method by which the items were 
eliminated. 
Table 9 · Difficulty Ranges of Items for the Whole Test and 
for the Parts Containing A, B, C, D Items Only 
Cate~ory {1 {2~ C2 ~ 
Diff icultl 
~ ~ 2 ~5 2 R~l {12 ~ 8 2 
.0 t o .10 to .250 to . 50 to . 75 to .90 to To_tal · 
.099 .249 ·499 · 749 . 899 1.00 Number 
Items 
All 
Items ••• 37 30 40 19 4 2 132 
Items 
With .. 20 13 21 9 3 0 66 
Items 
With B •• 15 13 17 18 1 66 
Items -
With C •• 14 15 23 11 2 1 66 
Items 
With D •• 22 12 12 0 2 1 66 
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Item analysis using indirect scores . -- As a further aid to selecting 
items for the final form of the scale , the alternative form of scoring 
previously mentioned , was utilized. This method utilizes the other half 
of the items which were not used in the direct scoring method of item 
analysis . The method consists of adding Indirect choices to Direct scores 
since it is assumed that a respondent following a particular pattern of 
leadership should choose items in the vicinity of that leadership point 
on our continuum. 
The upper and lower criterion groups needed for the 27 per cent Abac 
could conceivably be and in actuality were different than those selected 
by the Direct score method . Consequently , item correlations can differ 
from those based on the Direct scores . 
An item analysis for the Indirect scores was completed and Table 10 
and the tables in the appendix give a clear picture of this summary. 
Examination of the analysis data using the Indirect scores as a 
base , reveals that in a number of cases , item correlations are higher, 
giving us not only evidence of greater internal consistency but higher 
reliabilities for the sub-tests . 
00 
"' 
*Table 10. Summary Table for the Analysis of Items Showing Item Difficulties and 
the Correlations for A, B, C, D Styles by Areas Based on Indirect Scores 
Impersonal Personal Counseling Integrating Propor-
A Style B Style C Style D Style tion 
Corr. With Corr. With Corr . With Corr. With of 52 
Item Alter- Tot. Indir. r2pq Tot . Indir. r2pq Tot . Indir. r2pq Tot . Indir. r2pq Choosing 
No . natives "A" Scores "B" Scores ucu Scores "D" Scores _( p) 
(l) _ill_ (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) (9J (10 ) (11 ) 
Area 1 - Evaluating competence of individual teachers 
43 A/B .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .173 
8 A/C .00 .000 .oo .ooo .oo .000 .oo .ooo .058 
102 A/D . 36 . 015 .oo .ooo .oo .ooo -.36 .015 .135 
117 B/C -.10 .001 .82 .058 .08 .001 .10 .001 . 096 
31 B/D .10 .002 .15 .005 .oo .ooo -· 35 .025 . 288 
49 C/D • 55 .046 -.21 
-
. QQ7__ -~·21___ .011 - . 27 .011 .808 
Summary of pq's and r2pq by Areas and Styles 
r 2pq 1 1. 535 u-- - ~- 1. 520 1 1. 571 l 1 . 495 
Pq 19 .624 










6. Item Revision Based on Item Analysis Data 
One of the reasons why the Kuder-Richardson for.mula previously noted 
was deemed appropriate for this study is that it provides the necessary 
data for depicting the internal consistency of the attitude scale by 
means of an analysis of the item correlations with the total scores. 
An an~sis of the summar,y tables of item an~sis shows the magni-
tude and the direction of the coefficients of correlation and enables the 
test-maker to revise or eliminate items which are not giving the discri-
minations sought . 
Examining the item analysis data table for the criterion groups 
selected in ter.ms of the Direct scores for Area 1 , alternative A and B, 
it would be expected that the Upper A Style group would select A over 
B more often than the Lower A Style group . In this instance , then , a 
positive correlation is expected. This Upper A group is also expected 
to show a greater preference for A over C and A over D. The size of 
this correlation would also theoretically increase if the hypothesis is 
to be sustained perfectly . Should a negative correlation result for 
Alternative A and B in this instances , the data would indicate that the 
items were producing reversed results . 
The same reasoning m~ be applied to the Upper and Lower B groups . 
This time in responding to the alternatives A and B, the Upper B group 
would be expect ed to select B more often than would the Lower B group . 
It is obvious here that a negative correlation is desired . An applica-
tion of the above reasoning , combined with the previous discussion on 
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the scoring of the attitude scale , will make clear the table of expected 
correlation .which follows . 
Table 11 . Expected Direction for Item Correlation with 
Total Direct Scores for each Style Leadership 
Impersonal Personal Counseling Integrating 
A Style B Style C Style D Style 
Corr . With Corr . With Corr. With Corr. \'lith 
Alter- Tot . Direct Tot . Direct Tot . Direct Tot. Direct 
natives "A" Scores "B" Scores "C" Scores ttDtt Scores (1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
A/B + 
A/C + + 
A/D + + 
B/C + + 
B/D + + + 
CLD + + ...,_ 
An examination of the item analysis table using the expected direc-
tion correlation table above shows that 66 reversals exist in the 528 
item choices (132 items x 4 scores) (A, B, C, D). This means that 87 . 5 
per cent of the items produced the correlation in the directions desired. 
Including only these alternatives which are crucial to the parti-
cular style of leadership , the data reveal an even greater proportion 
of desired direction correlation. 
In this analysis only those items involving an A choice for the A 
Score would be examined , only those involving a B choice for a B Score, 
only those items involving a C choice for a C Score and last , only those 
items involving a D choice for a D Score . Two hundred and sixty-four 
items would need to be examined, (66 x 4). The data reveal 24 reversals 
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of these kinds - reversals which are defined as "critical reversalstt , 
indicating that 90 .9 per cent of the items discriminated in the right 
directions . Table 39 , in the appendix, page 278, reveals a breakdown of 
the reversals by area, showing the items which produced multiple rever-
sals , for the Direct Scores. 
From this analysis of the table , Areas 2, 7, ll , 13 , 16, 18 , 19 , and 
22 need revision . 
The item analysis data for the Indirect Scores using the same pro-
cedure outlined above , revealed 80 reversals or 85 per cent of the items 
were without reversals . The table of reversed item correlations for the 
Indirect Score Data is included in the appendix, page 279 · 
Following a careful examination of the item analysis data, Area 1 
and rea 17 , which were weak on the basis of the Indirect Scores , we,re 
found to be adequate , on the basis of the Direct Scores . Area 16 and 
Area 22 , which were inadequate on the basis of Direct Scores , were found 
to be adequate on the basis of the Indirect Scores • 
. The personal data sheets of the 52 respondents recorded overwhelming 
evidence that the instrument with 132 items was too long to be practical 
for busy administrators in the field . Since it was the hope of the in-
vestigator to get close to 100 per cent participation of the supervising 
elementar.y school principals in Norfolk and Plymouth Counties and in 
view of the fact that the number of reversals was higher and the magni-
tude of the correlations for Areas 2 , 4, 6 and 11 was rather low, it was 
decided to eliminate these areas from the final form of the attitude scale . 
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Care was taken to eliminate only areas where the number of job situations 
remaining was sufficient to retain a representative sampling of that job 
area in the elementary school principal ' s total job situation. Three of 
the areas eliminated - 2 1 4 1 6 - were taken from the 10 areas relating to 
the principal ' s relationship with teachers . The other job area elirrdnated , 
Area 11 , was taken from the section dealing with the principal ' s relation-
ship with pupils. 
Areas 3 , 7, 8 , 13 , 14, 18 and 19 were selected for revision . The 
changes made in these areas may be found in the ordered form for these 
areas in the appendix. With the above deletions , and revisions , the 
revised form of the opinion inventory was developed . 
7. The Reliability of the Attitude Scale 
Whenever any physical object or psychological characteristic is 
measured , the measurement is inaccurate to some degree because of chance 
error. In order to provide an estimate of the degree of consistency or 
constancy among repeated measurements of individuals with the same in-
strument , the reliability coefficient is computed. Three major types 
of reliability coefficients are generally used in describing consistency 
of measurement for psychological tests and techniques . These are: (a) 
coefficient of internal consistency; (b ) coefficient of equivalence and 
(c) coefficient of stability . 
Two methods generally used to estimate the coefficient of consis-
tency are : (a) the split-half method and (b) the Kuder- Richardson method . 
In both these methods the same general trait , ability , or characteristics 
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of a homogeneous nature should be measured and the test should not be y 
speeded . 
The coefficient of equivalence is obtained by administering on two 
occasions , to the same persons , parallel forms of the test and from these 
data the coefficient is computed. .A le·ss precise method of obtaining 
this coefficient is to use the split-half coefficient based on equated 
parts of the test . 
The third type of coefficient of reliability, the coefficient of 
stability, is computed by the test- retest method. The same test is ad-
ministered to the same individuals after an intervening period of time . 
The method most applicable to this study is an application of a 
Kuder-Richardson formula . The attitude scale has been so constructed 
that it is homogeneous as to the nature of the content and form of pre-
senting the items and the difficulty level is relatively uniform. In 
view of the fact that it would have been extremely difficult to ad-
minister a test-retest method and in view of the investigator's plan 
for an item- analysis , the formula which best meets the needs of this y 
study is the Kuder-Richardson formula #8 , since it makes the assump-
tion , as does this scale , that only one factor is being measured. The 
formula is 
= o-t 2 -..[pq ... r r it 2pq + (6"-_t_2 ___ .,_ 
2 <rt2 ()t2 ~ 2 cs-t2 
1/J . Wayne Wrightstone , Joseph Justman and Irving Robbins , Evaluation in 
Modern Education , American Book Company , New York , 1956, PP • 46-50 . 
g/This formula is developed in G. F. Kuder and M. w. Richardson , op . cit., 
P• 156. 
where rtt is the estimated reliability coefficient . The terms in the 
formula have been explained in the section on internal consistency, 
(p. 92) . 
The following reliabilities for the Direct scores were obtained: 
A scores rtt = 43 · 957 -
87 . 914 
9· 659 ... 1.186 
. /+3 · 957 
+ ( -390)2 = .813 
B scores rtt = 17. 223 - 10. 624 + · 959 + ( .192)2 = · 496 
34. 446 17 . 223 
C scores rtt = 14.8996 - 10. 502 _+ 1.014 +- ( .132) = .424 
29 . 799 .10. 502 
D scores rtt = 26 .112 - 8. 563 +f • 502, + { ·335)2 = • 700 
52.224 v.__ 26 . ll2 
For an attitude scale , these correlations have a fair degree of 
reliability. The C and B styles showed the lowest reliabilities and 
this is attributable to the smaller standard deviations obtained. 
Studies have shown that there is a tendency for the Kuder-Richardson 
1/ 
formulas to underestimate reliability. 
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As indicated earlier , the use of the Indirect scores in the formula 
produced considerably higher reliabilities in styles B, C, and D, while 
retaining the relatively high coefficient already obtained for style A. 
For the Indirect scores the reliabilities were : 
,. 
A scores rtt = 96 .04- 19. 62 + 1 . 535 + ( . 397)2 = .812 
B scores rtt 
192.08 96 .04 
= 119. 68 - 19.62 tf_ 1. 520 + ( · 418)2 = 
' 256 . 28 \/119.68 
.851 
1/J . P . Guilford, Psychometric Methods , HcGraw-Hill Company, Inc ., New 
York , 1954, PP • 380-383 . 
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C scores rtt 
= 44·02 - 12. 62 + l. 571 + ( . 278)2 = . 614 188.18 "\ 44.09 
D scores rtt = 22 · 60 - 12 .62 + 1.492 .... ( . 402)2 = .822 
199 -20 \ 99 .60 
While the reliability of a test is important , it must be evaluated 
in terms of the techniques used to compute it and the tYPes of subjects 
used to determine it . The assumption that the distribution has the 
characteristic of homoscedasticity, that there is a constant dispersion 
of the scores in the correlation table , is an assumption not always found 
in practice . 
Measures of reliability, no matter how arrived at , are infl uenced by 
factors other than form or content of the test itself. Some writers have 
taken the position that the value of such measures has been overemphasized. 
Standard error of measurement . -- Having computed the coefficients of 
reliability , and with the assumption that the correlation surface of the 
distribution is homoscedastic , it is possible to determine the standard 
error of measurement . This measure tells us what the probabilities are 
that an individual test score will deviate from the "true" score . An 
estimate of this "true" score can be obtained in terms of the reliability 
coefficient by means of the formula 
The following Standard Errors of Measurement have been computed for 
the Direct scores: 
1Jc. c. Ross and Julian c. Stanley , Measurement in Today' s Schools , 
Prentice- Hall , Inc ., Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey , 1954, PP • 211-225 . 
y 
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A score s .E. = 6. 6J \f l - . 813 = 2 . 85 
msrt 
B score s .E. = 4-15 \J l - -496 = 2 -94 
msrt 
c score s .E. = 3.16 \J l - -424 = 2 . 9J 
msrt 
D score s.E. = 5-11 \} 1 - -700 = 2. 80 
msrt 
In effect , the standard error of the test tells us that for test A, 
for example , the "true" score of an individual is not higher or lower 
than the obtained score by more than 2. 85 points in two cases out of 
three . Knowing the amount of variation which m~ be expected of a test 
score is a practical indication of the predictive value of the test . 
8. Relationship of the Four Leadership Patterns 
While the item analysis and coefficient of reliability point out 
that the individual items were related to the total scores for each 
style , we need to find out the relationship of the total A, B, C, and 
D scores to each other. These data enable the investigator to test the 
hypothesis - that the attitude scores would fall along a four-point 
continuum . 
The correlations computed among the total scores for the 52 cases 
follow: 
rAB = - .15 
rAe = - -71 
rAD = -.70 
rBC = - ,. 11 
rBD = - . 58 
reD = +-27 
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Below is a graphic presentation of the correlations indicating that 
the continuum is followed as predicted. 
Figure 3· Correlation Coefficients 
Among Four Leadership Patterns 
The hypothesis above would lead the test-maker to predict that the 
greatest negative correlation to be between A and D, since they are at 
opposite ends of the continuum. Between A and C and B and D, fairly sub-
stantial , though less negative correlations , would be expected . The 
smallest correlations should be between the neighboring points AB , BC , 
and en. 
In general , the expected correlations , based on this hypothesis , are 
borne out. It will be noted , however , that the correlations for points 
AB and BC , though small , are negative , when they would be expected to 
be small , but positive . Negative correlation BC can be explained some-
what since by definition there is a break between the for,mal , individual 
approach as depicted in the chart previously noted, between these two 
points . Negative correlation B can probably be attributed to the 
failure of some items in the A and B styles to do as discriminating a 
job as desired between the leadership style . 
\'lith the use of Thurstone ' s method of equal appearing intervals 
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and a set of judges , further evidence as to existence of a continuum 
can be provided. These procedures will be outlined in the next chapter . 
9· s~ary 
It would appear from this preliminary study, that the attitude 
scale in its tryout form is a f airly reliable instrument which is capable 
of showing individual differences among the responqents . 
The item analysis procedure helped to point out areas which were 
weak and these were revised or eliminated. A new form of the instrument 
could now be constructed and administered to all the supervising princi-
pals in Plymouth and Nqrfolk Counties in Massachusetts . These principals 
represent the varying characteristics of the universe of American super-
vising elementary school principals . 
CHAPTER IV 
SECOND ADMINISTRATION OF THE ATTITUDE SCALE 
1 . Rating Items by ~leans of Judge Technique 
Guided by the data obtained in the item analysis , a number of items 
were eliminated, while others were revised . Before administering the 
scale to principals , it was decided to submit the inventory items to two 
types of vigorous tests . Two sets of judges were selected to classify 
the items . To the first set , a knowledge of the rationale of the scale 
was given as an aid in classifying the items . To the second set of 
judges , no knowledge of the rationale was given . 
Included among the 15 judges selected for the first test was a 
group of faculty members , three from Boston University and two from the 
State •reachers College at Bridgewater, Massachusetts . Two other groups 
were selected to complete the set of 15 judges who were given the defi~ 
nition of the rationale . One of these groups consisted of five graduate 
students in the field of Elementary School Administration , the other 
included five elementary school principals employed in the field . In 
this test , each judge was given the following : 
(1) 72 cards {18 areas x four cards for each area) with the 
four .alternatives in each area placed in random order . 
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(2) An explanation of the rationale of the continuum and the 
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four styles of leadership . 
(3) Instructions to read definitions carefully, and then to 
classify each item as A, B, C, or D in accordance with definitions used 
in the rationale . 
In the second test , four judges , Boston University Professors known 
to have skills in the fields of Human Relations , Administration , Leader-
ship and Philosophy of Education , were given : 
(l ) 72 cards (18 areas x four cards for each area) . 
(2) No definitions of the four styles , but an instruction sheet y 
which included the following: 
n •••• from each area you will find one i tern designed to hang 
together with an i tern from each of the other 17 areas to fonn a 
certain leadership pattern or style . Your main task is to find 
and describe the four patterns .n 
(3) Further instructions which asked each judge to arrange the 
four patterns on a four point continuum and state what he believed the 
rationale of the continuum to be . 
There were two objectives sought from the use of this technique: 
(1) To correlate the investigator' s classification of the 
items with the ratings given these same items by the judges. 
1/See appendix, p . 248 , for instruction sheet given judges with defini-
tions . 
~See appendix, p . 251 , for instructions given to judges without 
definitions . 
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(2) To scale the items somewhat in the manner of Thurstone ' s 
method of equal appearing intervals . 
Thurstone ' s technique is called the psycho- physical method of equal 
appearing intervals . Using this method it is possible to secure the best 
estimate of the S value (the psychological response ) for each R value 
(the stimulus) . In estimating , the most probable value of S is a mean 
or a median . We may assign continuum values of 1 , 2 , 3, 4 respectively 
to points A, B, C and D, and in this manner obtain the mean rating of 
each item alternative assigned by the various sets of judges. 
Our aim is to obtain psychological scale values or S values from 
our judges for each R value in the four styles . We attain this aim when 
we compute the mean ratings given for each of the four alternatives by 
our judges. 
In the table which follows will be found the scale values as deter-
mined by the ratings of the judges with definitions of the four leader-
ship styles . 
It can readily be seen from examining the data in Table 12, that 
the psychological scale value given to each of the 72 items in the scale 
by the 15 judges, succeeded in producing the desired continuum direction 
in 71 cases . The only failure occurred in area 5, style B. 
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Table 12. Psychological Scale Values for the 72 Items Determined 
by the Jl.1ean Ratings of the 15 Judges with Definitions 
A Style B Style C Style D Style 
Area Alternatives Alternatives Alternatives Alternatives 
(1 ) (2 ) (3) (4 ) ( 5) : 
1 1 .00 2 .13 2 . 93 3·93 
2 1.00 2 .07 2-93 4 .00 
3 1. 20 . 2 . 20 2 . 67 3 -93 
4 1.00 2 .00 3.13 3 o87 
5 1.07 2 .67. 2 . 40 3 . 87 
6 1 . 20 1 . 87 2 . 93 4.00 
7 1.00 2 .00 3 .00 4 ·00 
8 1 . 00 2 . 47 2 . 53 4 .00 
9 1 . 20 2 .13 2 . 80 3 ·87 
10 1 . 46 2 . 27 2 . 47 J .80 
11 1.60 1.93 2 . 67 J . 80 
12 1 .00 2 .00 3 .00 4 .00 
13 1.07 1.93 J . l3 3 . 87 
14 1.80 1.87 2 . 3J 4 .00 
15 1.47 2 .13 2 . 40 4 .00 
16 1.00 2.07 2 . 93 4 .00 
17 1.00 2 .00 3.07 3 · 93 
18 1 .00 2 . 20 3 -07 3 -72 
Further evidence as to the extent of agreement between the judges 
with definitions and the invest igator is presented in Table 13 . 
Table 13 . Summar,y of the Ranking of the 72 Items in 
the Scale by the 15 Judges with Definitions 
Alter- With Definition Classifications 
natives B c D Total 
D Items •••• 3 15 (252) 270 
C Items •••• 36 (207) 12 270 
B Items •••• (201) 43 4 270 
A Items •••• 30 5 2 270 
Totals ••• 270 270 270 1080 
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The 15 judges made a total of 1080 classifications . In 893 cases 
out of the 1080 they classified the items exactly as these items had 
been construct~d by the investigator . This represents an 83 per cent 
agreement . 
The Int egrative D type items were shown to be most homogeneous with 
a 93 per cent agreement , closely followed by the Dependent A tYPe items 
in which an 86 per cent agreement was reached . Greater variation occurred 
in the B and C style items with 74 per cent and 77 per cent agreement 
respectively. 
The data presented above justify our conclusion that the 15 judges 
with definitions were able to rank the items in cl ose agreement with the 
classifications assigned by the investigator . 
The much more difficult task assigned to the four judges without 
definitions produced the f ollowing mean ratings f or the 72 items . 
Table 14. Psychological Scale Values for the 72 Items Determined by 
the Mean Ratings of the Four Judges without Definitions 
A Style B Style C Style D Style 
Area Alternatives Alternat ives Alternatives Alternatives 
(1 ) {2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
1 1 .00 2. 25 2. 75 4.00 
2 1 . 25 2.00 2. 75 4-00 
3 1 .00 2. 50 2. 50 4.00 
4 1.25 1.75 3-25 3· 75 
5 1. 50 2.25 2.00 4.00 
(concluded on next page ) 
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Table 14. lconcluded) 
A Style B Style C Style D Style 
Area .Alternatives Alternatives Alternatives Alternatives 
(1) (2 ) (3 ) (4) ( 5) 
6 1. 50 2. 25 2. 25 4.00 
7 1.50 1.75 2. 75 4.00 
8 1.25 2. 50 2. 25 4.00 
9 1.00 2.75 2. 25 3· 50 
10 1.50 1 . 75 3.25 4.00 
11 1.75 1.75 2. 50 4.00 
12 1.25 2.00 2. 75 4.00 
13 1.25 2.00 2.75 4.00 
14 2.25 2. 25 2.25 3· 25 
15 1 . 50 2.75 2.00 3-75 
16 1.25 2.00 2. 75 4-00 
17 1. 25 2.00 2-75 4-00 
18 1.00 2. 50 2. 50 4.00 
It is worth noting that applying t his most vigorous test , the 
average judgments of these four judges ( the scale values represent the 
average of the four judgments) failed in only ni ne cases out of the 72 
to produce the desired continuum direction . 
As might be expected , seven of the nine failures occurred between 
the B and C styles in Areas 5, 6, 8, 9, 14 and 18, where the differen-
tiation along the continuum appears to be more difficult than at the 
ends of the continuum, A and c. The other two failures occurred i n 
Areas 11 and 14. 
It is hardly to be expected that these judges would scale all i terns 
without reversals since they had been given no explanations of the four 
patterns of leadership . It is also improbable that all nine items might 
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be defective since the 15 judges with definitions succeeded in scaling 
eight of the nine as the investigator had constructed the items . 
Table 15 provides some evidence of the manner in which these items 
were ranked . 
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Table 15. Summary of the Ranking of the 72 Items in the 
Scale by the Four Judges without Definitions 
Alter- Without Definition Classifications 
natives A B c D Total 
D Items •••• 0 1 4 (67) 72 
c Items •••• 2 27 (39) 4 72 
B Items •••• 21 (27) 24 0 72 
A Items • • •• (49 ~ 17 5 1 72 
Totals ••• 72 72 72 72 288 
Specific evidence to sustain the findings that the Integrative D 
items were most homogeneous can be read from this table . Ninety-
three per cent agreement was recorded with the test-maker' s classifica-
tion in this style of leadership . The other three types had a con-
siderable variation in agreement but the total item agreement for all 
items was 182 out of 288 or 63 per cent . When consideration is given 
to styles only one point away from exact agreement , we find 279 out of 
288 in exact or close agreement . This finding mqy be stated in the 
following manner : the four judges without definitions classified 96 
per cent of all the items exactly as the test-maker had constructed the 
items or within one point on the continuum in either direction from the 
exact point . 
From the data presented above , it may be concluded that the four 
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judges without definitions ordered the style alternatives in substantial 
agreement with the rationale of the scale . 
2 . Descriptions of the Leadership Styles by 
Four Judges without Definitions 
The following definitions of the Impersonal A style are evidence 
that the judges recognized this pattern: 
Judge 1 - Social Orientation: Oriented to local system and the 
power authority figures in it , for legitimizing fonnal 
role prescriptions in the system. His job is to police 
personnel to prevent infractions of these prescriptions 
which bind him too . 
Personal Characteristics : Dependent on higher authority 
for direction; expects and demands comparable "respect" 
from those under him; social world organized neatly , 
fomally , hierarchically. 
Judge 2 - The principal perceives his leadership role as being an 
agent of outside authority residing in the hierarchy 
above him (the superintendent ' s office). 
Judge 3 - The "leader" depends upon law, rule , established policy, 
and directives from superior authority and is a con-
formist thereto . He does not involve himself in changes 
but reflects and applies and defends that which is es-
tablished ~ He would probably accept changes if directed 
from above. His faith and confidence are not reposed in 
people nor in reason but in the authority of office and 
status. He would expect respect for himself , but only 
as he stood as the representative of the authority vested 
in him. 
Judge 4 - Leadership limited by hierarchy or authority above , but 
line-staff in structure . 
The judges defined the Personal B style accurately as follows: 
Judge 1 - Social Orientation : Oriented to task requirements of 
teaching and learning , not to maintenance of interpersonal 
or power relations . Sees building as autonomous within 
the system, and classroom within building , so long as 
teachers ~ hard and well; sees own role as leading in 
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formulating goals and tasks -he works hard himself , sets 
an example , and defines limits for work of others -
oriented to group work , if he cru1 define problem for the 
group . 
Personal Characteristics : Demands autonomy for own 
building within system and grants autonomy to teachers 
and others under him if they work well . Rewarded by 
feeling of achievement , not by being correct as in pattern 
one or being liked by the powerful in pattern three . 
Judge 2 - The principal is the determining agent in decision and 
control - his school is relatively autonomous of the 
system , \'lith him in controL 
Judge 3 - The leader is on his own. He regards himself as self-
sufficient , possessed of talent and insight , upon basis 
of which , he can stand upon his own feet , face problems , 
and make correct decisions efficiently. Such delegation 
as he indulges in , is functionary and involves no decisions 
of moment . He is deferential to authority but in turn 
makes a point of his own authority . 
Judge 4 - Autonomous , line-staff leadership . 
The Manipulative C style definitions provided further evidence that 
the judges had successfully defined the continuum styles . 
Judge 1 - Social Orientation: Oriented to informal power relations 
in school and community , rather than formal authority 
channels . Oriented to maintenance requirements of system 
rather than task requirements , works through and behind a 
front of key people; operates politically , through greasing 
points of interpersonal friction and "inspiring". 
Judge 2 - The principal consults with relevant groups or persons -
the principal helps group but neither dominates or abdi-
cates his role - his view is that authority is something 
to be worked out and shared with them . 
Judge 3 - The leader involves others , often on a selective basis . 
He does not enforce his personal point of view but does 
involve himself with a group , often representing less than 
the entirety of those who are concerned with the problem. 
This type of leader will tend to be a manipulator and to 
see his leadership as overcoming opposition by w~ of 
osmosis . He recognizes the necessity of his relating to 
others , but more for the sake of allowing them the feeling 
of having been consulted than of actually giving them 
freedom to decide ; he controls the content and subject 
of such delegation as does occur , but he does delegate 
routinely . 
Judge 4- Leadership with delegation of responsibilities and l ess 
line-staff than 2 . 
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The Integrative D style evoked the following definitions , all clearly 
indicative of the test-maker' s rationale and definitions . 
Judge 1 - Social Orientation: Sees decentralization of responsi-
bility within system as desirable , both in terms of 
efficiency and effectiveness of operation; delegates 
authority but tries to develop corresponding responsi-
bility in those to whom authority is delegated. Oriented 
to groups and seeks to support articulation of various 
group interests with a concern in the school program, by 
public and responsible group deliberation and study. 
Oriented to both task and maintenance requirements of 
school system - not overly impressed by hierarchical 
arrangements and central controls per se . These too , 
can be changed . 
Personality Characteristics: Autonomous and tends to 
grant autonomy to others; capable of being controlled 
for good reason as well as controlling; not afraid of 
conflict if it can be used for growth and learning by 
pupils , teachers and parents. 
Judge 2- Principal ' s view is to involve the relevant group -
principal is permissive toward group thinking and 
decision - authority is centered in group - principal 
has faith in competence of members of a group . 
Judge 3 - The group , always the group t The leader considers the 
group and its dynamics to be most likely to produce the 
"best" solution, his criteria always including group 
involvement and his own participation in the group , or 
at least the participation of status leader if it is 
not he . He often involves himself directly in the group 
if the interest of his office and of his responsibility 
are in some way related to the specific problem. If 
they are not , he tends to delegate responsibility to 
those whose problem it is to study , discuss and propose 
some suitable solution. 
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Judge 4- Democratic group leadership -least line-staff . 
A further task which the judges without definitions were asked to 
perform vias to place their four definitions on a four-point continuum 
and in addition make a statement as to what they thought the rationale 
of the continuum to be . 
Two of the four judges placed their four styles in the same order 
as the continuum was hypothesized by the investigator . Judge number four 
placed his concept of style B, the Personal style , at point one and then 
placed the Impersonal style A as point two. Judge number one , on the 
other hand , placed his concept of style B at point three and the Manipu-
lative style C at point two . In both cases , the other two styles followed 
the continuum as hypothesized . 
The Judges ' concept of the continuum follow: 
PATTERN A PATTERN B PATTERN C PATTERN D 
1 2 3 4 
Judge 1 - Passive- Passive- Autonomous- Autonomous 
dependent dependent , independent , interdependent 
authoritarian power; oriented controlling by controlled by 
hierarchial- order of smooth objectives set group 
order interpersonal by leader. deliberations . 
orientation and power Task Task and 
relations oriented. maintenance 
required oriented 
Judge 2 - The rationale of the continuum is a series of four "conceptual 
stations" that assign different weights to the principal ' s 
authority role relative to corresponding lesser or greater 
weight assigned to his colleagues or "human correspondents" in 
control of the school . The continuum moves down a chain of 
command from the highest authority in the system, to the prin-
cipal' s authority and the integrity of his school , to a con-
sulting role for the principal , to finally a station of group 
control . 








Judge 4 - The rationale of the continuum, if any , may be from minimum 
to maximum democratic group leadership . 
From the above analysis of the data submitted by the four judges 
without definitions , it may be concluded that these persons were able 
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to recognize and define the four styles implied in the 72 items. Further , 
the judges were able to classify the items and state the nature of the 
rationale of the continuum in a manner which was very close to that used 
by the test~aker . 
3. Sources of the Data 
A consideration of the methods available for selecting the sample 
upon which to test and validate the attitude scale , resulted in a deci-
sion to utilize a segment of the total population as being typical of 
that population . This segment consisted of the 152 supervising elemen-
tary school principals in Norfolk and Plymouth Counties in Massachusetts . 
The validation of an attitude scale is made more possible when the 
method used results in as nearly as possible in a 100 per cent return , 
as well as a quality type response by the participants in the study. 
Confining the study to these two counties also made it possible t o 
follow up and personally interview the principals or their co-workers 
if this was deemed essential . Because of this , the investigator was 
able to speak with more than 50 per cent of the respondents in addition 
to contacting them by mail . 
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One hundred thirty-eight principals returned their personal data 
sheets and the IBM answer sheets which recorded their responses to the 
108 items in the attitude scale . This number represents 90.8 per cent 
of the principals in these two counties . Of the 138 returns , it was 
possible to utilize 135 in the examination of the data. The returns 
were obtained in two stages . In the first stage , the attitude scale , 
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personal data sheet , IBM answer sheet and a personal letter were 
mailed to all the principals . The letter accompanying the materials in 
the first mailing explained the nature of the study and sought the help 
of the principals in carrying out the research . The first mailing re-
sulted i n 115 returns . Three weeks later , a follow-up letter was sent 
to the 37 principals from whom no returns had been received . This y 
letter resulted in 20 additional returns . At this point the researcher 
called the remaining 17 on the telephone and succeeded in getting three 
more returns , making the total listed above . Of the 14 principals from 
whom no returns were received, two were ill and under medical care , two 
others refused to participate and 10 others failed to respond in any 
manner . 
The cities a..l1d towns in these counties range in population from 
2, 200 to close to 100,000 . This county distribution of communities 
corresponds closely with the population categories used in the annual 
1JSee appendix, page 254, for a copy of this letter. 
g/See appendix, page 255, for a copy of this letter. 
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National Education Association studies reported in the RESEARCH BULLETINS. 
The only omission is in Group I Cities - cities with over 500 ,000 popula-
tion. 
4• Characteristics of the 135 Respondents in the 
Second Administration of the Attitude Scale 
!I 
The 135 personal data sheets showed quite clearly that the respondents 
distributed themselves throughout the ranges established for the personal 
and situational factors . 
Table 16 gives in summary form the information obtained from the 
personal data sheets returned . 
By definition , the respondents were all full-time supervising prin-
cipals , 69 percent of whom were men . 
They ranged in age from under 30 years to 69 years , with almost 40 
per cent falling in the 40 to 49 age group , suggesting an average age of 
45 years . 
The table shows that 76 per cent of the principals supervised only 
one school , lending substantiation to the feeling of increased stature 
being assumed by the building principal . 
With respect to the factor of number of teachers supervised, the 
table shows that 50 per cent of the pr incipals had 15 or less teachers 
on their staffs . This fact , combined with the data regarding number of 
schools supervised , indicates that the elementary principal can take a 
1/National Education Association Research Division , "Salaries and Salary 
Schedules of Urban School Employees", 1956-57, Research Bulletin, (April 
1957) , 35: 72-74· 
leadership role which brings him into close personal contact with his 
staf £' . 
Table 16 . Summary of the Information Obtained from the Personal Data 
Sheets of the 135 Principals in the Main Study 
Characteristic (1) 
Sex 
Mal.e • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Female ••• ••.••••••.••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••• 
Totals . •...•••••....•......••...•..••.. 
Age Group 
Under 30 ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
30-39·········································· 
40---4 9 • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
50-59 . .••..•.•............•..• . ..•............• 
60-69 . ....•............•....•........•...••.... 
Totals . ..•......•...•.....•..•......... 
Number of Schools Supervised 
1 School .. ...•..•.•••.•••••.••• . •..••.••..•.... 
2 Schools ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3 Schools •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
More than 3 schools •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Totals .•• •.•••...•.•..•..•..•.••..•..•• 
Number of Teachers Supervised 
Under 6 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6-10 teachers ••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11-15 teachers •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16-19 teachers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
20-29 teachers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
More than 30 teachers •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TotaJ.s •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clerical Help Provided 
None provided•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 part time •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 full time •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
More than l full time •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Total..s • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






























Table 16 . (concluded) 
Characteristic (1) 
Years Experience as a Principal 
Less than 5 years•••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5-10 years ••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10-20 years •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
20-30 years .• ..••.•••.. , .•••• • •••.••••••.••••••. 
O·ver 30 years .• .•.••••..••.•••.•••••..•••••••.. 
Tota.:Ls •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Level of Education Completed 
2 Years Normal••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4 Years Teacher Training Degree Course ••••••••• 
4 Years Liberal Arts Degree •••••••••••••••••••• 
Graduate Study- Non Degree •••••• •• •••••••••••• 
Master' s Degree •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C. A. G. S •• ••••••• •• •••••••• ••• •••••••••••••••••• 
Doctor' s Degree •••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••• 





























Clerical help on a full-time or part-time basis was provided in about 
56 per cent of the cases , indicating that 44 per cent of the principals 
have yet to achieve this desirable situational status. 
In level of education completed , the principals ranged from 7 per 
cent with two years of normal school training to 78 per cent who possessed 
a Master' s degree , an Advanced Certificate or a Doctor' s degree . 
Fifty-seven per cent of the respondents had served 10 years or less 
as administrators and the range showed 29 per cent with less than five 
years to 7 per cent with over 30 years of service . 
A comparison of the central tendencies in these personal and social 
characteristics with the national averages is shown in Table 17. These 
relationships to some national norms indicate the degree to which the 
principals sampled , represent those in a typical s chool system. 
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Our sample group differs substantially in only one situational 
factor , the percentage having available clerical assist ance . The 
national average of 58 per cent is substantiall y higher than the 
sample mean of 38 per cent . 
It appears , however , that on the whole , the sample differs little 
from the population universe of supervising elementary school principals 
in the United States . 
Table 17. A Compari son of Some Personal and Situational 
Characteristics of the 135 Respondents with 




Sex (per cent male ) •••••••••••••• 
Nmnber Supervising One School 
(per cent) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of Teachers Supervised •••• 
Median Age (Years) ••••••••••••••• 
Per Cent Completing Master' s 
Degree or Higher ••••••••••••••••• 
Clerical Help , One or More Full-
Time Persons (per cent ) •••••••••• 




















1/The National Elementary School Principal , The Elementary School 
Principalship - A Research Stucty , Thirty-Seventh Yearbook , (September , 
1958), 37 : 52-62 . 
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5. Distribution of Leadership Scores 
The revised form of the attitude scale provided raw scores for the 
four leadership styles . These scores were calculated in the same manner 
as were those in the preliminary study. The frequency distributions of 
the Direct scores are shown in Table 18 . Also shown are the means , 
standard deviations and ranges for the four leadership styles . 
These scores represent the principals ' attitudes toward each of the 
four leadership styles as measured by the attitude scale . An examination 
of the distributions shows that individual differences exist in philosophy 
or attitudes . 
The lowest range of scores is found in the B and C style items (19 
points) and the largest range is in the D style (30 points). 
y 
The data corroborate the findings of Valenti in that they reveal 
the tendency of principals to show preference for the Manipulative and 
y 
Integrative styles . They are at variance with Nelson ' s findings with 
foremen . Nelson' s foremen distributed themselves rather evenly over the 
practices and alternative styles which he presented them. There seems 
to be some evidence that the recent emphasis on the leadership function 
in administration has given impetus to the preference of principals for 
informal practices , though as our data show, there remain wide individual 
differences in philosophy and attitudes . 
l7Valenti , op.cit., pp . 114. 
a/Nelson , op . cit., PP • 82-83 . 
Table 18. Distribution of the Direct A, B, C, and D Scores of the 
135 Principals on the Revised Form of the Admi nistrative 
Practices Inventory 
Dependent Self- Sufficient Manipulative Integrative 
Raw Score Style A Style B Style C Style D 
Intervals Scores Scores Scores Scores (1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) 
49-51 •••••• 7 
46-48 •••••• 13 
43-45····· · 27 
40-42 •••••• 27 
37-39······ 20 
34-36 ....... 7 7 24 
31-33······ 11 23 11 
28-30 ••••• • 3 32 39 2 
25-27 •••••• 4 47 44 2 
22-24······ 9 22 17 l 
19-21 •••• •• 12 12 3 1 
16-.18 •••••• 24 4 2 
13-15······ 33 
10-12 •••••• 17 
7-9 ······· 25 4-6 ••••••• 7 
0-J ........ 1 
Total ••• 135 1:22 1;22 1;22 
Mean ••••••• 14. 24 26 .33 27 .72 36 .69 
Range • ••••• 27 19 19 30 
Std . Dev ••• 5-65 3.86 3· 50 5.60 
6. Comparisons of the Distributions of the Scores 
Made by the 135 Respondents with the Best Fitting 
Normal Probability Curves 
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The normal curve is said to be "best fitting" when it i s used in the 
sense that it has the same mean and standard deviation as the obtained 
distribution. In general , if an obtained mean and standard deviation 
approximate closely the mean ru.1.d standard deviation of the population 
from which the sample comes , and if that population is normally distri-
buted , evidence has been produced that the respondents tend to distribute 
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their attitudes in a random fashion rather than in stereotype attitude 
patterns . J-shaped or U-shaped curves are generally associated with 
stereotyped or categorized responses . 
The equation for the normal curve is used in reconstructing the 
"best-fitting" normal curve for each leadership style distribution . The 
equation is: 
where: 
Y is the height of curve above the base line at any point along 
the base line , or the frequency. 
xis the score deviation from the mean or (X-M) . 
N is the number of cases in the distribution . 
~is the standard deviation of the distribution . 
Tf is 3 .1416. 
e is 2 . 7183 . 
Tables are available in general statistics books to aid us in ob-
1/ 
taining these Y values. 
These Y ordinates must then be adjusted for the particular number 
of measurements , standard deviation and size of the class interval in 
the obtained distribution . This adjustment is made by the general formula 
!/For a discussion of this procedure , see J . P. Guilford , Fundamental 
Statistics in Psychology and Education , McGraw~Hill Company, New York , 
1956 , PP • 120-125 . 
i 
N 
y , where 
equals expected frequency in a best-fitting normal 
distribution . 
equals the size of the class interval in the obtained 
distribution. 
equals the number of cases in the distribution. 
equals the standard deviation for the distribution . 
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The data used in constructing the best-fitting normal curve for the 
C style scores are shown in Table 19. The steps necessary follow: 
(1) Determine the distances of the twelve ordinates from the 
mean of each distribution . 
(2) With these deviate values , enter a table of fractional 
parts of the normal curve to compute the heights of the ordinates for 
these known deviates. 
(3) Draw a normal curve through these 13 points - the twelve 
ordinates and the mean ordinate . 
(4) The ordinate or Y scale values represent the expected or 
theoretical frequencies , the abscissa, or X-scale , represents the score 
values . 
Superimposed on this best-fitting normal curve for the 11C" values 
is a histogram drawn from the actual distribution of the "C" scores . In 
this manner , it is possible to graphically compare the actual distribu-
tion with the best- fitting normal curve for that data. This comparison 
is made in Figure 4 . 
Table 19. Heights of Ordinates at 13 Deviate Values in the Construction of 
Best-Fitting Normal Curves for the Four Leadership Distributions 
Distance from Mean in Terms of Standard Scores 
-3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 M 0.5 1.0 1 . 5 
Dependent Style A 
2.0 2.5 3.0 
Deviate Value .10 2. 93 5-75 8. 58 11.41 14.24 17.07 20.89 22.72 25.54 ~28 . 37 31.19 
Height Ordinate . 31 1.25 3.87 9.29 17.35 25.25 28 .60 25.25 17.35 9.29 3.87 1.25 .31 
Self-Sufficient Style B 
Deviate Value 14-75 16.88 18 . 61 20.54 22. 47 24-40 26.33 28.26 30 .19 32.12 34.05 35-98 37.91 
Height Ordinate 
-46 1.84 5.66 13 .58 25 .38 36.94 41.84 36 . 94 25.39 13 . 58 5.66 1.84 . 46 
l-ianipulative Style C 
Deviate Value 17. 22 18.97 20 . 72 22.47 24.22 25-97 27-72 29-47 31 .22 32-97 34-72 36 -47 38 . 22 
Height Ordinate 
· 50 2.02 6. 24 14. 98 27-99 40 -73 46 .15 40 . 73 27-99 14. 98 6. 24 2.02 • 50 
Integrative Style D 
Deviate Value 22.89 25 -~28.-49 -31..29 34.09 36 .89 39-69 42-49 45 .29 4.8.09---50.89 53 .69 56.49 

























10 .35 4() f-' ~ 
"C" SCORES 
Figure 4. Histogram and -Normal Curve Comparing 
Distribution of Manipulative "C 
An examination of Figure 4 readily reveals that the distribution 
of the actual scores was quite similar to the distribution expected in 
the normal curve. 
Graphical representations were made for the distributions of the 
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A, B, and D scores . These are included in the appendix, pages 281 , 283, 
and 285. 
While graphical representations reveal quickly some ver,y obvious 
facts about data, it is also of interest to determine the probability 
that the obtained set of frequencies is not normally distributed. For 
this purpose the Chi-Square test is used. This test helps to determine 
whether the discrepancies between theoretical and obtained frequencies 
are so large as ~ to be attributed to sampling errors . 
In this procedure the data for the expected frequencies are obtained 
by the same method outlined above , with one exception , the deviate scores 
or values represent distances , at the mid- points of each class interval 
from the mean. 
The expected frequencies for the four leadership styles are shown 
in Table 20 . 
A comparison between the observed and expected frequencies for the 
C- style leadership scores as computed for the best-fitting normal curve 
for this distribution, is shown in Table 21. The p- score of . ?8 is 
evidence that the attitude scale overcomes some of the expected stereo-
types since we can not reject the hypothesis that the scores are dis-
tributed normally. ~~r p- score of . ?8 tells us that the chances are 78 
in 100 that the observed differences are attributed to sampling errors . 
Table 20. Expected Number of Principals Whose Scores Should Fall 
Around the Mid-Point of the Class Interval for the 
Four Leadership Styles 
Hid-point(x) 
Class Z: Actual 
Interval 
1 
Dependent Style A 
M = 14. 24 o.oo o.oo 1.0000 28 . 60 
SD ,., 5. 65 
32 17.76 3·15 0.0028 0 . 20 
29 14. 76 2. 62 0.0129 0. 90 3 
26 11.76 2.09 0.0449 3. 22 4 
23 8 . 76 1.56 0.1182 8. 47 9 
20 5-76 1.03 0 . 2347 16 . 83 12 
17 2. 76 0. 50 0. 3521 25.24 24 
14 0 . 24 0.04 0 . 3986 28.58 33 
11 3. 24 o. 57 0. 3391 24. 31 17 
8 6.24 1.10 0. 2179 15.62 25 
5 9. 24 1 .63 0 .1057 7-47 7 
2 12. 24 2.16 0 .0387 2. 77 1 
0 15.24 2. 70 0 .0104 0 . 75 
Self-Sufficient Style B 
M = 26 . 33 o.oo o.oo 1.0000 ' 41 .84 
SD .. 3.86 
38 11. 67 3.02 0.0041 0. 43 
35 8. 67 2. 24 0.0325 3·40 7 
32 5.67 1.47 0.13 51+ 14. 20 11 
29 2. 67 0 .69 0.3144 32. 98 32 
26 0 . 33 0.09 0 . 3973 41. 68 47 
23 3· 33 ' 0. 86 0 . 2756 28 .91 22 
20 6.33 1. 64 0 .1040 10. 90 12 
17 9· 33 2. 42 0.0213 2. 23 4 
14 12 . 33 3·19 0.0017 0 .07 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 20 . (concluded) 
Fraction 
Mid-point(x) Part of 
Class z- Actual 
I nterval 
1 
Manipulative Style C 
M = 27 . 72 o.oo o.oo 1.0000 46 .15 
SD == 3· 50 
41 13 . 28 3-79 0.0003 0.03 
38 10 . 28 2-94 0.0053 0. 61 
35 7. 28 2.08 0.0459 5.31 7 
32 4. 28 1.22 0.1895 21 . 92 23 
29 1.28 0 . 37 0 . 3725 43 -10 39 
26 1 .72 0 . 49 0. 3538 40 -93 44 
23 4-72 1.34 0 .1626 18.81 17 
20 7-72 2. 20 0.0355 4.10 3 
17 10 .72 3.06 0.0038 0. 44 2 
Integrative Style D 
M = 39.69 o.oo o.oo 1.0000 28.84 
SD = 5.60 
53 13 -31 2.38 0.0235 1. 69 
50 10. 31 1. 84 0 .0734 5-31 7 
47 7-31 1. 30 0.1714 12. 39 13 
44 4-31 0.77 0. 2966 21.44 27 
41 1.31 0. 23 0. 3885 28.08 27 
38 1.69 0. 30 0.3814 27 . 57 20 
35 4-69 0. 84 0.2803 20 . 26 24 
32 7-69 1 -37 0. 1561 11. 29 11 
29 10 .69 1.91 0.0644 4. 66 2 
26 13 .69 2. 44 0.0203 1.47 2 
23 16 .69 2.98 0.0047 0. 34 1 
20 19 .69 3-51 o.oo21+ 0 .17 1 
Table 21 . Chi-Square Test of the Normal Distribution Hypothesis 
Applied to Distribution of C- Style Scores 
_ill (2) • .~ uu __ ___i3) UL.~---- (5_} (6) 
Original Regrouped Cell Column Cell-square 
Scores Grouping Frequencies Discrepancies 4(Sguared) Contingencies 
fo fe fo fe Cfo - fe) Cfo - fe) 2 ~ fo - f?}2 
fe 
40-42 0 .03 
37-39 0 .61 
34-36 7 5.31 7 5· 95 + 1.05 1.103 0 .185 
31-33 23 21 . 92 23 21.92 + 1 .08 1 .117 0 . 051 
28-30 39 43 -10 39 43 .10 - 4.10 16 .810 0 .390 
25-27 44 40 -93 411- 40 . 93 + 3-07 9·425 0 .230 
22-24 17 18. 81 17 18.81 - 1.81 3.276 0.174 
19-21 3 4.10 5 4· 54 - o.46 0.011 0.046 
Totals 135 135.25 135 135.25 - o.65 x2=1.076 





Tables for styles A, B and D will be found in the appendix, pages 
280 , 282 and 284. It should be pointed out that with respect to style 
A, the evidence does not substantiate a similar statement based on the 
p- score obtained for this style . However, a careful perusal of the data 
in the A- style chart reveals that the size of the Chi- Square was in-
creased greatly by the interchanged position of five scores in the 
expected and observed columns of neighboring intervals . This fact lends 
support to the observation that the four styles do overcome to some ex-
tent , the stereotypes concerning principals' attitudes . 
With p- scores of . 36 and .13 for styles B and D we ·can not reject 
the hypothesis that these distributions are normal . 
7• Relationship of the Four Leadership Styles 
Found in the Scores of the Revised Attitude Scale 
The objective sought in examining the relationship .found among the 
scores made on the four leadership styles is to test the hypothesis 
stated in Chapter II , namely, that the attitude scores made would fall 
along a continuum. 
Pearson product~oment correlations were computed among the total 
scores and the following results were obtained f or the 135 cases: 
rAB = .,; . 09 
rAe "" -.49 
r.AD = - .65 
rBC :: - .18 
~D ~ -·49 
reo = - .01 
It is possible to see these relationships in a graphic manner in 
the figure below: 
B C 
~ - . 18 J 
- - 49~ - -49 
- .65 --~ 
Figure 5. Correlations Among the Four Leadership Styles 
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In accordance with the hypothesis that the scores would fall on a 
continuum, it would be expected that the opposite ends of the continuum 
would have the greatest negative correlation. A correlation of - . 65 for 
the two points A and D represents a corroboration of this hypothesis . 
An increasingly negative correlation between one end of the continuum 
and the interrrLediate points on the w~ to the other end would be further 









= - . 65 
Some relationship might be expected between adjacent points A and 
B, B and C, C and D, but this relationship should be low enough so that 
it m~ be indicated that the scores are not measuring the same charac-
teristic . The data likewise indicate this to be so in the light of the 
following correlations: 
rAB = - .09 
~c ... -.18 
rcn = - . 01 
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In can be stated, then , that the scores representing the four styles 
of leadership are interrelated in such a manner as to suggest the exis-
tence of a continuum. 
8 . Reliability and Validity of the Attitude Scale 
A description of the methodology used to obtain the reliability data 
was presented in Chapter III . An examination of the item analysis data 
at that time showed a relatively adequate amount of internal consistency 
of the individual items to the total scores in each of the four leader-
ship styles . The Kuder-Richardson formula used , not only provided the 
item analysis data, but gave us the reliability coefficients of . 81 , 
. 50, . 42 and . 70 for the A, B, C and D scores respectively. 
The task in this phase of the study is to find the correlation of 
the scores made on the attitude scale , with an outside criterion . 
Of the many techniques available for this task , five offer possi-
bilities and of these , two were selected by the test-maker as validating 
crit eria. The five methods for correlating scores on the attitude scale 
with outside criteria are as follows: 
(1 ) The attitudes expressed by the respondents in interviews . 
(2) The ratings of competent judges . 
(3) The analysis by clinicians of projective tests taken 
by the respondents . 
(4) Direct observation of the respondents ' behavior on the job . 
(5) The evaluation of people on the job who have a chance to 
see the principal ' s attitudinal behavior . 
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:Much could be learned by interviewing the subjects . Such techniques 
as the fo cused interview and non-directive interview could be used in 
this situation. However, the necessity of establishing rapport and 
possessing interviewing skill makes this technique less useful to the 
investigator than some others listed. 
Likewise , leadership scores could be validated by correlating them 
with projective tests and analyzing the clinical data . Such data were 
11 
secured by Nelson with a captive on-the-job foremen group and corre-
lated ... 46 with the analyses of clinical psychologists . It is obvious , 
that this is a very expensive and almost impractical procedure for use 
with individual administrators of schools . 
The use of competent judges provides us with an "a priori" type 
of validity. It is, of course , a measure of ltface validity" and rein-
forces the test-maker' s judgment as to the classification of scale 
items . While it corroborates the judgment of the test-maker to the 
degree that the judges classify the items in agreement with the test-
maker , the question of how well the test measures what it purports to 
measure , remains unanswered . Needed is an answer to the question, 
"How well do the principals ' attitudes as shown by the scores on the 
attitude scale , compare with their attitudes as manifested on the job?" 
This goal can be accomplished in t wo w~s: first , by actually watching 
the principal on the job and with a limited number of principals such 
1/Nelson, op . cit ., P• 154· 
11 
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as was used in the Hess study, this is feasible , but with a large 
number of persons the task becomes almost too great . Approximately 
the same objective may be attained by using the co-workers of the 
principal as participating observers . These persons are in a position 
to evaluate the attitude pattern manifested by the principal on the 
job, by virtue of being able to see the situational factors concerned. 
The last two named criteria were selected for the purpose of vali-
dating the attitude scale . These criteria are: (1) the ratings of 
items by judges; (2) the evaluation of the principals ' behavior on the 
job by persons qualified to make judgments , their professional asso-
ciates . 
The judge technique utilized has been outlined in detail in the 
first part of this chapter . It was shown at that time that the four 
judges without a knowledge of the rationale utilized, were able to 
recognize 96 per cent of all items exactly as they were constructed by 
the investigator or within one point on the continuum either w~. For 
all items, there was a 63 per cent total item agreement . The 15 judges 
with a knowledge of the rationale succeeded in identifying S3 per cent 
of the items exactly as constructed . 
The evaluation of the behavior of the principal on the job was 
carried on in the following manner . Thirty-seven of the 135 respondents 
were selected for further study. This represents a 27 per cent sample . 
1/0dean Lott Hess , Administrative Behavior of Elementary Principals, 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation , Ohio State University, Columbus , 
Ohio , 1955. 
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These respondents were dravm from those who had leadership scores of at 
least one standard deviation above the mean in any one of the four 
leadership styles . For each respondent , a superintendent , supervisor , 
assistant principal or teacher was asked to observe and evaluate the 
kind of leadership style preferred by the principal in each of the 108 
job situations presented in the attitude scale . The persons doing the 
evaluations were given explanations of the four leadership styles as 
defined by the investigator. An explanation of the rationale of the 
y 
continuum was also included with the explanations of the styles . 
Thirty-five evaluations were utilized in the final correlation of 
the scores made by the principals and the evaluations made by their 
associates . A Pearson product-moment correlations of /.62 was obtained, 
indicating a high degree of agreement between the scores of the respon-
dents and a criterion , their behavior on the job as evaluated by a 
person in a position to observe that behavior . The utilization of this 
validation method as sumes that a reliable evaluation can be made by 
means of one measurement . 
The data obtained by means of the revised form of the attitude 
scale may be summarized as follows : 
(1) Qualified judges , with and without definitions , were able 
1fSee copy of instructions sent to co-workers , appendix, pages 245-246. 
1~ 
to recognize the inherent attitudes and classify them in accordance with 
the styles of behavior the scale was designed to reflect . 
(2) Stereotypes concerning the attitudes of principals were 
overcome and individual differences measured . 
(3) The existence of a continuum was suggested by the inter-
relationships of the four styles of leadership styles. 
(4) The evaluation of principals ' attitudes on the job by 
co-workers was substantially related to the scores which these principals 
made in the four leadership styles . 
The next task is to examine the scores of the principals in relation 
to a number of social and personal situational factors. 
CHAPTER V 
LEADERSHIP ATTITUDE SCORES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP 
TO PERSONAL AND SITUATIONAL FACTORS 
It is not unusual in discussing factors which accompany effective 
leadership , with principals , to have them assert that if only they could 
have a certain size building or number of teachers , they could be more 
effective in their leadership . Others refer to their work loads or lack 
of clerical help as being impediments to providing the kind of leader-
ship they would like to give. Implied in these observations from the 
point of view of our attitude scale, is the belief on the part ,of prin-
cipals, that these personal and organizational factors affect the kinds 
of attitudes which they possess toward their interpersonal relationships . 
The personal data sheets provide data for seven personal and situa-
tional factors . These are: (1) sex; (2) age; (3) amount of clerical 
help; (4) number of schools supervised; (5) number of teachers super-
vised; (6) number of years served as a principal and (7) level of edu-
cation completed . Chapter V will present data showing the relationship 
of these seven factors to the scores made by the principals on the 
attitude scale. 
A comprehensive investigation of the factors thought to influence 
the attitudes of principals might well take into consideration such 
factors as childhood upbringing , socio-economic considerations , family 
-143-
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relationships , religious and ethnic affiliations and any others which 
might be hypothesized as influencing the wqy principals feel and act. 
Such a comprehensive examination of factors is beyond the scope of this 
study. This chapter will be confined to the seven factors listed above . 
Educators have assumed that these seven factors do have some influence 
on administrational attitudes . 
For the purpose of examining data, it will be recalled that the 
null hypothesis stated in Chapter II , asserted that none of the factors 
listed above would be significantly related to the leadership attitudes 
as measured by the attitude scale . 
The analysis of variance procedure . -- The statistical procedure which 
lends itself to testing this hypothesis is called the analysis of vari-
ance . In spite of its name , it is concerned with testing the hypotheses 
about the means of groups . 
These means can be of groups of subjects , groups of measures on the 
same subject , or both. Having obtained the means , the fundamental ques-
1/ 
tion asked of the data is , 
"Given a number of samples from as many populations , all of 
which are assumed to have the same variance , can we conclude from 
the data that these populations could have equal means?" 
1/This quotation and the discussion which follows are extracted from 
J. E. Alman , Analysis of Variance Notes , Unpublished Paper , Boston Uni-
versity Department of Statistical and Research Services , Boston , Mass. , 
1959 , PP • 1-3 . 
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where N equals the sample size , ~ 
means 
denotes the variance of 
2. 
means of random samples of size n and o is the population variance . 
Thus it can be seen that we " analyze variance" by estimating the popula-
tion variance in two wqys : (1) by examining the variance of the sample 
means and (2) by examining the variance of the individual measurements. 
It follows from the fundamental relationship that if the ratio of these 
two estimates is approximately one , the conclusion can be drawn that 
the populations sampled can have equal means. This assumption - that 
the population means are equal - is the null hypothesis which will be 
tested as each personal factor is examined . 
Having computed the ratio between the two estimates of population 
variance , called the (F) ratio , an F-table mqy be entered at the appro-
priate degrees of freedom to det ermine the significance of the obtained 
ratio . If this ratio is found to be larger than that listed in the 
table for the . 05 and . 01 level of significance , the investigator is 
forced to reject the null hypothesis . In effect , the conclusion reached 
would be that the variance of the sample is larger than chance would 
allow in random sampling . Having thus found a significant F- ratio for 
the means , the researcher would proceed to use a test of significance 
between the group means which varied beyond chance . 
The factor, "years of experience as a principal", has been selected 
to illustrate the use of this analysis of variance technique. 
y 
l. Relationship of Years of Experience to the "A" 
Style Leadership Scores of Principals 
In order to determine the presence or absence of a significant 
difference among the groups having different number of years of ex-
perience , the folloWing data are needed: 
g 
N 
- which stands for number of sub-groups. 
which equals the number in the total group measured. 
I 
- which is the number in each of the sub-groups. 
- or the sum of the scores made in each sub-group . 
- or the squares of the sums of the scores made i n 
each sub-group . 
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N 
E._ A - this being the total sum of all the A style measurements. 
or the square of the total sum of scores. 
or the sum of the squares of the individual scores . 
Table 22 furnishes the basic variance data needed in our illustra-
tion . 
With this infonnation the f onnula listed below may be entered. 
variance variance 
Total variance equals among grouQs + within grouE 
= 
17For a discussion of this technique see , J . P. Guilford , Fundamental 
Statistics In Psychology And Education , McGraw-Hill Book Company, New 
York , 1956, pp. 257-284 and James E. Wert , Charles o. Neidt and J . 
Stanley Ahmann, Statistical Methods in Educational and Psychological 
Research , Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc ., New York , 1954, PP • 172-187 . 
where 
Table 22 . Analysis of Variance Data for Dependent ttAn Style 
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31 , 707 
Thus , for estimating the population variance between means (for 
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groups of unequal size), we subtract s1 which in this case is 27 , 392 .1 , 
from Sg , computed as 27 , 493 ·3 · The difference found is 101. 4, which 
r epresents the total variance attributed to the differences in group 
means . The average variance or mean square , as it is called, is ob-
tained by dividing the total variance by four (since there are five 
experience groups , there are four degrees of freedom). A mean square 
of 25 . 4 results. 
The variance attributed to the individual measurements can be 
found from the second member of the right hand part of the equation 
given above , (s2 - Sg)• Since s2 is equal to 31 , 707 and Sg equals 
27 , 493 . 3 , the difference , 4 , 213 . 7 , represents the variance attributed 
to the individual measurements . The average variance , then , can be 
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computed by dividing this number by the 130 degrees of freedom (135-5). 
This results in a mean square of 32 . 4. 
The summary data for determining the F-ratio are presented in 
Table 23 . 
Table 23 . Analysis of Variance Among Group Mean "A" 
Scores of Different Years of Experience Groups 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean of F 
Variance Freedom Sguares Sguares Ratio 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
Between means 
of groups •••••• 4 101.2 25 . 4 
Within group 
means •••••••••• 1:20 4 2212 •7 22·4 0.78 
Total ••••• 134 4 2314•2 
Entering the F-ratio table we find that a r atio of • 78 for four and 
130 degrees of freedom is not high enough to have any statistical signi-
ficance and our null hypothesis for this set of data can not be dis-
carded . 
No significant differences were found in the means of the groups 
in the B, C, and D style scores for this factor . The analysis of 
variance data for these three styles , and for this factor , may be found 
in the appendix, pages 286-287 . 
2. Leadership Scores as Related to Sex 
F-ratios of 6 . 59 , 4 .09 , and 5.67, were found in the A, B, and C 
style scores , respectively. An inspection of the mean scores made by 
men and women principals indicates that women principals showed a higher 
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degree of preference for the Dependent A style of leadership than did 
men . At the same time they showed a lesser degree of preference for the 
B and C styles of leadership while indicating about the same amount of 
preference for the Integrative D style of Leadership . Tabl e 24 shows 
the mean scores obtained by men and women principals in the four leader-
ship styles . 
Table 24. Mean Scores Obtained by Hen and 
Women in the Four Styles of Leadership 
Sex 
A 
Males ••••••• 13 . 42 
Females ••••• 16 .07 
Styles of Leadership 
B C 
26 . 77 28 .19 




The F-raties for the A, B, and C styles were significant at the .05 
level . None of the ratio s was significant at the .01 level . It would 
appear that the evidence supports the observation that to some degree, 
there is a difference in the attitudes of men and women principals toward 
the A, B, and C styles of leader ship with women showing a greater prefer-
ence for the Dependent A style , and less preference for the B and C 
style , than men . 
Tables 25 and 26 present the analysis of variance data and the 
analysis of variance among the group mean scores by sex. 
Table 25 . Analysis of Variance Data for 
A, B, C, D Scores by Sex 
Sex 
Statistic Hale Female Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
n 93 42 135 
Dependent "A" Scores 
I:. A 1 , 248 675 1 , 923 
L. A2 19, 540 12 ,167 31 , 707 
Self-Sufficient "B11 Scores 
L: B 2, 490 1 ,064 3, 554 
I: B2 68 ,074 27 , 500 95 , 574 
Manipulative "C" Scores 
r: c 2, 622 1 ,120 3 , 742 
I:: c2 74 ,926 30 , 452 105 , 378 
Integrative "D" Scores 
I: D 3,683 1 , 675 5, 358 
I: D2 148 ,871 88 ,009 216 ,880 
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Table 26 . Analysi s of Variance Among Group Mean Scores By Sex 
Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Source of Variation Freedom Sguares Sguares Ratio (1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
Dependent "A" Scores 
Tota.:L • ••••••••••••• 134 4,314. 9 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 1 203.5 20.35 6. 59 
Within Means •• • •• • • 133 /+ ,111.4 3-09 
Self-Sufficient ttB" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 134 2,011.7 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••• • ••• 1 60 .1 6.01 4-09 
Within Means ••••••• 133 1 ,951.6 1.47 
Hanipulative "C" Scores 
Tot~al . ...•...•••••• 134 1 ,655· 3 
Between Heans 
of Groups •••••••••• 1 67.5 6.75 5-67 
Within Means ••••••• 133 1 , 587 .8 1.19 
Integrative 11D" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 134 4,226 . 9 
Between Means 
of Groups •• •• •• • ••• l 2. 2 . 22 .07 
Within Heans ••••••• 1;13 42224. 7 3.18 
3. Relationship of Amount of Clerical Help Provided 
to the Leadership Scores of Principals 
An interesting observation can be made in this area. In Chapter 
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IV , the sample of 135 principals was shown to be typical of the universe 
of elementar,y school principals , in every respect except the amount of 
clerical help provided . The sample mean showed only 38 per cent of the 
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principals having full-time clerical assistance . Despite the fact that 
62 per cent have no clerks , the data revealed no significant differences , 
in the leadership scores of those who were provided help . Tables 48 
and 49 on pages 290 and 291 in the appendix show the data for this factor . 
4. Relationship of the Level of Education Completed 
to the Leadership. Scores of the Principals 
Implicit in the examination of this factor , is the assumption , that 
in line with recent trends in school administration literature , all 
graduate schools of education are attempting to develop principals in 
the same direction . It might be suspected that this direction is oriented 
toward a more democratic philosophy of school administration. It is 
almost universally accept ed that one of the functions of teacher-training 
institutions is the goal of trying to develop and modify attitudes of 
the persons being trained for the classroom and administration . A rea-
sonable assumption to be made is , that the greater the exposure to some 
for.m of democratic philosophy of education in the training period , the 
more likely would principals behave in accordance with that philosophy . 
Examination of Tables 27 and 28 , using the highest level of formal 
education as a yardstick , shows no significant relationships in the 
Self-Sufficient B style and the Integrative D style leadership scores . 
The means of the A style groups in this factor do differ at greater 
than the . 05 and . 01 level of significance . Table 29 shows the means 
for the different groups with respect to this factor . 
Table 27. Analysis of Variance Data for A, B, C, D Scores By 
Level of Education Completed 
4 year Graduate 
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Statis- 2 year B. S. 4 year Non- Ph . D. 
tic Normal in ED . A. B. De~ree M. Ed . c. • G. s . Ed . D • Total 
(l) (2) (3) (4 ) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
N 9 6 1~~- 13 86 15 5 135 
Dependent "A" Scores 
l:. A 182 92 174 1 , 225 176 48 1 ,897 
I: A2 3.778 1 , 474 2 , 716 20,272 2 ,284 504 31 ,031 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
Z: B 238 160 351 2 ,2 55 401 124 3, 529 
l: B2 6 , 396 4, 344 9 , 587 60 , 579 10 , 905 3 ,138 94 , 949 
:t-'Ianipu1ati ve "C" Scores 
l: C 231 147 352 2, 409 435 142 3,716 
I: C2 5, 997 3 ,627 9 ,70$ 68 , 591 12 , 711 4 ,070 104, 702 
Integrative liD" Scores 
l:D 321 249 527 3 , 396 608 226 5,327 
I: D2 11 , 577 10 ,425 21 , 673 "137 ,·082 24 ,880 10 ,282 215 ,919 
~:Note : This category omitted from analysis of variance due to small 
number of cases . 
Table 28 . Analysis of Variance Among Group Mean Scores By 
Level of Education Completed 
Degrees of Sum of l•1ean F 
Source of Variation Freedom Sguares Squares Ratio 
(l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
Dependent "A" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 4,175-7 
Between l-leans 
of Groups •••••••••• 5 539·7 107.9 3.80 
Within Means ••••••• 128 3 1 6~6 .0 28 . ~ 
·-. 
Significant at .01 level 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 2,009 -9 
Between Heans 
of Groups •••••••••• 5 21.9 4-4 .28 
vlithin Heans ••••••• 128 1 ,988 .0 15 . 5 
Manipulative "C" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 1 ,652 .3 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 5 139· 7 27. 9 2.36 
Vfi thin Iv!eans ••••••• 128 1 1 512.6 11.8 
• Significant at .05 level 
Integrative "D" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 4,150· 9 
Betvreen Means 
of Groups ••••••• • •• 5 340 . 2 68 .0 2.28 




Table 29. Mean Scores Obtained By Different Level 
of Education Groups in 11A" and nett Scores 
Styles of Leadership 
Group Number A C 
2 year .•.•..••••..... ~ 20 . 22 25.67 4 year-B . S. ......... 15-33 24.50 
4 year-Plus •••••••••• 13 13 .38 27.08 
5 year-Ed . :t-1 . . ...... 86 14.28 28.01 
6 year •..•.•••.....•• 15 11.73 29.00 
Ph . D.-Ed . D. . ...... 5 9.60 28.40 
Total ••••••••••• 134~~ 
~~3 year category omitted since it contained only 
one case . 
It will be noted , however, that the number of cases involved in 
three of the level of education groups is too small to safely accept 
the significant F-ratio found . An application of Duncan ' s Test for 
11 
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11ultiple Comparisons over the six group means , using as a denominator 
in the formula the smallest number of cases in any one group, reveals 
that the only significant differences were those between the groups 
having the doctorate and six-year preparation on one hand , and the 
group with the two-year level of preparation on the other. 
It is vmrthy of note , that the two groups having the smallest 
number of years of academic training tend to favor the Dependent A 
style more than do the two groups having the largest number of years 
of professional training; the difference in the mean scores being more 
than ten points . The reverse general trend is shown in the Manipulative 
C style where the two-year and the four-year level groups are less 
B. Duncan , "Multiple Range and lViultiple F. Tests", Biometrics , 
ll : l. 
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favorably disposed toward this end of the scale than the groups ~dth 
six or more years of training . However , the small number of cases in 
the groups mentioned preclude our acceptance of the F-ratio as 
significant . 
5· Relationship of the Number of Teachers Supervised 
to the Leadership Scores of the Principals 
The principals in the sample , ·supervised on the average , a group 
of 16 teachers . The question of load in terms of number of persons on 
the instructional staff , has been advanced in discussions as being of 
importance in determining the ease with which administrators can estab-
lish two-vmy contacts with teachers . 
The analysis of variance data and analysis of variance among group 
means , reveal no significant differences among the B, C, and D scores 
made by principals in this factor . These data are prese.nted in Tables 
30 and 31. 
Once again , however , a significant F-ratio at the .05 and . 01 
level of significance appeared among the mean A style scores . The 
mean scores for each group are shown in Table 32 . 
Table 30 . Analysis of Variance Data For A, B, C, D Scores By 
Number of Teachers Supervised 
Number of Teachers Supervised 
30 and 
Statistic Under 6 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 19 20 - 29 over 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) 
N 1-'~ 
" 
10 53 33 28 10 
Dependent "A" Scores 
~ A 152 783 534 337 102 
7; A2 2, 550 13 ,283 9,790 4, 763 1 ,096 
Self-Sufficient ttBn Scores 
l: B 246 1 , 411 871 744 260 
C B2 6,206 38 ,311 2} , 505 20 ,164 6, 904 
Manipulative "C" Scores 
l: C 286 1 ,445 886 808 288 
l: c2 8 ,306 40 ,193 24,144 23 , 568 8 ,326 
Integrative non Scores 
1: D 396 2,084 1 , 271 1 ,135 430 













-:*-Note : Thi s category not included in analysis of variance because of 
small number of cases. 
Table 31. Analysis of Variance Among Group l'1ean Scores By 
Number of Teachers Supervised 
Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Source of Variation Freedom Squares Squares Ratio 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) ( 5) 
Dependent ttAtt Scores 
Total ••.••••••••••• 133 4,314. 4 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 448 .0 112.0 3-73 
Within Means ••••••• 129 32886 . 4 30 .0 
•• Significant at the .01 level 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
Total ••••••••.••••• 133 1,992 .8 
Between .Heans 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 37 .1 9· 3 .61 
Within Means ••••••• 129 12955 · 7 15. 2 
Hanipulati ve "C" Scores. 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 1, 653 .6 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 91.7 22. 9 1.89 
Within Means ••••••• 129 1 , 561.9 12.1 
Integrative "D" Scores 
Total •.•••••••••••• 133 4,221 .6 
Between Heans 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 182. 5 45 .6 1. 46 
Within Means ••••••• 129 42029 ·1 31.:2 
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Table 32 . Nean Scores Obtained By Different Nwnber of Teachers 
Supervised Groups in the Dependent A Style 
Nwnber of Teachers Supervised 
31 and 
Under 6 6 - 10 ll - 15 16 - 20 21 - 30 over Total 
(l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) ( 7) 
N 1-;~ 10 53 33 2g 10 134 
He an 15.20 14.77 16 .18 12.04 10 . 20 
*This category eliminated from analysis of variance . 
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Applying Duncan's Test for Multiple Comparisons over the f ive means 
and using as the denominator the smallest number of cases in any category , 
we find that only the means of the group having more than 30 t eachers 
and the group having between 16 and 20 teachers show any significant 
di f ferent . This difference is at the .05 level . The mean score of t he 
group having over 30 t eachers shows this group to be less inclined to 
use the Dependent A style than the group having between 16 and 20 t ea-
chers . Again , it must be pointed out that the small number of cases 
in the category, 30 teachers and over , makes this significant F-ratio 
suspect . 
6. Relationship of Age to the Leadership 
Scores of the Principals 
:Huch is made of the stereotype that educators at the beginning of 
their careers are filled with enthusiasm and ideas fresh from our school s 
of education which have trained them, but that in time this enthusiasm 
i s dulled by the hard realities which confront t hem and their attitudes 
tend to become more traditional . 
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Little evidence was found to support such a stereotype . No signi-
ficant difference at the .05 level showed up in the Dependent A scores , 
where an F-ratio of 2 . 54 was computed . The mean scores for the different 
age groups in this style are shown in Table 33 . 
N 
Mean 
Table 33 . Mean Scores Obtained By the Different 
Age Groups in the "A" Style 
Age Groups 
Under 30 30 - 39 40 - 49 50 - 59 60 - 69 
(1) (2 ) (3) (4) ( 5) 
4 37 50 30 14 




Application once again of the Duncan Test for Nultiple Comparisons 
finds no real significant diffe rences when the means are examined using 
the sntall number of cases listed under the category Under 30 . However , 
when the Under 30 category is combi ned with the 30-39 age group, the 
oldest group , 60-69 , does differ from the Under 30 group at the . 05 
level , with the older group tending to prefer the Dependent A style of 
leadership . The small number of cases in the older group mitigate 
against this difference being truly significant . The data for computing 
the F-ratios are presented in Tables 34 and 35 . 
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Tabl e 34· Analysis of Variance Data For A, B, C, D Scores By Age 
N 4 37 50 30 14 135 
Dependent "A" Scores 
l: A 58 489 667 456 253 1 , 923 
L.. A2 1,006 7,605 10 ,215 8,084 4,797 31 ,707 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
I: B 105 994 1, 325 761 369 3, 554 
L B2 2,897 27 ,324 35 ,785 19 ,677 9,891 95 , 574 
:Hanipulative ucn Scores 
r c 104 1,058 1 ,387 820 373 3, 742 
L c2 2,714 30 ,668 39 ,017 22 , 722 10 ,257 105 ,378 
Integrative "D" Scores 
l: D 164 1 , 455 2,021 1, 201 517 5, 358 
~ n2 62854 58 2689 82 2601 49 2177 19 2 559 216 2880 
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Table 3 5. Analysis of Variance Among Group Jvlean Scores By Age 
Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Source of Variation Freedom Sguares Sguares Ratio 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
Dependent "At' Scores 
Total • • ••••••••••• • 134 4 , 314.9 
Between Means 
of Groups •• ~··••••• /+ 312 . 7 78 . 2 2. 54 . 
Within Means ••••••• 130 4 2002. 2 20.8 
. Significant at the .0 5 level 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
Total •••••••••• • ••• 134 2, 011.7 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 39 · 9 10.0 . 66 
Within Heans ••••••• 130 1 2971.8 15. 2 
Hani pu1ati ve "C" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 134 1 , 655 -3 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 60 . 9 15. 2 1.24 
Within Means ••••••• 130 1 , 594·4 12.3 
Integrative "D" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 134 4, 226.9 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 148. 7 37 . 2 1 .18 
Within Means ••••••• 130 4 2078 . 2 21.4 
7. Relationship of Number of Schools Supervised to the 
Leadership Scores of the Principals 
In recent years , principals have exerted much effort toward the 
goal of having a full- time supervising principal in every school of 
optimum size . That they have succeeded to a large extent toward this 
. y 
goal is shown by the 195S status in which 85 per cent of the supe~ 
vising principals administered one school only. Since such importance 
has been placed on this factor , an examination of its relationship to 
the principals' scores on the leadership attitude scale is in order. 
The analysis of variance data show no significant differences in the 
mean scores of principals having , one , two or three or more schools , 
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to administer. This is true for the four styles of leadership . Tables 
46 and 47 on pages 288 and 289 of the appendix contain the analysis of 
variance data and analysis of variance among group means . 
8 . Summacy 
While this report is &m1ittedly not a comprehensive one in this 
area, the investigation of some personal and organizational correlates 
of principals ' attitudes shows that in few instances are there signi-
ficant relationships. 
Some evidence was found that women principals showed less prefer-
ence for the "B" and "C" styles of leadership and greater preference 
for the "A" style than did men . 
1/See Table 17, page 125, Chapter IV of this study. 
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Additi onal data showed that there exists some basis for the belief 
t hat the more professional training a principal possesses , the less 
pr eference he will show for the Dependent "A" style of leadership . 
Finally , there exists an indication that the older group of princi-
pals showed a greater preference for the "A" style than did the younger 
principals . 
CHAPTER VI 
SUM}iARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation was primarily concerned with the task of 
developing and evaluating a scale designed to measure the attitudes 
held by principals toward their interpersonal relations role. A basic 
assumption underlying the study is the belief that, the degree to which 
attitudes of the principal and the teachers are in agreement, has an 
important bearing on the learning situation for children within the 
building. 
In the process of constructing the instrument, a rationale was 
utilized which stems from the literature in the fields of leadership, 
supervision, and commun~cation. This rationale holds that the best 
pl ace to measure attitudes is at the "hard corert, defined as that place 
at which the institution's aims, objectives, and aspirations are trans-
lated into actions. In this particular situation, the point of in-
terest is the interpersonal relations role of the principal. To measure 
these attitudes , the investigator constructed an attitude scale which 
has been labeled, An Administrative Practices InventorY• 
The development of the scale involved an analysis of the nature 
of the tasks which confront the principal. in carrying out his role. 
This analysis was carried out by examining research literature and 
textbooks in school administration, job analysis studies of the elemen-
tary school principalship, discussions with principals in the field and 
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graduate students in school administration at the university level, and 
lastly, from the investigator's experience as a principal. This analYsis 
resulted in a finding which indicated that about 75 per cent of the 
principal's job duties involved interpersonal relationships. The people 
in these relationships were found to fall into seven categories: (1) 
non-professional personnel; (2) the superintendent of schools; (3) tea-
chers; (4) pupils; (5) parents of pupils; (6) community representatives 
and (7} the principal's peers in the educational organization. 
From a list of 87 duties identified as interpersonal relations 
geared, a representative sample of 22 problem areas in school adminis-
tration was selected. For each problem area a job situation was de-
vel oped and four alternative solutions, utilizing the method of paired 
comparisons and a forced-choice technique, were presented for the 
probl em. The solutions were constructed, based upon the hypothesis 
that the principal's frame of reference would fall on a four-point con-
tinuum, each point of which represents one of the following styl es of 
admini strative behavior as defined below: 
(1) Dependent A Style.-- Represents a principal who sees 
~thority and expert opinion at the top of the hierarchy of values 
and himself as a representative of that authority; who derives 
security from followi~g the rules and regulations closely and 
whose tone of interpersonal relations is marked by frequent, one-
w~ and infrequent two-way communication. 
(2) Self-Sufficient B Style.-- Marked by the rugged indi-
vidualist who is technically proficient, a hard worker, and a 
good disciplinarian. His satisfaction stems from his own creati ve 
work and he relies on his own ability. While his interaction is 
more personal, he maintains infrequent two-way contacts. 
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(3) Manipulative C Style.-- Characteristic of the principal 
who is interested in developing and guiding his teachers, using 
individual incentives such as praise, reward, friendliness. His 
work is marked by much use of measurement and evaluation scales 
and while his methods are more direct, he is less formal in his 
interactions and more likely to use some two-w~ interaction. His 
methods place an emphasis on individual development. 
(4) Integrative D Style.-- Represents the other end of the 
continuum. The principal uses an informal, group approach in 
which group standards are developed and group opinions are ex-
pressed. His role is that of a catalytic agent and his inter-
acti on is marked by very informal, frequent, unstructured, non-
directive, two-w~ communication. 
The scale , consisting of 132 items, was administered to a pilot 
study group of 52 principals, 35 of whom were attending a clinic for 
elementary school principals at Boston University, and the rest of whom 
were principals in the field who were not included in the final sample . 
This preliminary administration of the scale provided data for an item 
analysis and some indication of the reliability. In addition, it helped 
to check on the validity of the hypotheses. Refinements and deletions 
followed until the revised scale included lS problem areas and 108 items. 
For the main stuQy, the scale was given as a self-administered 
Administrative Practices InventoEY, to 135 principals in Norfolk and 
Plymouth Counties in Massachusetts. This group represents 90 per cent 
of the principals in the two counties. 
A follow-up study was conducted. This study included 27 per cent 
of the respondents whose attitude scores placed them one standard devia-
tion above the mean. Co-workers, including superintendents, fellow-
principals, classroom teachers or assistant pri ncipals were asked to 
respond to the Administrative Practices Inventory, as they believed the 
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principal involved would behave in the situations presented in the scale. 
The purpose of this follow-up study was to secure validation data for 
the scale . 
The investigations were designed to test the following hypotheses: 
(1) The attitudes of principals, as measured by the scores 
based on their responses to the inventory, can be expressed in 
terms of a four-point continuum, each point of which represents 
one of the following styles of behavior: A-Dependent , B~Self­
Sufficient , C-Manipulative , D-Integrative . 
(2) As a form of validation of this inventory , it can be 
shown that the items can be constructed so that independent, 
qualified judges can recognize inherent attitudes and group the 
i tems according to the patterns of behavior the scale was designed 
to reflect. 
(.3) The scale can be constructed so as to reveal individual 
differences which can be measured and which overcome any stereo-
types existing , concerning the role of the principal. 
(4) The evaluation of principals' attitudes by teachers , 
superintendents, supervisors or fellow-principals will positi vely 
relate to their scores on the scale . 
(5) There will be no si gnificant relationships between the 
principals' scores on the attitude scale and such factors as sex, 
age, amount of professional education , years of administrative 
experience , number of teachers supervised, clerical assistance 
provided and size of building which is administered. 
1. Conclusions 
The pilot study , main study and follow-up survey produced the 
findings which follow: 
(a) The attitude scale was capable of uncovering fairly sub-
stantial individual differences in the obtained scores . In the 
A and D patterns , fairly large ranges and standard deviations were 
obtained. The B and C patterns had smaller, but still substantial 
ranges and standard deviations . 
(b) By means of "best-fitting curve" procedures, it was 
shown that the distributions for the B, C, and D patterns fit 
the normal curve rather than the F-shaped or U-shaped curves 
which are indicative of stereotyped responses. The distribution 
for the A pattern fell short of the statistical requirements for 
asserting that it was a normal distribution. 
(c) The evidence provided by the judges with and without 
definitions enabled the investigator to sustain the hypothesis 
that a continuum existed. Additional evidence in support of the 
hypothesis was furnished by the correlations among the total 
scores . The 15 judges with definitions were in complete agree-
ment with the researcher in 83 per cent of the item classifica-
tions. The four judges without a knowledge of the rationale were 
able to provide descriptions of the four patterns which were in 
very close agreement with those defined by the test-maker. In 
addition, they were able to classify 63 per cent of the items 
correctly and a total of 96 per cent of all items exactly as 
they were constructed or within one point on the continuum of 
their defined locations . 
(d) The item analysis and reli ability data were obtained 
by use of the Kuder-Richardson formula number 8. The data 
showed that there existed a wide range of difficulty among the 
items, but 45 per cent fell between .25-.75 level of difficulty. 
Reliability coefficients for the Direct A, B, C, and D scores 
were computed respectively as .81, .50, .42, and .70. The 
Indi rect scores produced higher coefficients of .81, .85, . 61 , 
.82 for the A, B, C, and D scores. The "Indirect scores" is a 
term applied to the scoring method which utilized both the 
Direct and Indirect answers of the respondents. 
(e) As a means of validating the inventor,y, the responses 
of 27 per cent of the subjects were correlated with evaluations 
made by their co-workers. A coefficient of +.62 was obtained. 
(f) in examination of seven personal and social correlates 
of leadership showed few significant relationships. 
The F-ratios for each style of behavior and the factor examined, 
are presented below. 
(1) Years of experience and leadership scores.-- F-ratios 
of .78, .49, . 17, and .15 were computed for the A, B, C, and D 
styles of leadership and the years of experience of the respon-
dents. None of these ratios was significant at the . 05 level . 
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(2) Sex of respondents and leadership scores .-- F-r atios 
of 6.57, 4.09, 5.67 and .07 appeared for the A, B, C, and 0 
styles of leadership and the sex of the principals. The ratios 
for the A, B, and C styles were significant at the .05 level, 
with the evidence pointing to the conclusion that women have a 
greater preference for the Dependent A style while men show a 
greater preference for the Self-sufficient B and Manipulative C 
patterns . No significant difference appeared with respect to 
the Integrative D style. 
(3) Clerical help provided and leadership scores.--
Significant ratios appeared in none of the styles with respect 
to this factor. The F-ratios computed were: A style 1.91; B 
style .S9; C style 1 .77 and D style 1 .27. 
(4) Level of education completed and leadership scores.--
For the respective A, B, c, and D styles , F-ratios of ).SO, .2e, 
2.36 and 2.2e were secured. The A and C style were significant 
at the .01 and .05 levels respectively. The two groups having 
the lowest number of years of academic ~raining preferred the 
A style while the groups with six or more years of training 
showed a preference for the C style. It should be pointed out, 
however, that the low number of cases in the groups mentioned 
preclude our acceptance of the F-ratios as significant. 
(5) Number of teachers supervised and leadership scores.--
The F-ratios of 3.73, .61, l.S9 and 1 .46 showed a significant 
ratio only with respect to the A style . At the .01 level, 3 ·73 
was significant . In this A style , the principals with over 30 
teachers on their staffs showed less preference for the Depen-
dent A pattern than did those with staffs of 16 to 20 teachers. 
Again it is necessary to point out the small number of cases 
which fell into the Over 30 group. 
(6) Age and leadership scores.-- Only one significant 
ratio was computed, and that was for the A style at the .05 
l evel. This ratio was 2.54 while the ratios for the B, C, and , 
D styles were: .66; 1.24 and 1.1e. The oldest group showed a 
greater preference for the Dependent A style, than did the Under 
30 group. The number of cases in the 60-69 age group was 14 
which appears to be too small a number of cases for comparison 
purposes although application of Duncan's Test for Multiple 
Comparisons still showed the difference to be significant at 
the .05 level. 
(7) Number of schools supervised and leadership scores.--
No significant differences were found in the F-ratios . These 
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ratios were .08, 1.81, 2.53, and 1.77 for the A, B, C, and D 
styles of leadership and the number of schools supervised. 
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I n general, it appears that the attitudes of principals are shaped 
by factors other than the seven which we have examined above. 
2. Implications and Recommendations 
This investigation can be of value since it: 
(1) Is capable of providing a measure of social distance 
between the principal and the people with whom he works. 
(2) Gives a measure or index of leadership along a continuum. 
(3) Defines leadership in terms of communication between the 
leader and those whom he is to lead. 
(4) Provides a means for the principal to tap the i nformal 
communication system within his school. 
(5) Provides an insight into the nature of the interpersonal 
relations role of the principal and how that role is manifested 
through his attitudes. 
The Administrative Practices Inventory could be even more useful 
in ailininstration if more data could be obtained through carrying out 
the following recommendations: 
(1) An investigation of the psychologi.cal factors inherent 
in the four leadership styles. It is suggested that projective 
tests, administered and evaluated by clinical psychologists, be 
given principals, since a study of personality would be helpful 
in guiding changes in interpersonal relationships. 
(2) A study of the kinds of leadership patterns necessar.y 
and desirable for various leadership situations since it does not 
necessarily follow that the Integrating D style is appropriate in 
each leadership situation. What is needed is an inquiry into 
which style is most effective in various types of leadership 
situations . Implicit in this recommendation is the assumption 
that leadership needs can be found in the demands of the 
situation. 
(3) l-1ore work is needed in the area of methods to be used 
in guiding changes in leadership attitudes towards desired 
directions . 
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(4) An intensive stuqy should be made of the correlates in 
leadership attitudes. The present study hardly scratches the 
surface in this area. Many more factors need to be investigated -
such factors as ethnic considerations, economic status, childhood 
upbringing and marital status. 
(5) Long range validation studies could be carried on re-
garding the leadership styles. Continuous observation of leader-
ship behavior and interviewing respondents directly are two 
techniques which could be utilized. 
(6) Some attention could be directed toward the improvement 
of the instrument . 
(a) Few of the respondents were happy with the length 
of the instrument . Though the method of paired comparisons 
helps to give the scale internal consistency and overcomes to 
some extent, "intellectualism", it is a frustrating and un-
satisfactor.y technique for the respondent. Consideration 
might be given to the construction of alternative forms of 
54 items each. 
(b) Jn improved method of scoring might be developed. 
The use of a single test score for each individual leadership 
style may be questioned by statisticians since it can be 
shown that positive intercorrelations among all items are 
needed if this is to be justified. This is a task of great 
proportions, requiring some 7,000 correlations. 
(c) If the above correlations could be made by some 
short-cut method, they could be utilized in further factor 
analysis research. 
(7) The Administrative Practices Inventory should be adminis-
tered to the different interested groups in the school situation. 
The responses of teachers, parents, pupils, superintendent, other 
employed personnel and members of community groups, when compared 
to the concept held by the principal of his interpersonal relations 
role, would be of assistance in understanding the nature of 
these relationships. 
(8) The rationale used in this study mczy be used to study 
the communication process at the "hard core" of any social in-
stitution. Studies have been made with foremen in industr,y, 
in the dealer-customer relationship and with the classroom 
teacher. 
The recommendations listed above would enhance the value of the 
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Administrative Practices InventoEY to educational research if they were 
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Questionnaire Administered to Principals in an Administration Seminar 
To Determine Relative Importance of Areas Selected 
AREAS IMPORTANT TO THE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS 
ROLE OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
1.. In the questionnaire that follows, 22 areas pertinent to the INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ROLE of the 
elementary school principal have been listed. These areas are meant to be a cross-section or 
sample of the principal's problem areas. They are not meant to be all the matters with which a 
principal must concern himself on the job. 
2. It would be helpful to this study if your opinions concerning the importance and cruciality of 
these suggested areas could be indicated below. 
3· As you look through the list, try to consider the areas in terms of their importance to the prob-
lems of the administrator of an elementary school, rather than in terms of specific solutions. 
4· Please rate the areas listed below (and any you may add) as to their relative importance to the 
role of the principal, by checking your opinion along the five-point scale using the following 
criteria: (1) Crucial; (2) Ver,y Important; (3) Important; (4) Of Some Importance; (5) Unimportant. 
DEFINITIONS 
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ROLE: Activities , relationships, demands and sanctions involving face-to-face 
situations. which taken together define funqtion principal performs. 
AREA: A part of the job in which principal manifests activity involving 
interpersonal relationships and in which problems of procedure or 
conflict in ph~los9phy m~ arise. 
CRUCIAL: So important that failure of principal to implement task would result 
in his being judged ineffectiye ~s ~ professio~~ Qerson. 
..... 
ct 
AREA OF WORKING WITH TEACHERS 
1. Evaluating competence of teachers. 
2. ~couraging professional improvement. 
3· Providing . channels for considering 
requests. 
4· Selecting, transferring, dismissing 
teachers . 
5. Helping teachers i n guiding and 
reporting pupil progress. 
6. Orienting new teachers in school and 
community objectives. 
7. Evaluating the program of studies. 
PRINCIPAL' S RATING OF AREA 
CRUCIAL VERY IMPORTANT OF SOME NOT 




8. Providing for improvement of 
instruction. 
9. Helping teachers to study children's 
needs and abilities. 
10. Coordinating the interaction of teachers 
and specialists. 
!REi OF WORKING WITH PUPILS 
11. Making possible pupil participation 
in school management and control. 
12. Maintaining order and discipline. 
13 . Conferring with and counseling pupils 
with problems of personal and school 
adjustment. 
PRINCIPAL'S RA.TING OF .lREl 
CRUCIAL VERY IMPORTANT OF SOME NOT 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANCE IMPORTANT 
(1} (2) (3) (4) (51 
...... 
~ 
AREA OF WORKING WITH SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
14. Conferring with superintendent relative 
to pupil ' s needs, staff needs and 
plant needs . 
15. Carrying out rules , regulations and 
policies of superintendent. 
AREA OF WORKING WITH PEERS 
16. Working with principals , directors, and 
specialists in centralized curriculum 
activities. 
17. Participating and serving on pro-
fessional organization committees 
at local , state, national levels. 
PRINCIPAL' S RATING OF AREA 
CRUCIAL VERY IMPORTANT OF SOME NOT 
IMPORTANT IMPOR'fANCE IMPORTANT 




AREA OF WORKING WITH NON-EDUCATIONAL 
PERSONNEL 
18. Supervising operation and maintenance 
of the school plant . 
AREA. OF WORKING WITH PARENTS IN THE SCHOOL 
19. Promoting P. T. A. activities . 
20 . Encouraging parents to visit schools 
to discuss growth of pupils . 
AREA OF WORKING WITH COMMUNITY 
21. Conferring with salesmen, conducting 
visitors through school, and giving 
information to patrons of school . 
22. Participating in community affairs . 
PRINCIPAL' S RATING OF AREA 
CRUCIAL VERY IMPORTANT OF SO¥J.E NOT 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANCE IMPORTANT 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
~ 
0 
Table 36. 87 Duties and Responsibilities of the Elementary School 
Principal Classified as Involving Interpersonal Relations!/ 
Comrni to' s I tern • 
Code Number • Item 
I . The Principal' s Interaction With Teachers (41 Items) 
002 •••• Evaluates competence of individual teachers . 
003 •••• Orients new teachers in school and community. 
004 •••• Secures substitute teachers. 
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005 • • • • Directs preparation and revision of teachers' handbook. 
006 • • • • Encourages the professional improvement of teachers. 
007 •••• Handles details in preparing and adjusting assignments, 
and teaching loads. 
008 • • • • Provides channels for consideration of teachers 
complaints and requests. 
009 • • • • Provides plan for development of policies and proce-
dures through staff organization. 
010 • • • • Helps improve cooperation and cor<ii:al relations among 
staff members. 
012 • • • • Helps teachers with personal and school adjustments. 
013 •••• Gives praise and public commendation to outstanding 
efforts of teachers. 
014 • • • • Plans social activities and entertainment of staff. 
015 •••• Advises teachers on school board policies, rules, and 
school law. 
019 • • • • Helps teachers in guiding and reporting pupil progress. 
022 • • • • Plans for meeting needs of mentally retarded and 
gifted children. 
028 • • • • Encourages and practices visitations to homes. 
033 • • • • Provides and executes plan for development of philoso-
phy, guiding principles, and objectives. 
034 • • • • Provides leadership in a continuous program of curri-
culum analysis and revision. 
037 • • • • Evaluates with staff members the program of instruction. 
038 •••• Offers constructive help to teachers who recognize the 
need. 
{continued on next page) 
1/Adapted by investigator from, Ado Commito, A. Job Analysis Technigue 
Applied to Selected Elementary School Administrators in Eastern Massa-
chusetts , Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, Boston, 
Mass., 1955· 
Table 36. {continued) 
Commi.to • s Item • 





• • Develops and uses t he group approach to the problems 
of improving instruction • 
• • Plans with staff members in-service practices and 
programs . 
041 • • • • Guides and advises in research studies 1 experiments , 
and discovery of more effective teaching devices and 
techniques . 
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043 • • • • Discovers and utilizes special talents of staff members. 
044 •••• Helps to bring about effective interaction between 
regular and special teachers . 
045 • • • • Selects with staff materials for the professional 
library. 
046 •••• Encourages use of self-evaluative materials. 
047 • ••• Helps to construct , adapt , and select tests or test 
items . 
049 •••• Helps teachers recognize and provide for individual 
differences in pupils . 
050 • • • • Develops with staff members methods of diagnosis and 
remedial work . 
051 •• • • Inspects and observes functions of teaching including 
classroom visitations . 
052 • • • • Helps construct and makes checks on outcomes of subject 
objectives , outlines, and courses of study. 
054 • • • • Makes arrangements for exhibits of school work of 
pupils and teachers . 
055 •• • • Seeks aid of teachers in discovering and solving 
instructional problems. 
058 ••• • Develops with staff members ways of discovering apti-
tudes and adjustment problems through techniques like 
testing , observation, records and reports , conferences , 
and case studies . 
070 • •• • Develops and improves with staff members the functions 
of the school librar,y service and/ or room collection. 
087 • • • • Studies with staff new trends and practices in equip-
ment , supplies , and textbooks. 
093 • • • • Helps staff members survey and study pupils home and 
community background. 
095 • • • • Encourages the use of pupil excursions and field trips. 
(continued on next page) 
Table 36 . (continued) 
Coilllllito ' s Item • 
Code Number • Item 
097 •••• Evaluates with staff members resources available for 
school utilization. 
114 • • • • Obtains evaluation of competence from teachers . 
II . The Principal's Interaction With Pupils (11 Items) 
023 • • • • Handles orientation of entering and transfer pupils . 
026 • • • • Makes it possible for pupil participation in school 
management and control. 
027 • • • • Maintains order and discipline in the school. 
029 •••• Organizes and administers extra-curricular activities 
for pupils. 
030 •••• Plans , conducts and participates in assemblies . 
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042 • • • • Participates i n teaching act or demonstration teaching. 
061 • • • • Organizes and carries out guidance functions and 
services. 
062 •••• Confers with and counsels pupils with problems of 
personal and school adjustment. 
065 • • • • Seeks to maintain good pupil-principal relationships. 
078 • • • • Administers first aid. 
089 • • • • Determines and observes the practice of safe and 
healthful behavior of all pupils in lunchroom, toilets , 
playground, and gymnasium. 
III . The Principal's Interaction With Professional Peers (11 items) 
025 •••• Works with other schools in transfers, records, and 
i nterpretation of pupils. 
035 •••• Coordinates the activities of the consultant's 
specialized services i n a unified program. 
036 • • • • Attends centralized curriculum planning committee. 
053 • • • • Advises and cooperates with teacher training insti-
tutions. 
059 •••• Discusses with staff members, specialists, and health 
staff, individual problems of adjustment. 
060 • • • • Arranges for specialist services to treat individual 
problems of adjustment. 
066 • • • • Secures physical and mental health examinations and 
aid and t reatment for defects found in pupils. 
(continued on next page) 
Table 36. (continued) 
Commito ' s Item • 
Code Number • Item 
108 •• •• Attends workshops , institutes , conferences , and other 
professional meetings . 
109 • • • • Assists in orlanizing or conducting conferences and 
professional meetings. 
110 • ••• Serves on national , state, district , and local pro-
fessional committees . 
115 • •• • Visits , observes and evaluates outstanding school 
systems . 
I V. The Principal ' s Interaction With The Community (14 Items) 
080 •• • • Conducts visitors through school. 
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081 • • • • Gives information upon request to patrons and citizens. 
082 • • • • Confers with salesmen and business agents . 
092 • •• • Utilizes community resources and agencies for curri-
culum development . 
094 •• • • Organizes school activities for community service. 
096 •••• Cooperates with civic officials , community libraries , 
pl~grounds , and health services. 
099 • • Encourages continuous use of plant facilities. 
100 •• • • Participates in community affairs . 
102 • ••• Organizes and advises community coordinating ·council 
on which staff members serve. 
103 • ••• Enlists public support in what schools are trying to do. 
104 • • • • Makes speaking engagements regarding school. 
105 • • • • Directs adult-sponsored organizations for pupils . 
106 • • • • Provides and executes plan of public relations program. 
107 ••• • Supports teachers against unjust community restrictions 
and criticism. 
v. The Principal' s Interaction With Parents (4 Items) 
064 • • • • Contacts parents regarding pupils . 
067 • • • • Enforces local board of health rules pertaining to 
sick pupils and reporting contagious diseases . 
098 • • • • Promotes and contributes to parent-teachers' association 
activities . 
101 • • • • Encourages parents to visit schools. 
(concluded on next page) 
Table J6 . (concluded) 
Commito ' s Item • 
Code Number Item 
VI . The Principal' s Interaction With Superintendent {5 Items) 
001 •••• Assists administration in selection , transfer , and 
dismissal of t eachers . 
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Oil •••• Assists in fonnulation of salaries and salary schedule . 
016 •••• Assists administration in sel ection, t r ansfer , and 
dismissal of non- instructional staff. 
032 •••• Assists in organization and r eorganization of schools . 
091 • • • • Assists administration in planning new buildings and 
additions . 
VII . The Principal ' s Interaction With Non- Teaching Personnel (1 Item) 
085 • • • • Supervises the operation and maintenance of the school 
plant . 
ORDERED ITEMS FOR REVISED FORM OF OPINION INVENTORY 
I . AREA OF WORKING WITH TEACHERS 
I -A. Evaluating competence of individual teachers. 
1 . A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
___ A. He follows stri ctly the line-staff relationship, keeps 
at a minimum his demands on the principal, does a 
dependable job while abiding by the rules and regula-
tions of the school. 
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___ B. He shows industriousness, has good discipline, is self-
suf ficient, gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
___ c. He is ingenious in motivating pupils, appeals to the 
individual pupil 's pride in achievement, allows pupils 
to work out activities under his guidance. 
_D. He work s with student groups to bring out their opini ons , 
helps them to recognize and set their standards, works 
w:i th them in an informal manner. 
I -B. Providing channels for considering teachers' requests and 
grievances . 
2. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation f rom 
an established policy, the principal can 
___ A. Listen courteously to request but refer to rules and 
regulations as forbidding the deviation. 
B. Point out ·t.he rules, but promise to see what can be done. 
_c. Discuss with several key people the deviation request 
and present reasons for retaining policy. 
_ D. Exchange ideas with teachers as a group and work out a 
group-approved plan for possible implementation. 
I - C. Helping teachers in guiding and reporting pupil progress. 
J. The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when 
a principal 
A. Selects a report card Which has been successful, presents 
card and instructions for its use at a faculty meeting. 
___ B. Secures a number of cards, reads the literature for 
trends, has teachers select from among the cards, the 
one to be used. 
___ c. Sets up a special committee of teachers to examine 
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cards on a basis of a check list which he has furnished. 
___ D. Helps teachers to identify the aims of the school pro-
gram, through group discussion arrive at a decision as 
to what means of reporting to parents the school should 
have. 
I-D . Evaluating the program of studies. 
4. The selection of a batter,y of achievement tests for an 
elementar,y school should be done by 
___ A. The central office testing department. 
_B. The principal, after careful stuQy of tests available. 
_c. The teachers, under leadership of principal. 
_D. The teachers, after careful study of school needs. 
I -E. Providing for the improvement of instruction. 
5. One way in which a principal can help to improve the in-
structional program is to 
_A. Furnish the type of lesson plan for teachers to follow 
in the classroom. 
___ B. Teach demonstration lessons and allow teachers oppor-
tunities to use superior practices. 
_c. Point out ways of working with and handling pupils more 
effectively. 
_D. Provide opportunities for intra-staff exchange of 
problems and ideas . 
I-F. Helping teachers to study children' s needs and abilities. 
6. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to 
study children's needs and abilities, the principal can 
_A. Bring in an outside group of authorities such as 
psychologists, guidance t eachers . 
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_B. Work out methods based on his own reading and study , 
designed to give teachers the basic information needed . 
_c. Provide encouragement to individual teachers for 
diagnosing strengths and weaknesses by means of appro-
priate tests . 
_D. Help teachers to form study groups which -would provide 
for helping them identify children' s needs and w~s in 
which all concerned can learn about such needs . 
I-G. Coordinating the interaction of teachers and specialists . 
7. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the 
music supervisor, the principal should 
_A.. Make such requests known to teachers 1 call on them to 
help carry them out , as having emanated from the central 
office. 
_B. Evaluate such requests in the light of his own building 
situation, decide which seem reasonable for teachers to 
carry out . 
_c. Talk with supervisor, try to arrive at a mutually agree-
able method for showing teachers the r easonableness of 
the requests. 
D. Bring teachers and supervisor together, try to get each 
to see the gains to be made by working out situation 
solutions which are mutuallY satisfying. 
II . AREA OF WORKING WITH PUPILS 
II-A. Maintaining order and discipline . 
8 . Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a 
principal if he 
___ A. Is careful to point out the necessity for conforming to 
all school rules , is fair in meting out punishment , and 
refers difficult cases to main office . 
___ B. Impresses on teachers the necessity for keeping students 
occupied with meaningful tasks , but is prompt and reso-
lute in handling pupil infractions. 
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_c. Attempts to study the records of the pupils involved in 
breaking school rules , guides those misbehaving to 
respect the rules. 
_D. Secures cooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving 
accepted standards of behavior in the school. 
II-B. Conferring with and counseling pupils with problems of per-
sonal and school adjustment . 
9· In conferring with pupils of high ability but low achieve-
ment levels , the principal should 
___ A. Be firm, but point out the necessity for meeting and the 
consequences for failure to meet standards for promotion. 
_B. Use examples 'from the lives of persons the pupil knows 
and respects to help the pupil improve. 
C. U.se diagnostic tests for pointing out pupil' s weaknesses 
and give him an incentive to improve by using praise 
liberally. 
_D. Create group situations involving pupil ' s peers to work 
on his problem and those of others . 
III . AREA OF WORKING WITH THE SUPERINTENDENT 
III-A. Conferring with superintendent relative to pupils' needs , 
staff needs and plant needs . 
10. To convince the superintendent of the needs of his school 
the p~incipal needs to 
___ A. Utilize central office administrative personnel to 
present his problems . 
_B. Present his own , well-documented case . 
_c. Use accepted Human Relations techniques when talking 
with superintendent . 
_D. Work with other principals and present the recommenda-
tions of their judgments . 
I I I -B. Carrying out rules, regulations and policies of the 
superintendent. 
11. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if 
the superintendent 
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_A.. Gives him a clear understanding of what is expected of 
him and recognizes the privileges and status a principal 
should have. 
___ B. Keeps him informed on the school system's policies and 
gives him enough personal authority to carry out these 
policies . 
_c. Keeps alert regarding the achievement of principal and 
gives him opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
_D. Shares with him some of the responsibility for making 
decisions affecting the school. 
IV. AREA OF WORKING WITH PEERS 
IV-1 . Working with principals, directors and specialists in cen-
tralized curriculum activities . 
12. In dealing with suggestions from other principals, direc-
tors or specialists concerning changes in curriculum 
activities, the principal should 
___ A. Be sure that suggestions have approval of superinten-
dent's office before giving them consideration. 
___ B. Examine the suggestions and if they fit into his w~ 
of carrying out curriculum change, incorporate the 
suggestions into his own plans. 
___ c. Discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the 
person making them and use that person to help carry 
out the suggestions in his own school. 
D. Examine suggestions in open discussion with other 
principals in system at scheduled meetings, weighing 
careful~ the opinions of all others concerned and 
help in the formation of a .system-wide plan for 
implementing the suggestions. 
IV-B . Participating and serving on professional organizations on 
local , state and national basis. 
13 . A principal fulfills his obligations to local, state and 
national professional organizations when he 
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_A.. Limits his participation to attendance at those meetings 
which are sponsored by the local school authorities. 
___ B. Participates in those activities in which he has a 
speaker' s role. 
_c. Seeks out those activities which involve small group 
presentations. 
___ D. Makes himself a member of discussion groups and buzz 
sessions at various local and other level meetings. 
V. AREA OF WORKING WITH NON-EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL 
V-A. The principal and the custodial staff. 
14. Effective building maintenance may be secured from the 
custodian when the principal 
A. Does not interfere with the custodian's work unless it 
is unsatisfactory. 
_B. Outlines and checks the maintenance tasks to be per-
formed. 
___ c. Rewards custodian's good work with token presents at 
holiday seasons . 
_ D. Helps pupils, teachers and custodians to develop con-
cept of the custodian as an important partner in the 
school program. 
VI . AREA OF WORKING WITH PARENTS IN THE SCHOOL 
VI-A . Promoting P.T.A. activities. 
15. The principal' s role in guiding the activities of the 
P.T.A. should be one of 
___ A. An observer, present at meetings to see that school 
policies are known and to be available for advice . 
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___ B. Leadership in getting the P. T. A. to carr.y out his school 
objectives . 
___ c. A participant who by personal contact with key people 
steers group into his desired directions . 
___ D. A group member, helping to develop P. T. A. objectives 
through discussion and group determined courses of 
action . 
VI-B. Encouraging parents to visit the school to discuss growth of 
pupils . 
16 . The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal 
in regard to providing parents an opportunity to discuss 
the progress of their children if 
___ A. Provision is made for parent-teacher conferences under 
strict rules laid down by the School Committee . 
_B. The principal works out a detailed plan for bringing 
parents and teachers together and explains plan at a 
meeting of the parents . 
___ c. Assurance is given parents of the need for such con-
ferences and an effort is made to sound out key parents 
as to the best methods to be adopted. 
___ D. The officers of the P. T. A. are encouraged to establish 
a study group of parents and teachers to explore possi-
bilities and present recommendations for both groups to 
pass upon . 
VII. AREA OF WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY 
VII-A. Conferring with salesmen, conducting visitors through school 
and giving information to patrons of the school . 
17. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans 




Referred to the superintendent ' s office for an official 
statement of school policy. 
Invited by principal to school where he m~ talk to them 
and point out the official policy of the school in 
matters of this type . 
___ c. Brought into contact with key persons throughout the 
school system who can guide them and give accurate 
infonnation. 
D. Advised and urged to bring together all persons con-
cerned in the matter for a meeting where ideas can be 
exchanged and consensus reached as to a desirable 
course of action to be taken. 
VII-B . Participating in community affairs . 
18. The principal's role in interpreting educational needs 
to the community is best carried out when he 
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___ A. Keeps at a minimum his community activities and concen-
trates on doing a good job as an administrator. 
_B. Equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of and 
methods for obtaining a good educational program. 
c. Mixes on a social basis with many organizations, using 
his personal influence to sell .the school program. 
D. Engages community and group leaders in infonnal dis-
cussions to ascertain their viewpoints while attempting 
to explain the reasoning behind the school policies. 
Copy of the Preliminary Form of the 
Administrative Practices InventoEY 
Used in the Pilot Study With 52 Principals 
(PRELIMINARY FORM) 
AN ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICES I NVENTORY 
By 
V. James Di Nardo 





AN OPINION INVENTORY 
As an experienced Elementary School Principal , you are in a position 
to give us your opinion of the practicality of the administrative prac-
tices which are presented in this inventor,y. 
Based upon your knowledge and eXPerience, answer each question in 
terms of which practice seems more desirable to you. 
The statements of practices will be presented in pairs . Choose the 
one you prefer even though you might not like either one . Note the number 
preceding it and blacken the space on the answer sheet which contains the 
numbers for that pair of questions . 
FOR EXAMPLE: If question 1 were: 
1. The principal ' s better approach in convincing the superinten-
dent of the needs of his school is 
(1) his own , well documented , well presented case. 
(2) the utilization of central office personnel in 
presenting his problem. 
I f you preferred the second practice , you would blacken the space 
"2" opposite question number 1 on the answer sheet. 
Later on the question will reappear containing another alternative: 
2 . The principal' s better approach in convincing the superinten-
dent of the needs of his school is 
(1) use of accepted human relations techniques when talking 
to superintendent. 
(2 ) the utilization of central office personnel in pre-
senting his problem. 
I n this changed form you m~ prefer a different answer , the first 
mentioned practice. Thus in this sample you would blacken the space "1" 
opposite question numbered 2 on your answer sheet. 
Let your experience be your guide. PLEiSE ANSWER EVERY QUESTION ON 
ITS MERITS EVEN THOUGH YOU MIGHT NOT DESIRE .EITHER PRACTICE. 
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR NAME APPEARS ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET AS WELL AS 
ON THE PERSONAL DA.TA SHEET TO BE COMPLETED AFTER YOU HAVE FINISHED 
ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS. 
1. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a 
school-centered communitz activity should be 
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(1) referred to the superintendent's office for an official state-
ment of school policy. 
(2) brought into contact with key persons throughout the school 
system who can guide them and give accurate information. 
2. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the 
superintendent 
{1) gives him a clear understanding of what is expected of him and 
recognizes the privileges and status a principal should have. 
{2) keeps alert regarding the achievements of principal and gives 
him opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
3. Effective building maintenance can be secured from the custodian 
when the principal 
(1) outlines the schedule of tasks to be performed and checks for 
their performance. 
(2) assures the custodian that as long as he does his job satis-
factorily and follows school rules he will not interfere in 
his work. 
4· In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to stuqy 
children' s needs and abilities, the principal can 
(1) provide encouragement to individual teachers for diagnosing 
strengths and weaknesses by means of appropriate tests . 
(2) help teachers to form study groups which would provide for 
helping them identify children's needs and w~s in which all 
concerned can learn about such needs . 
5. The principal's role in guiding the activities of the PTA should be 
one o.f 
(l) a helpful observer , present at meetings to keep it posted on 
school rules and to be available .for advice. 
(2) a participant who by personal contact with key individuals 
guides groups into desired directions. 
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6. The task of reporting pupil Qrogress is best handled when a principal 
(1) sets up a special committee of teachers to examine cards on a 
basis of a check list which he has furnished. 
(2) helps teachers to identify the aims of the school program, 
through g~up discussion arrive at a decision as to what means 
of reporting to parents the school should have. 
7. A principal fulfills his obligations to local, state and national 
professional organizations when he 
(1) limits his participation to attendance at those meetings which 
are sponsored by the local school authorities. 
(2) seeks out those activities which involve small group presenta-
tions . 
8. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(1) he follows strictly the line-staff relationship, keeps at a 
Jlli.nimum his demands on the principal, does a dependable job 
while abiding by the rules and regulations of the school. 
(2) he is ingenious in motivating pupils, appeals to the individual 
pupil's pride in achievement, allows pupils to work out acti-
vities under his guidance. 
9. Conferring with pupils who have ability, but are not achieving in 
their school work, the principal should 
(1) be firm, fair, while pointing out the necessity for meeting the 
standards for promotion and the consequences of failing to meet 
those standards. · 
(2) use examples from his own personal life and lives of persons 
the pupil knows, to demonstrate how the pupil can correct the 
situation. 
10. The principal's better approach in convincing the superintendent of 
the needs of his school is 
(1) use of accepted Human Relations techniques when talking to 
superintendent. 
(2) his own, well documented, well presented case. 
11. Effective building maintenance can be secured from the custodian 
when the principal 
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(1) shows appreciation for custodian's efforts and favors by pre-
senting him with token gifts at holid~ seasons. 
(2} outlines the schedule of tasks to be performed and checks for 
their performance. 
12. New teachers are best aided in adjusting to the school situation 
when they are assured that 
(1) the teachers and principal are genuinely interested in new 
teachers who improve their professional level and reflect 
this in their teaching. 
(2) they will be backed to the limit in maintaining discipline and 
given a full knowledge of the school policies and curriculum 
for effectively carrying out their tasks. 
13. One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) provide opportunities for teachers to share their problems and 
ideas with other staff members. 
(2) furnish sample lesson plans and materials for teachers to 
follow and use in the classroom. 
14. Conferring with pupils who have ability, but are not achieving in 
their school work, the principal should 
(1) be firm, fair, while pointing out the necessity for meeting the 
standards for promotion and the consequences of failing to meet 
those standards. 
(2) set up situation involving pupil's peers -use pupil's problem 
and those of others as basis for discussion to arrive at sug-
gestions for helping all involved. 
15. Conferring with pupils who have ability, but are not achieving in 
their school work, the principal should 
(1) use examples from his own personal life and the lives of per-
sons the pupil knows, to demonstrate how the pupil can correct 
the situation. 
(2) create an incentive for improving by using praise liberally 
while the pupil takes diagnostic tests to point out his 
weaknesses. 
16. In dealing with suggestions from other principals, directors or 
specialists concerning changes in curriculum activities, the 
principal should 
(1) examine the suggestions and if they fit into his w~ of 
carr,ying out curriculum change, incorporate the suggestions 
into his own plans . 
(2) be sure that suggestions have approval of superintendent ' s 
office before giving them consideration. 
17. In evaluating candidates for a new position the greater emphasis 
should be on 
(1) evidence of past success in working with students , teachers 
and parents. 
(2) degree of past professional advancement and results of tests 
such as the National Teachers ' Examination . 
18. The selection of a batter,y of achievement tests for an elementaEY 
school is best done by 
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{1) the central office testing department which in turn distributes 
the program to individual schools . 
(2) a group of teachers within the building under the guidance of 
the principal. 
19. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to stuqy 
children' s needs and abilities , the principal can 
(1) bring in an outside group of authorities such as psychologists , 
guidance teachers. 
(2) help teachers to form study groups which would provide for 
helping them identify children' s needs and ways in which all 
concerned can learn about such needs . 
20 . In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an estab-
lished policy, the principal can 
(1 ) point out to teachers , the necessity of obedience to established 
rules but promising to look into the matter . 
(2) meet with teachers as a group, exchange ideas and information , 
work through a group-approved plan of action for possible 
:implementation. 
21 . The selection of a battery of achievement tests f or an elementary 
school is best done by 
(1) the principal, after careful study of the different ki nds of 
t ests available. 
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(2) a group of teachers within the building under the guidance of 
the principal. 
22. In evaluating candidates for a new position the greater emphasis 
should be on 
(1) degree of past professional advancement and results of test s 
such as the Nati onal Teachers' Examination. 
(2) ability to maintain discipline - knowledge of what is t o be 
taught and how to teach it. 
23. In cartying out the reguests of a specialist such as the music 
supervisor, the principal should 
{1) evaluate such requests in the light of his own building situa-
tion, decide which seem reasonable for teachers to carry out. 
(2) make such requests known to teachers , call on them to help 
carry them out, as having emanated from the central office. 
24. I n dealing with suggestions from other principals , directors or 
specialists concerning changes in curriculum activities, the 
Erincipal should 
(1) discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the person 
making them and use that person to help him carry out the 
suggestion in his own school. 
{2) be sure that suggestions have approval of superintendent ' s 
office before giving them consideration. 
25. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a princi pal 
if he 
(1) secures cooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving accepted 
standards of behavior in the school. 
{2) is careful to point out the necessity for conforming to all 
school rules , is fair in meting out punishment, and refers 
difficult cases to main office. 
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26. A principal fulfills his obligations to local, state and national 
professional organizations when he 
(1) participates in those activities in which he has a speaker' s 
role. 
(2) seeks out those activities which involve small group presen-
tations. 
27 . The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a principal 
(1) selects a report card which has been successful , presents card 
and instructions for its use at a f aculty meeting. 
(2) sets up a special committee of teachers to examine cards on a 
basis of a check list which he has furnished . 
28 . Suggestions to teachers about professional activities can be made 
by the principal 
(1) contacting colleges in area, making himself familiar with their 
offerings, and requirements, suggesting that he is available 
for infonnation or advice . 
{2) securing a list of courses approved by the Superintendent for 
distribution to the teachers, making sure all courses are 
approved in advance. 
29. A principal fulfills his obligations to local , state and national 
professional organizations when he 
(1) limits his participation to attendance at those meetings which 
are sponsored by the local school authorities . 
(2) makes himself a member of discussion groups and buzz sessions 
at various local and other level meetings . 
30. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an 
established policy, the principal can 
(1) call in several key people , attempt to get at root of discon-
tent, while planting some counteracting arguments for reten-
tion of policy. 
(2) meet with teachers as a group, exchange ideas and information , 
l'IOrk through a group-approved plan of action for possible 
implementation. 
31. A teacher is competent in the e1es of his principal when 
(1) he shows industriousness, has good discipline, is self-
sufficient - gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
{2) he works with student groups to bring out their opinions, 
helps them to recognize and set their standards, works with 
them in an infonnal manner. 
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32. 'rhe task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a principa!. 
(1) selects a report card which has been successful, presents card 
and instructions for its use at a faculty meeting. 
(2) secures a number of cards, reads the literature for trends, 
has teachers select from among the cards, the one to be used. 
33. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the 
superintendent 
(1) keeps alert regarding the achievements of principal and gives 
him opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
(2) shares with him some of the responsibility for making decisions 
affecting the school. 
34· The principal's role in interpreting educational needs to the com-
munity is best carried out when he 
(1) mixes on a social basis with many organizations using his 
personal influence to sell the school program. 
(2) keeps at a minimum his community activities and concentrates 
on doing a good job as an administrator. 
3 5. A principal fUlfills his obligations to local, state and national 
professional organizations when he 
(1) seeks out those activities which involve small group presenta-
tions. 
(2) makes himself a member of discussion groups and buzz sessions 
at various local and other level meetings. 
36. Suggestions to teachers about professional activities can be made 
bl the principal 
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(1) pointing out areas in the curriculum needing attention, asking 
a few teachers to help the school and themselves by taking work 
in those areas. 
{2) contacting colleges in area, making himself familiar with their 
offerings, and requirements, suggesting that he is available 
for information or advice. 
37. New teachers are best aided in adjusting to the school situation 
when they are assured that 
(1) the staff understands problems of new teachers and will respect 
them and recognize their efforts if the new teachers perform 
their duties and cooperate with the staff. 
(2) they will be successful if they follow all the school rules 
and policies and are reliable in their work. 
38. The principal's role in interpreting educational needs to the com-
munity is best carried out when he 
(1) equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of and methods 
for obtaining a good educational program. 
(2) keeps at a minimum his community activities and concentrates 
on doing a good job as an administrator. 
39 · The principal' s better approach in convincing the superintendent of 
the needs of his school is 
(1) the combined support of the other principals who have examined 
the problem and recommended a course of action. 
(2) use of accepted Human Relations techniques when talking to 
superintendent. 
40. New teachers are best aided in adjusting to the school situation 
when they are assured that 
(1) the teachers and principal are genuinely interested in new 
teachers who improve their professional level and reflect 
t his in their teaching • 
• (2) they will be successful if they follow all the school rules 
and policies and are reliable in their work. 
41. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to stugy 
children' s needs and abilities , the principal can 
(1) bring in an outside group of authorities such as psycholo-
gists , guidance teachers . 
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(2) work out methods based on his own reading and study, designed 
to give teachers the basic information needed . 
42 . In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an 
established policy, the principal can 
(1) listen courteously to presentation of request , point out that 
under the rules and regulations probably nothing can be done 
about it . 
(2) point out to teachers , the necessity of obedience to estab-
lished rules but promising to look into the matter. 
43 . A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(1) he follows strictly the line-staff relationship , keeps at a 
minimum his demands on the principal , does a dependable job 
while abiding by the rules and regulations of the school . 
(2) he shows industriousness , has good discipline , is self-
sufficient - gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
44. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a 
school-centered community activity should be 
(1) referred to the superintendent ' s office for an official state-
ment of school policy. 
{2) advised and urged to bring together all persons concerned in 
the matter for a meeting where ideas can be exchanged and 
consensus reached as to a desirable course of action to be 
taken . 
45. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music 
supervisor, the principal should 
(1) bring teachers and supervisor together , try to get each to see 
the gains to be made by working out situation solutions which 
are mutually satisfying . 
{2) talk with supervisor , try to arrive at a mutually agreeable 
method for showing teacher s the reasonableness of the requests. 
46. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation f r om an 
est ·ablished policy , the principal can 
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(1) listen courteously to presentation of request , point out that 
under the rules and regulations probably nothing can be done 
about it. 
(2) call in several key people , attempt to get at root of dis-
content , while planting some counteracting arguments for 
retention of policy. 
47. A principal fulfills his obligations to local , state and national 
professional organizations when he 
(1) participates in those activities in which he has a speaker' s 
role . 
(2) makes himself a member of discussion groups and b~zz sessions 
at various local and other level meetings . 
48. principal can be more effective as an administrator if the 
superintendent 
(1) gives him a clear understanding of what is expected of him 
and recognizes the privileges and status a principal should 
have . 
(2) shares with him some of the responsibility for making deci-
sions affecting the school . 
49 · A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(1) he is ingenious in motivating pupils , appeals to the indi-
vidual pupil' s pride i n achievement , allows pupils to work 
out activities under his guidance . 
(2) he works with student groups to bring out their opinions , 
helps them to recognize and set their standards , works with 
them in an infonnal manner . 
50 . New teacher s are best aided in adjusting to the school situation 
when they are assured that 
(1) they will be backed to the limit in maintaining discipline and 
given a full knowledge of the school policies and curriculum 
for effectively carr,ying out their tasks . 
(2 ) they will be successful if they follow all the school rules 
and policies and are reliable in their work . 
51. Conferring with pupils who have ability, but are not achieving in 
their school work, the Erincipal should 
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(l) use examples from his own personal life and the lives of per-
sons the pupil knows, to demonstrate how the pupil can correct 
the situation. 
(2) set up situation involving pupil's peers- use pupil's problem 
and those of others as basis for discussion to arrive at sug-
gestions for helping all involved. 
52 . Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for 
a school-centered community activity should be 
(l) brought into contact with key persons throughout the school 
system who can guide them and give accurate information. 
(2) advised and urged to bring together all persons concerned in 
the matter for a meeting where ideas can be exchanged and 
consensus reached as to a desirable course of action to be 
taken . 
53 . Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
if he 
(1) impresses on teachers the necessity for keeping students 
occupied with meaningful tasks, but is prompt and resolute 
in handling pupil infractions. 
(2) is careful to point out the necessity for confor.ming to all 
school rules, is fair in meting out punishment, and refers 
difficult cases to main office. 
54. The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an element8£Y 
school is best dope by 
(1) the central office testing department which in turn distributes 
the program to individual schools. 
(2) the principal, after careful study of the different kinds of 
tests available . 
55. In carrying out the reguests of a specialist such as the music 
supervisor, the principal should 
(1) talk with supervisor, try to arrive at a mutually agreeable 
method for showing teachers the reasonableness of the requests. 
(2) evaluate such requests in the light of his own building 
situation , decide which seem reasonable for teacher s to 
carry out . 
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56. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal 
in regard to providing parents an opportunity to discuss the 
progress of their children if 
(1) the principal works out a detailed plan for bringing parents 
and teachers together and explains plan at a meeting of the 
parents . 
(2) pro~s~on is made for parent-teacher confer ences under strict 
rules laid down by the School Committee . 
57. Conferring with pupils who have ability , but are not achieving in 
their school work , the principal should 
(l) be finm , fair , while pointint out the necessity for meeting the 
standards for promotion and the consequences of failing to 
meet those standards. 
(2) create an incentive for improving by using praise liberally 
while the pupil takes diagnostic tests to point out his 
weaknesses. 
5S . Effective building maintenance can be secured from the custodian 
when the principal 
{l) shows appreciation for custodian' s efforts and favors by pre-
senting him with token gifts at holiday seasons . 
(2) assures the custodian that as long as he does his job satis-
factorily and follows school rules he will not interfere in 
his work . 
59 . In dealim; with suggestions from other principals , directors or 
specialists concerning changes in cur riculum activities , the 
principal should 
{1) examine suggestions in open discussion with other principals 
in system at scheduled meetings , weighing carefully the 
opinions of all others concerned and help in the fonnation of 
a system-wide plan for implementing the suggestions . 
(2) discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the person 
making them and use that person to help carry out the sugges-
tion in his own school . 
60. In dealing with suggestions from other pri ncipals , directors or 
specialists concerning changes in curriculum activities , the 
princioal should 
(1) discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the person 
making them and use that person to help him carry out the 
suggestions in his own school. 
(2) examine the suggestions and if they fit into his w~ of 
carrying out curriculum change , incorporate the suggestions 
into his own plans. 
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61. One way in which a princiEal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) point out to the teachers their strong points and w~s of 
working with and handling pupils more effectively. 
{2) furnish sample lesson plans and materials for teachers to 
follow and use in the classroom. 
62. Effective building maintenance can be secured from the custodian 
when the principal 
(1) develops with pupils , teachers and custodian the concept of 
the custodian as an important partner in making a good s chool 
program. 
(2) outlines the schedule of tasks to be performed and checks for 
their performance . 
63. Suggestions to teachers about professional activities can be made 
by the principal 
(1) working ~dth teachers in identifying strengths and weaknesses 
of staff - developing with them the types of in-service 
activities which will be most helpful . 
(2) securing a list of courses approved by the Superintendent for 
distribution t o the teachers, making sure all courses are 
approved in advance . 
64. In carrying out the reguests of a specialist such as the musi c 
supervisor , the principal should 
(1 ) bring teachers and supervisor together, try to get each to see 
the gains to be made by working out situation solutions whi ch 
are mutually satisfying . 
{2) make such requests known to teachers, call on them to help 
carry them out, as having emanated from the central office. 
65 . Effective building maintenance can be secured from the custodian 
when the principal 
(1) develops with pupils, teachers and custodian the concept of 
the custodian as an important partner in making a good · 
school program. 
(2 ) assures the custodian that as long as he does his job satis-
factorily and follows school rules he will not interefer in 
his work. 
66. The principal's role in ~iding the activities of the PTA should 
be one of 
(1) a helpful observer, present at meetings to keep it posted on 
school rules and to be available for advice. 
(2) a group member, helping to develop PTA objectives t hrough 
discussion and group deter.mined courses of action. 
67. In handling a reguest by the teachers for a deviation from an 
established policy, the principal can · 
(1) point out to teachers, the necessity of obedience to estab-
lished rules but promising to look into the matter. 
(2) call in several key people, attempt to get at root of dis-
content, while planting some counteracting arguments for 
retention of policy. 
68 . New teachers are best aided in adjusting to the school situation 
when they are assured that 
(1) the staff understands problems of new teachers and will 
respect them and recognize their efforts if the new teachers 
perfonn their duties and cooperate with the staff . 
(2) the teachers and principal are genuinely interested in new 
teachers who improve their professional level and reflect 
this in their teaching. 
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69 . The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a principal 
(1 ) selects a report card which has been successful, presents card 
and instructions for its use at a faculty meeting. 
(2) helps teachers to identify the aims of the school program, 
through group discussion arrive at a decision as to What 
means of reporting to parents t he school should have. 
70. In evaluating candidates for a new position the greater emphasis 
should be on 
(1) evidence of past success in working with students , teachers 
and parents. 
(2) ability to maintain discipline - knowledge of what is to be 
taught and how to teach it . 
71 . Suggestions to teachers about professional activities can be made 
by the principal 
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(1) working with t eachers in identifying strengths and weaknesses 
of staff - developing with them the types of in-service 
activities which will be most helpful . 
(2) pointing out areas in the curriculum needing attention , asking 
a few teachers to help the school and themselves by taking 
work in those areas. 
72. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music 
supervisor, the principal should 
(1) talk with supervisor, try to arrive at a mutually agreeable 
method for showing teachers the reasonableness of the requests. 
(2) make such requests known to teachers, call on them to help 
carry them out , as having emanated from the central office . 
73. The principal's better approach in convincing the superintendent 
of the needs of his school is 
(1) his own, well documented , well presented case . 
(2) the utilization of central office personnel in presenting his 
problems . 
74• . In evaluating candidates for a new position the greater emphasis 
should be on 
(1) ability to maintain discipline knowledge of what is to be 
taught and how to teach it . 
(2) length of experience and number of degrees . 
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75. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in 
regard to providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress 
of their children if 
(1) the officers of the PTA are encouraged to establish a study 
group of parents and teachers to explore possibilities and 
present recommendations for both groups to pass upon. 
(2) provision is made for parent-teacher conferences under strict 
rules laid down by the School Committee . 
76. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in 
regard to providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress 
of their children if 
{1) the officers of the PTA are encouraged to establish a study 
group of parents and teachers to explore possibilities and 
present recommendations for both groups to pass upon. 
(2) the principal works out a detailed plan for bringing parents 
and teachers together and explains plan at a meeting of the 
parents . 
77. The principal's role in guiding the activities of the PTA should 
be one of 
(1) a helpful observer, present at meetings to keep it posted on 
school rules and to be available for advice . 
(2) a leader, providing carefully developed plans for achieving 
aims of PTA and assuming responsibility for successfully 
carrying out plans. 
78. Suggestions to teachers about professional activities can be made 
by the principal 
(1 ) working with teachers in identifying strengths and weaknesses 
of staff - developing with them the types of in-service 
activities which will be most helpful. 
(2 ) contacting colleges in area, making himself familiar with their 
offerings, and requirements, suggesting that he is available 
for information or advice. 
79· In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to stugy 
children' s needs and abilities, the principal can 
(1) bring in an outside group of authorities such as psycholo-
gists , guidance teachers. 
(2) provide encouragement to individual teachers for diagnosing 
strengths and weaknesses by means of appropriate tests. 
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80. The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a princi pal 
(1) secures a number of cards, reads the literature for trends , 
has teachers select from among the cards , the one to be used . 
(2) helps teachers to identify the aims of the school program, 
· through group discussion arrive at a decision as to what means 
of reporting to parents the school should have. 
81. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in 
regard to providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress 
of their children if 
(1) the officers of the PTA are encouraged to establish a study 
group of parents and teachers to explore possibilities and 
present recommendations for both groups to pass upon. 
(2) assurance is given parents of the need for such conferences 
and an effort is made to sound out key parents as to the best 
methods to be adopted. 
82. In evaluating candidates for a new position the greater emphasis 
should be on 
(1) evidence of past success in working with students , teachers 
and parents . 
(2) length of experience and number of degrees . 
83. The principal' s better approach in convincing the superintendent 
of the needs of his school is 
(1 ) use of accepted Human Relations techniques when talking to 
superintendent . 
(2 ) the utilization of central office personnel in presenting his 
problems . 
84. One wa,y in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) point out to the teachers their strong points and ways of 
working with and handling pupils more effectively. 
(2) demonstrate superior methods of instruction for teachers 
and allow them chances to put methods into practice. 
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85. One wa.y in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) provide opportunities for teachers to share their problems and 
ideas with other staff members. 
(2) demonstrate superior methods of instruction for teachers and 
allow them chances to put methods into practice. 
86. The principal's role in interpreting educational needs to the 
community is best carried out when he 
(1) engages community and group leaders in informal discussions t o 
ascertain their viewpoints while attempting to explain the 
reasoning behind the school policies. 
(2) keeps at a minimum his community activities and concentrates 
on doing a good job as an administrator. 
87. I n providing opportunities for pupil participation in the mana~ement 
and control of the school the principal should be sure to 
(1) plan the opportunities for the pupils so that little time will 
be wasted and the activity will not fail. 
(.2) work as closely with pupils as time and duties will allow, 
being careful to allow choices and freedom to act despite the 
consequence of some poor choices. 
88. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
if he 
(1) secures cooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving accepted 
standards of behavior in the school. 
(2) impresses on teachers the necessity for keeping students 
occupied with meaningful tasks, but is prompt and resolut e in 
handling pupil infractions. 
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89 . The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in 
regard to providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress 
of their children if 
(1) assurance is given parents of the need for such conferences 
and an effort is made to sound out key parents as to the best 
methods to be adopted. 
(2) provision is made for parent-teacher conferences under strict 
rules laid down by the School Committee . 
90 . A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the 
superintendent 
(1) gives him a clear und~rstanding of what is expected of him and 
recognizes the privileges and status a principal should have . 
(2 ) keeps him informed on the school system' s policies and gives 
him enough personal authority to carry out these policies. 
91. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the 
superintendent 
(1) keeps him infor.med on the school system' s policies an~ gives 
him enough personal authority to carry out these policies. 
(2) keeps alert regarding the achievements of principal and gives 
him opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
92. The selection of a batteEY of achievement tests for an elementarY 
school is best done by 
(1) a group of teachers within the building under the guidance of 
the principal . 
(2) the entire staff, after it has met in a series of group meet-
ings , identified the main objectives of the subject matter 
areas and decided on which battery, if any , most closely 
ansers the needs of the school . 
93 · The selection of a batte£1 of achievement tests for an elementary 
school is best done by 
(1) the central office testing department which in turn distributes 
the program to individual schools . 
(2) the entire staff , after it has met i n a series of group meet-
ings , identified the main objectives of the subject matter 
areas and decided on which battery, if any , most closely 
answers the needs of the school . 
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94· Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
if he 
(1) attempts to study the records of the pupils involved in breaking 
school rules, guides those misbehaving to respect the rules. 
(2) is careful to point out the necessity for conforming to all 
school rules, is fair in meting out punishment , and refers 
difficult cases to main office. 
95. Conferring with pupils who have ability, but are not achieving in 
their school work, the principal should 
(1) create an incentive for improving by using praise liberally 
while the pupil takes diagnostic tests to point out his 
weaknesses . 
(2) set up situation involving pupil ' s peers -use pupilts problem 
and those of others as basis for discussion to arrive at 
suggestions for helping all involved. 
96 . Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
if he 
(1) secures cooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving accepted 
standards of behavior in the school. 
(2) attempts to study the records of the pupils involved in breaking 
school rules , guides those misbehaving to respect the rules. 
97. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
if he 
(1) attempts to study the records of the pupils involved in breaking 
school rules, guides those misbehaving to respect the rules. 
(2) impresses on teachers the necessity for keeping students 
occupied with meaningful tasks , but is prompt and resolute in 
handling pupil infractions . 
98 . One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) provide opportunities for teachers to share their problems and 
ideas with other staff members. 
(2) point out to the teachers their strong points and ways of working 
with and handling pupils more effectively. 
99· In dealing with suggestions from other principals, directors or 
specialists concerning changes in curriculum activities , the 
principal should 
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(l ) examine suggestions in open discussion with other principals 
in system at scheduled meetings, weighing carefully the 
opinions of all others concerned and help in the formation 
of a system-wide plan for implementing the suggestions. 
(2) be sure that suggestions have approval of superintendent ' s 
office before giving them consideration. 
100. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music 
supervisor , the principal should 
(l ) bring teachers and supervisor together , tr,y to get each to 
see the gains to be made by working out situation solutions 
which are mutually satisfying . 
(2) evaluate such requests in the light of his own building 
situation, decide which seem reasonable for teachers to 
carr.y out. 
101. The principal ' s role in interpreting educational needs to the 
community is best carried out when he 
(1) engages community and group leaders in informal discussions 
to ascertain their viewpoints while attempting to explain 
the reasoning behind the school policies. 
(2) equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of and 
methods for obtaining a good educational program. 
102. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(1) he follows strictly the line-staff relationship, keeps at 
a minimum his demands on the principal, does a dependable 
job while abiding by the rules and regulations of the school . 
(2) he works with student groups to bring out their opinions, 
helps them to recognize and set their standards , works wit h 
them in an informal manner. 
103. A principal fulfills his obligations to local, state and national 
professional organizations when he 
(1) limits his·participation to attendance at those meetings 
which are sponsored by the local school authorities. 
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(2) participates in those activities in which he has a speaker' s 
role. 
104. In dealing with suggestions from other principals , directors or 
specialists concerning changes in curriculum activities , the 
principal should 
(1) examine suggestions in open discussion with other principals 
in system at scheduled meetings, weighing carefully the 
opinions of all others concerned and help in the formation of 
a system-wide plan for implementing the suggestions. 
(2) examine the suggestions and if they fit into his way of 
carrying out curriculum change , incorporate the suggestions 
into his own plans . 
105. The principal's better approach in convincing the superintendent 
of the needs of his school is 
(1) the combined support of the other principals who have examined 
the problem and recommended a course of action . 
(2) the utilization of central office personnel in presenting his 
problems . 
106. The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an elementarr 
school is best done by 
(1) the principal, after careful study of the different kinds of 
tests available . 
(2) the entire staff, after it has met in a series of group meet-
ings , identified the main objectives of the subject matter 
areas and decided on which battery, if any, most closely 
answers the needs of the school. 
107. The principal's role in interpreting educational needs to the 
community is best carried out when he 
(l ) engages community and group leaders in informal discussions 
to ascertain their viewpoints while attempting to explain 
the reasoning behind the school policies. 
(2) mixes on a social basis with many organizations using his 
personal influence to sell the school program. 
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108. Effective building maintenance can be secured from the custodian 
when the principal 
{1) develops with pupils , teachers and custodian the concept of 
the custodian as an important partner in making a g~od school 
program. 
(2) shows appreciation for custodian' s efforts and favors by 
presenting him with token gifts at holiday seasons. 
109. In providing opportunities for pupil participation in the manage-
ment and control of the school the principal should be sure to 
(1) see that pupils observe the rules and regulations of the 
school while remaining close by , to lend aid when it is 
desired by the pupils. 
(2) utilize methods of ascertaining the interests of pupils and 
encourage individual pupils who have special interests to 
participate in those areas. 
110. The principal ' s role in guiding the activities of the PTA should 
be one of 
(1) a participant who by personal contact with key individuals 
guides group into desire directions. 
(2) a group member, helping to develop PTA objectives through 
discussion group determined courses of action. 
111. The principal ' s role in guiding the activities of the PTA should 
be one of 
(1) a leader, providing carefully developed plans for achieving 
aims of PTA and assuiDing responsibility for success!~ 
carrying out plans . 
(2) a group member, helping to develop PTA objectives through 
discussion and group determined courses of action. 
112. New teachers are best aided in adjusting to the school situation 
when they are assured that 
(1) the staff understands problems of new teachers and will respect 
them and recognize their efforts if the new teachers perform 
thei r duties and cooperate with the staff. 
(2) they will be backed to the limit in maintaining discipline 
and given a full knowl edge of the school policies and 
curriculum fo r effectively carrying out t heir tasks . 
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113. I n providing opportunities for pupil participation in the manage-
ment and control of the school the principal should be sure to 
(1) see that pupils observe the rUles and regulations of the 
school while remaining close by, to lend aid when it is 
desired by the pupils. 
(2) work as closely with pupils as time and duties will allow;· 
being careful to allow choices and freedom to act despite 
the consequences of some poor choices . 
114. The principal ' s role in guiding the activities of the PTA should 
be one of 
(1) a leader, providing carefully developed plans for achieving 
aims of PTA and assuming responsibility for successfully 
carrying out plans . 
(2) a participant who by personal contact with key individuals 
guides group into desired directions. 
115. I n providing opportunities for pupil participation in the manage-
ment and control of the school the principal should be sure to 
(l) see that pupils observe the rules and regulations of the 
school while remaining close by, to lend aid \llhen it is 
desired by the pupil s . 
(2) plan the opportunities for the pupils so that little time 
will be wasted and the activity will not fail . 
116. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to study 
children' s needs and abilities , the principal can 
(1) work out methods based on his own reading and study , designed 
to give teachers the basic information needed. 
(2) provide encouragement to individual teachers for diagnosing 
strengths and weaknesses by means of appropriate tests . 
117. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(l) he shows industriousness , has good discipline , is self-
sufficient - gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
(2) he is ingenious in motivating pupils, appeals to the indi-
vidual pupil'· s pride in achievement, allows pupils to work 
out activities under his guidance. 
118. In discharging his responsibility for helpigg teachers to study 
children's needs and abilities, the principal can 
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(1) work out methods based on his own reading and study, designed 
to give teachers the basic information needed. 
(2) help teachers to form study groups which would provide for 
helping them identify children' s needs and w~s in which all 
concerned can learn about such needs. 
119 . The principal's role in interpreting educational needs to the 
community is best carried out when he 
(1) mixes on a social basis with many organizations using his 
personal influence to sell the school program. 
(2) equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of and methods 
for obtaining a good educational program. 
120. One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) demonstrate superior methods of instruction for teachers and 
allow them chances to put methods into practice. 
(2) furnish sample lesson plans and materials for teachers to 
follow and use in the classroom. 
121. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a 
school-centered community activity should be 
(1) referred to. the superintendent ' s office for an official 
statement of school policy. 
(2) invited by principal to school where he m~ talk to them and 
point out the official policy of the school in matters of 
this type. 
122. The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a principal 
(l) secures a number of cards, reads the literature for trends, 
has teachers select from among the cards, the one to be used. 
(2) sets up a special committee of teachers to examine cards on a 
basis of a check list which he has furnished. 
123. The principal's better approach in convincing the superintendent 
of the needs of his school is 
(1) the combined support of the other principals who have 
examined the problem and recommend a course of action. 
(2) his own , well documented, well presented case. 
124. In evaluating candidates for a new position the greater emphasis 
should be on 
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(1) degree of past professional advancement and results of tests 
such as the National Teachers ' Examination . 
{2) length of experience and number of degrees. 
125. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the 
superintendent 
(1) keeps him informed on the school system' s policies and gives 
him enough personal authority to carry out these policies . 
(2) shares with him some of the responsibility for making deci-
sions affecting the school. 
126. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in 
regard to providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress 
of their children if 
(1) assurance is given parents of the need for such conferences 
and an effort is made to sound out key parents as to the best 
methods to be adopted. 
(2) the principal works out a detailed plan for bringing parents 
and teachers together and explains plan at a meeting of the 
parents . 
127 . In providing opportunities for pupil participation in the manage-
ment and control of the school the principal should be sure to 
(1) utilize mthods of ascertaining the interests of pupils and 
encourage individual pupils who have special interests to 
participate in those areas . 
(2) work as closely with pupils as time and duties will allow, 
being careful to allow choices and freedom to act despite 
the consequences of some poor choices . 
128. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an 
established policy, the principal can 
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(1) listen courteously to presentation of request, point. out that 
under the rules and regulations probably nothing can be done 
about it. 
(2) meet with teachers as a group, exchange ideas and informa-
tion , work through a group-approved plan of action for 
possible implementation. 
129. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for 
a school-centered community activity should be 
(1) invited by principal to school where he m~ talk to them 
and point out the official policy of the school in matters 
of this type. 
(2) brought into contact with key persons throughout the school 
system Who can guide them and give accurate information. 
1.30. Individuals and groups Who approach the principal with plans for 
a school-centered community activity should be 
(1) invited by principal to school Where he may talk to them and 
poi nt out the official policy of the school in matters of 
this type . 
(2) advised and urged to bring together all persons concerned in 
the matter for a meeting where ideas can be exchanged and 
consensus reached as to a desirable course of action to be 
taken. 
1.31 . In providing opportunities for pupil participation in the manage-
ment and control of the school the principal should be sure to 
(1) plan the opportuniti es for the pupils so that little time 
will be wasted and the activity will not fail. 
(2) utilize methods of ascertaining the interests of pupils and 
encourage individual pupils who have special interests to 
participate in those areas. 
132. Suggestions to teachers about professional activities can be made 
by the principal 
{1) pointing out areas in the curriculum needing attention, asking 
for a few teachers to help the school and themselves by taking 
work in those areas. 
(2) securing a list of courses approved by the Superintendent for 
distribution to the teachers, making sure all courses are 
approved in advance • 
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administration. As an e xp eri e nc e d Elementary Sc hool Princ ipal, you are in 
a position to give your opinion of the prac ti c al value of thes e practices 
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The statements o f prac tices are arranged in pairs -- e a c h pair listing 
two different ways of handling the job situation. 
We are not asking you which me t hod is ide al nor which method you are 
actually following . We would like to have you t e ll us which me thod you 
conside r the more e ff ective in your school situation. 
The Sample Pair will show you how to mark the answe r shee t. 
Sample Pair Sample Answer Shee t 
l. Th e principal's b e tt e r approach in 
convincing the superintendent of the 
n eeds of his s c hoo l is 
(l) his own, well doc umented case . 
(2) the utili zatio n of c e ntral office 




3 4 5 
" " " 
I f you should pre f e r t he f irs t s tateme nt (l) you would blacken th e space 
(l) on the answe r sheet: opposit e it em numb e r l . on th e answe r shee t as 
above. 
There will follow s e v e ral dif f erent pairs o f suggestion s for th e same 
job situation . Ple ase judge each .Pair indepe nde nt of any othe r . You may 
not like e ither solution off e r ed, but ALWAYS MAJCE A CHOICE EVEN THOUGH YOU 
DISAGREE WITH BOTH PRACTI CES. 
Please be sure your name appears on your answe r sheet as we ll as on 
the PERSONAL DATA SHEET to b e complet e d at the e nd of the inventory. 
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l. One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(l) teach demonstration lessons and allow teachers opportunities to 
use superior practices. 
l. 
(2) point out ways of working with and handling pupils more effectively. 
2. In dealing with suggestions from other principals, directors or special-
ists concerning changes in curriculum activities, the principal should 
(l) examine suggestions in open discussion with other principals in 
system at scheduled meetings, weighing carefully the opinions of 
all others concerned and help in the formation of a system-wide 
plan for implementing the suggestions. 
(2) examine the suggestions and if they fit into his way of carrying 
out curriculum change , incorporate the suggestions into his own 
plans . 
3. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the supe rin-
tendent 
(l) gives him a clear understanding of what is expected of him and 
recognizes the privileges and status a principal should have. 
(2) shares with him some of the responsibility for making decisions 
affecting the school. 
4. The principal's role in guiding the activities of the P.T.A. should be 
one of 
(l) an observer, present at meetings to see that school polici e s are 
known and to be available for advice. 
(2) leadership in getting the P.T.A. to carry out his school objectives . 
5 . The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a principal 
(l) secures a numbe r of cards, reads the literature for trends, has 
teachers select from among the cards, the one to be used. 
(2) helps teachers to identify the aims of the school program, through 
group discussion arrive at a decision as to what means of reporting 
to parents the school should have. 
6. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to study chil-
dren's needs and abilities. the principal can 
(l) help teachers to form study groups which would provide for helping 
them identify children's needs and ways in which all concerned can 
learn about such needs. 




7. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an estab-
lished policy. the principal can 
(1) exchange ideas with teachers as a group and work out a group-
approved plan for possible implementation. 
(2) listen courteously to request but refer to rules and regulations 
as forbidding the deviation. 
8. The principal's role in interpreting educational needs to the community 
is best carried out when he 
(1) mixes on a social basis with many organizations using his personal 
influence to sell the school program. 
(2) equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of and methods for 
obtaining a good educational program. 
9 . Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
if he 
(1) attempts to study the records of the pupils involved in breaking 
school rules, guides those misbehaving to respect the rules. 
(2) is careful to point out the necessity for conforming to all school 
rules, is fair in meting out punishment, and refers difficult cases 
to main office. 
10. The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an elementary school 
should be done by 
(1) the teachers, after care ful study of school needs. 
(2) the central office testing department. 
11. In conferring with pupils of high ability but low achievement levels, 
the principal should 
(1) use diagnostic tests for pointing out pupil's weaknesses and give 
him an incentive to improve by using praise liberally. 
(2) create group situations involving pupil's peers to work on his 
problem and those of others. 
12. In conferring with pupils of high ability but low achievement levels, 
the principal should 
(1) be firm, but point out the necessity for meeting and the conse -
quences for failure to meet standards for promotion. 
(2) use diagnostic tests for pointing out pupil's weaknesses and give 
him an incentive to improve by using praise liberally. 
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. 13. One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) furnish the type of lesson plan for teachers to follow in the 
classroom. 
(2) provide opportunities for intra-staff exchange of problems and 
ideas. 
14. One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional 
program is to 
3 . 
(1) point out ways of working with and handling pupils more effectively. 
(2) provide opportunities for intra-staff exchange of problems and ideas. 
15. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in regard to 
providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress of their 
children if 
(1) assurance is given parents of the need for · such conferences and an 
effort is made to sound out key parents as to the best methods to 
be adopted. 
(2) provision is made for parent-teacher conferences under strict rules 
laid down by the School Committee. 
16. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
~ 
(1) attempts to study the records of the pupils involved in breaking 
school rules, guides those misbehaving to respect the rules. 
(2) impresses on teachers the necessity for keeping students occupied 
with meaningful tasks, but is prompt and resolute in handling pupil 
infractions. 
17. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(1) he shows industriousness, has good discipline, is self-sufficient -
gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
(2) he is ingenious in motivating pu.~>ils, appeals to the individual 
pupil's pride in achievement, allows pupils to work out activities 
under his guidance. 
18. The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a principal 
(1) secures a number of cards, reads the literature for trends, has 
teachers select from among the cards, the one to be used. 
(2) sets up a special committee of teachers to examine cards on a basis 
of a check list which he has furnished. 
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4. 
19. In conferring with pupils of high ability but. low achievement levels. 
the principal should 
(1) use examples from the lives of persons the pupil knows and respects 
to help pupil improve. 
(2) use diagnostic tests for pointing out pupil •·s weaknesses and give 
him an incentive to improve by using praise liberally. 
20. Effective building maintenance may be secured from the custodian when 
the principal 
(1) rewards custodian' S • good work with token presents at holiday seasons. 
(2) outlines and checks the maintenance tasks to be - performed. 
21. The principal's role in interpreting educational n:eeds to the community 
is best carried out when he 
(1) mixes on a social basis with many organizations using his personal 
influence to sell the school program. : 
(2) keeps at a minimum his community activities and concentrates on 
doing a good job as an administrator. 
22. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
· (1) he is ingenious in motivating pupils, appeals to the individual 
pupil's pride in achievement, allows pupils to work out activities 
under his guidance. 
(2) he works with student groups to bring out their- opinions, helps 
them to recognize and set their standards, works with them in an 
informal manner. 
23. In conferring with pupils of high ability but low achievement levels, 
the principal should 
(1) be firm, but point out the necessity for meeting and the consequences 
for failure to meet standards for promotion. 
(2) use examples from the lives of persons the pupil knows and respects 
to help pupil improve. 
24. Effective building maintenance may be secured from the custodian when 
the principal 
(1) outlines and checks the maintenance tasks to be performed. 
(2) does ·not· interfere with the custodian's work tmless it is unsatis-
factory. 
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25. The task of reporting pupil progress is b est handled when a principal 
(1) sets up a special committee of teachers to examine cards on a 
basis of a check list which he has furnished. 
5. 
(2) helps teachers to identify the aims df the school program, through 
group discussion arrive at a decision as to what means . of reporting 
to parents the school should have. 
26. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an established 
policy. the principal can 
(1) exchange ideas with teachers as a group and work .. out a group-
approved plan for possible implementation. 
(2) point out the rules, but promis e to s ee what can b e done. 
27. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal if h e 
(1) secures c ooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving accepted 
standards of behavior in the school. 
(2) attempts to study the records of the pupils involve d in breaking 
school rul~s, guides those misb ehaving to respect the rul es. 
28. Effective building maint e nance may be secured from the custodian when 
the principal 
(1) helps pupils, teachers and custodians to d e velop concept of the 
custodian as an important partner in the school program. 
(2) r ewards custodian's good work with token presents at holiday seasons. 
29 . To convince the superintendent of the needs of his school the principal 
needs to 
(1) . use accepted Human Relations t e chnique s wh~n talking with superin-
tendent. 
(2) utilize central office administrative personnel to pres ent his 
problems. 
30. One way in which a principal can h e lp to improve the instructional 
program is to 
(1) furnish the type of lesson plan for teachers to follow in the 
classroom. 




31. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to study children's 
needs and abilities, the principal can 
32 . 
33. 
(1) provide encouragement to individual teachers for diagnosing strengths 
and weaknesses by means of appropriate tests. 
(2) work out methods based on his own reading and study, designed to 
give teachers the basic information needed. 
The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an elementary school 
should be done by 
(1) the teachers, after careful study of school needs. 
(2) the teachers, under leadership of principal. 
The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an elementary school 
should be done by 
(1) the teachers, under leadership of principal. 
(2) the principal, after careful study of tests available. 
34. In conferring with pupils of high ability but low achievement levels. 
the principal should 
(1) use examples from the lives of persons the pupil knows and respects 
to help pupil improve. 
(2) create group situations involving pupil's peers to work on his 
problem and those of others. 
35. In dealing with suggestions from other principals, directors or special-
ists concerning changes in curriculum activities, the principal should 
(1) examine suggestions in open discussion with other principals in 
system at scheduled meetings, weighing carefully the opinions of 
all others concerned and help in the formation of a system-wide 
plan for impl ementing the suggestions . 
(2) discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the person making 
them and use that person to"help him carry out the suggestion in 
his own school. 
36. Effective order and discipline can b e best maintained by a principal if he 
(1) secures cooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving accepted 
standards of behavior in the school. 
(2) impresses on t e achers the necessity for keeping students occupied 
with meaningful tasks, but is prompt and resolute in handling 
pupil infractions . 
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37. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music super-
visor. the principal should 
(1) make such requests known to teachers, call on them to help carry 
them out, as having emanated from the central office. 
7. 
(2) evaluate such requests in the light .of his own building situation, 
decide which seem reasonable for teachers to carry out. 
38. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(1) he follows strictly the line-staff relationship, keeps at a minimum 
his demands on the principal, does a dependable job while abiding 
by the rules and regulations of the school. 
(2) he shows industriousness, has good discipline, is self-sufficient -
gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
39. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the superin-
tendent 
(1) keeps him informed on the school system's policies and gives him 
enough personal authority to carry out these policies. 
(2) shares with him some of the responsibility for making decisions 
affecting the school. 
40. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(1) he shows industriousness, has good discipline, is self-sufficient -
gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
(2) he works with student groups to bring out their opinions, helps 
them to recognize and set their standards, works with them in an 
informal manner. 
41. In dealing with suggestions from other principals. directors or special-
ists concerning changes in curriculum activities, the principal should 
(1) discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the person making 
them and use that person to help him carry out the suggestion in 
his own school. 
(2) be sure that suggestions have approval of superintendent's office 
before giving them consideration. 
42. A principal fulfills his obligations to local, state and national pro-
fessional organizations when he 
(1) limits his participation to attendance at those meetings which are 
. sponsored by the local school authorities. 
(2) seeks out those activities which involve small group presentations. 
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8. 
43. The principal's role in guiding the activities of the P.T.A. should be 
one of 
(1) an observer, present at meetings to see that school policies are 
known and to be available for advice. 
(2) a group member, helping to develop P.T.A. objectives through dis-
cussion and group determined courses of action. 
44. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music super-
visor. the principal should 
(l) evaluate such requests in the light of his own building situation, 
decide which seem reasonable for teachers to carry out. 
(2) bring teachers and supervisor together, try to get each to see the 
gains to be made by working out situation solutions which are 
mutually satisfying. 
45. To convince the superintendent of the needs of his school the principal 
needs to 
(l) work with other principals and present the recommendations of the ir 
judgments. 
(2) utilize central office administrative personnel to present his 
problem. 
46. To convince the superintendent of the n eeds of his school the principal 
needs to 
(l) work with other principals and present the recommendations of th e ir 
judgments. 
(2) use accepted Human Relations techniques wh en talking with superin-
tendent. 
47. The principal's role in interpreting e ducational · needs to the community 
is best carried out when he 
(l) equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of and methods for 
obtaining a good educational program. 
(2) keeps at a minimum his community a ctivities and concentrates on 
doing a good job as an administrator. 
48. To convince the superintendent of the n eeds of his school the princ ipal 
needs to 
(1) work with other principals and present the recommendations of th e ir 
judgments. 
(2) present his own, well-documente d case. 
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9. 
49. One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional pro-
gram is to 
(l) furnish the type of lesson plan for teachers to follow in the 
classroom . 
.(2) point out ways of working with and handling pupils more effectively. 
50. To convince the superintendent of the needs of his school the principal 
needs to 
(l) present his own, well-documented case. 
(2) utilize central office administrative personnel to present his 
problems. 
51. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principal when 
(l) he follows strictly the line-staff relationship, keeps at a minimum 
his demands on the principal, does a dependable job while abiding 
by the rules and regulations of the school. 
(2) he is ingenious in motivating pupils, appeals to the individual 
pupil's pride in achievement, allows pupils to work out activities 
under his guidance. 
52. A principal fulfills his obli~ations to local. state and national pro-
fessional organizations when he 
(l) participates in those activities in which he has a speaker's role. 
(2) seeks out those activities which involve small group presentations. 
53. Effective building maintenance may be secured from the custodian when 
the principal 
(l) helps pupils, teachers and custodians to develop concept of the 
custodian as an important partner in the school program. 
(2) does not interfere with the custodian's work unless it is unsatis-
factory. 
54. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal if he 
(l) impresses on teachers the necessity for keeping students occupied 
with meaningful tasks, but is prompt and resolute in handling pupil 
infractions. 
(2) is careful to point out the necessity for conforming to all school 
rules, is fair in meting out punishment, and refers dlfficult cases 
to main office. 
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10. 
55. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an estab-
lished policy. the principal can 
(l) discuss with several key people the deviation request and present 
reasons for retaining policy. 
(2) listen courteously to request but refer to rules and regulations 
as forbidding the deviation. 
56. In conferring with pupils of high ability but low achievement levels, 
the principal should 
( l) be firm, but point out the necessity for meeting and the conse-
quences for failure to meet standards for promot:j.on. 
(2) create group situations involving pupil's peers to work on his 
problem and those of others. 
57. Effective order and discipline can be best maintained by a principal 
if he 
(l) s ecures cooperation of teachers and pupils in evolving accepted 
standards of b ehavior in the school. 
(2) is careful to point out the necessity for conforming to all school 
rul es, is fair in meting out punishment, and refers difficult cases 
to main office. 
58. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music super-
visor. the principal should 
(l) make such requests known to teachers, call on them to help carry 
them out, as having emanated from the central office. 
(2) talk with supervisor, try to arrive· at a mutually agreeable method 
for showing teachers the reasonableness of the requests. 
59. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the superin-
tendent 
(l) gives him a clear understanding of what is expected of him and 
recognizes the privileges and status a principal should have. 
(2) keeps alert regarding the achievements of principal and gives him 
opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
60. One way in which a principal can help to improve the instructional pro-
gram is to 
(l) teach d emonstration lessons and allow teachers opportunities to use 
superior practices. 
(2) provide opportunities for intra-staff exchange of problems and ideas. 
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61. A principal fulfills his obligations to local. state and national pro-
fessional organizations when he 
11. 
(l) limits his participation to attendance at those meetings which are 
sponsored by the local school authorities. 
(2) makes himself a member of discussion groups and buzz sessions at 
various local and other level meetings. 
62. A principal fulfills his obligations to local. state and national pro-
fessional organizations when he 
(l) seeks out those activities which involve small group presentations. 
(2) makes himself a member of discussion groups and buzz sessions at 
various local and other level meetings. 
63. A principal fulfills his obligations to local. state and national pro-
fessional organizations when he 
(l) 
(2) 
limits his participation to attendance at those meetings which are 
sponsored by . the local school authorities. 
participates in those activities in which he has a speaker's role. 
64. The principal's role in interpreting e ducational needs to the community 
is best carried out when he 
(l) engages community and group leaders in informal discussions to 
ascertain their viewpoints while attempting to explain the reasoning 
behind the school policies. 
(2) equips himself to speak to groups on the nature of and methods for 
obtaining a good educational program. 
65. In dealing with suggestions from other principals. directors or special-
ists concerning changes in curriculum activities, the principal should 
(l) examine suggestions in open discussion with other principals in 
system at sched~led meetings, weighing carefully the opinions of 
all others concerned and help in the formation of a system-wide 
plan for implementing the suggestions. 
(2) be sure that suggestions have approval of superintendent's office 
before giving them consideration. 
66. Effective building maintenance may be secured from the custodian when the 
principal 
(l) rewards custodian's good work with token presents at holiday seasons. 




67. In discharging his r e sponsibility for h e lping teachers to study children's 
needs and abili ties . the principal can 
(1) h e lp teachers to form study groups which would provide for helping 
them identify children's .n eeds and ways in which all concerned can 
l e arn about such ne eds. 
(2) provide e ncouragement to individual teachers for diagnosing strengths 
and we aknesses by means of appropriat e tests. 
68. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a school-
centered community a c tivity should be 
(1) invited by principal to school where he may talk to them and point 
out the official policy of the school in matters of this type. 
(2) advis e d and urge d to bring togethe r all persons concerned in the 
matter for a meeting where ideas can b e exchanged and consensus 
reached as to a desirable course of action to be take n. · 
69 . The task of r eporting pupil progress is best handled when a principal 
(1) selects a report c ard which has b een successful, presents card and 
instructions for - its use at a faculty meeting. 
(2) secures a number of _cards, r eads the literature for t, e nds, _has 
teachers s e lect from among the cards , the one to be us e d. 
70. The inte r est of the pupils are b est served by the princioal in regard to 




assuranc e is g ive n parents of the need for such confere nces and an 
effort is made to sound out key parents as to the b est methods to 
b e adopted. 
the principal works out a detailed plan for bringing parent s and 
teachers together and explains pian at a meeting of the parents. 
71. The principal's role in interpreting educational needs .to the community 
is b e st carried out whe n he 
(l) engages c ommunity and grou~ leaders in informal discussions to 
ascertain their viewpoints. whil e attempting to explain the reasoning 
behind the schoo l policies. 
(2) keeps at a minimum his co~unity activities and concentrates on 
doing a good job as an administrator . 
72. A principal f ulfills his obligations to local. state and national pro-
fessional organiz ations when he 
(1) participates in those activities in which he has a speaker ' s role. 
(2) makes himself a member of discussion groups and buzz sessions at 
various local and other level meetings. 
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73. A teacher is competent in the eyes of his principa.l when 
(1) he follows strictly the line-staff relationship, keeps at a mini-
mum his demands on the principal, does a dependa-ble job while 
abiding by the rules and regulations of the school. 
(2) he works with student groups to bring . out their opinions, helps 
them to recognize and set their standards, works with them in an 
informal manner. 
74. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a 
school-centered community. activity should be 
13. 
(1) brought into contact with key persons throughout the school system 
who can guide them and give accurate information. 
(:<!) advised and urged to bring together all persons concerned in the 
matter for a meeting where ideas can be exchanged and consensus 
reached as to a desirable cou.rse of action to be taken. 
75. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in regard 
to providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress of their 
children if 
(1) the principal works out a detailed plan for bringing parents and 
teachers together and explains plan at a meeting of the parents. 
(2) provision is made for ·paren·t-teacher conferences under strict rules 
laid down by the School Committee. 
76. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in regard to 
providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress of their 
children if 
(1) the officers of the P.T.A. are encouraged to establish a study 
group of .parents and teachers to explore possibilities and present 
recommendations · for both groups to pass upon. 
(2) provision is made for parent-teacher conferences under strict rules 
laid down by the School Committee. 
77. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to study children's 
needs and abilities, the principal can 
(1) help teachers to form study groups which would provide for helping 
. them identify children's needs and ways in which all concerned can 
learn about such needs. 
(2) work out methods based on his own reading and study, designed to 
give teachers the basic information needed. 
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14. 
78. To convince the superintendent of the needs of his school the principal 
needs to 
(l) use accepted Human Relations techniques when talking with superin-
tendent. 
(2) present his own, well-documented case. 
79. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a 
school-centered community activity should be 
(l) referred to the superintendent's office for an official statement 
of school policy. 
(2) advised and urged to bring together all persons concerned in the 
matter for a meeting where ideas can be exchanged and consensus 
reached as to a desirable course of action to be taken. 
80. The principal's role in guiding the activities of the P.T.A. should be 
one of 
(l) leadership in getting the P.T.A. to carry out his school objectives. 
(2) a participant who by personal contact with key people steers group 
. into his desired directions. 
81. The principal's role in guiding the activities of the P.T.A. should be 
one of 
(l) an observer, present at meetings to see that school policies are 
known and to be available for advice. 
(2) a participant who by personal contact with key people steers group 
into his desired directions. 
82. The principal's role in interpreting educational needs to the community 
is best carried out when he 
(1) engages community and group leaders in informal discussion to 
ascertain their viewpoints while attempting to explain the reasoning 
behind the school policies. 
(2) mixes on a social basis with many organizations using his personal 
influence to sell the school program. 
83. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a 
school-centered community activity should be 
(1) invited by principal to school where he may talk to them and point 
out the official policy of the school in matters of this type. 
(2) brought into contact with key persons throughout the school system 
who can guide them and give accurate information. 
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15. 
84. The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an elementary school 
should be done by 
(1) the teachers, after careful study of school needs. 
(2) the principal, after careful study of tests available. 
85. In dealing with suggestions from other principals. directors or special-
ist-s concerning changes in curriculum activities, the principal should 
(1) discuss the suggestions on a private basis with the person making 
them and use that person to help him carry out the suggestion in his 
own school. 
(2) examine the suggestions and if they fit into his way of carrying out 
curriculum change, incorporate the suggestions into his own plans. 
86. The interest of the pupils are best served bv the principal in regard to 
providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress of their children 
if 
(1) the officers of the P.T.A. are encouraged to establish a study group 
of parents and teachers to explore possibilities and present recom-
mendations for both groups to pass upon. 
(2) assurance is given parents of the need for such conferences and an 
effort is made to sound out key parents as to the best methods to 
be adopted. 
87. In discharging his responsibility for helping teachers to study children's 
needs and abilities, the principal can · 
(1) provide encouragement to individual teachers for diagnosing strengths 
and weaknesses by means of appropriate tests. 
(2) bring in an outside group of authorities such as psychologists, 
guidance teachers. 
88. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a school-
centered community activity should be 
(1) referred to the superintendent's office for an official statement 
of school policy, 
(2) brought into contact with key persons throughout the school system 
who can guide them and give accurate information. 
89. The principal's role in guiding the activities of the P.T.A. should be 
one of 
(1) a participant who by personal contact with key people steers group 
into his desired directions. 
(2) a group member, helping to develop P.T.A. objectives through dis-
cussion and group determined courses of action. 
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16. 
90. The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an elementary school 
should be done by 
(1) the principal, after careful study of tests available. 
(2) the central office testing department. 
91. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music super-
·visor. the principal should 
(1) talk with supervisor, try to arrive at a mutually agreeable method 
for showing teachers the reasonableness of the requests. 
(2) bring teachers and supervisor together, try to get each to see the 
gains to be made by working out situation solutions which are 
mutually satisfying. 
92. The task of reporting pupil progress is best handled when a principal 
(1) selects a report card which has been successful, presents card and 
instructions for its use at a faculty meeting. 
(2) sets up a special committee of teachers to examine cards on a basis 
of a check list which he has furnished. 
93. A principal can be more effective as an administrator if the superintendent 
(1) gives him a clear understanding of what is expected of him and recog-
nizes the privileges and status a principal should have. 
(2) keeps him informed on the school system's policies and gives him 
enough personal authority to carry out these policies. 
94. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music super-
visor, the principal should 
(1) evaluate such requests in the light of his own building situation, 
decide which seem reasonable for teachers to carry out. 
(2) talk with supervisor, try to arrive at a mutually agreeable method 
for showing teachers the reasonableness of the requests. 
95. The interest of the pupils are best served by the principal in regard to 
providing parents an opportunity to discuss the progress of their children 
if 
(1) the officers of the P.T.A. are encouraged to establish a study group 
of parents and teachers to explore possibilities and present recom-
mendations for both groups to pass upon. 
(2) .the principal works ·.-out a d e tailed plan for bringing parents and 
teachers together and explains plan at a meeting of the parents. 
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96. In carrying out the requests of a specialist such as the music super-
visor, the principal should 
(l) make such requests known to t eachers, c all on them to help carry 
them out, as having emanated from the central office. 
17. 
(2) bring teachers and supervisor together, try to get each to see the 
gains to b e made by working out situation solutions which are 
mutually satisfying. 
97. A principal can be mor e e ff ec tive as an administrator if the superin-
tendent 
(l) keeps him informe d on the school system 's policies and gives him 
enough personal authority to carry out thes e policies . 
(2) keeps alert regarding th e achi e v ements of principal and gives him 
opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
98. The principal's role in guiding the activiti e s of the P.T.A. should b e 
one of 
(l) leadership in getting the P.T.A. to carry out his school objectives. 
(2) a group member, h e lping to d e v e lop P.T.A. objectives through dis-
cussion and group det e rmined c ourses of action. 
99. The task of reporting pupil progress is b est handle d when a principal 
(l) sele cts a report card which has b een successful, presents card and 
instructions for its use at a faculty meeting. 
(2) helps teac h e rs to identi fy the aims of the s c hool program, through 
group disc ussion arrive at a d ec ision as to what means of r eporting 
to parents the s c hool should hav e . 
100. In handling a r e quest by the t eache rs f or a deviation from an es tab-
lishe d policy, the principal can 
(l) exchange ideas with t each e rs as a group and work out a group-
approve d plan for possible implementation. 
(2) discuss with severa l k ey people the d e viation r equest and present 
r easons for retaining policy. 
101. In discharging his r e sponsibility for helping teachers t o study children's 
n eeds and abiliti es, the principal can 
(l) work out methods based on his own reading and study, de signe d to 
give t eachers the basic information needed. 
(2) bring in an outside group of authorities such as psychologists, 
guidance t e achers. 
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18. 
102 . The selection of a battery of achievement tests for an elementary school 
should be done by 
(l) the teachers, under leadership of principal. 
(2) the central office testing department. 
103. In dealing with suggestions from other principals. directors or special-
ists concerning changes in curriculum activities, the principal should 
(1) examine the suggestions and if they fit into his way of carrying out 
curriculum change, incorporate the suggestions into his own plans. 
(2) be sure that suggestions have approval of superintendent's office 
before giving them consideration. 
104. Effective building maintenance may be secured from the custodian when the 
principal 
(l) helps pupils, teachers and custodians to develop concept of the 
custodian as an important partner in the school program. 
(2) outlines and checks the maintenance tasks to be performed. 
105. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an established 
policy, the principal can 
(l) point out the rules, but promise to see what can be done. 
(2) listen courteously to request but refer to rules and regulations as 
forbidding the deviation. 
106. Individuals and groups who approach the principal with plans for a 
school-centered community activity should be 
(l) referred to the superintendent's office for an official statement 
of school policy. 
(2) invited by principal to school where he may talk to them and point 
out the official policy of the school in matters of this type. 




keeps alert regarding the achievements of principal and gives him 
opportunity to move ahead professionally. 
shares with him some of the responsibility for making decisions 
affecting the school. 
108. In handling a request by the teachers for a deviation from an estab-
lished policy, the principal can 
(1) discuss with several key people the deviation request and present 
reasons for retaining policy. 
(2) point out the rules, but promise to see what can be done. 
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PERSONAL DATA SHEET 
Your answers to the following questions will be of great help in this 
research project. Please answer them as completely and accurately as 
you can. 
Your answers will be held in the strictest confidence. 
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Name=--------------------------------------------------------- Sex: M , F ~------ --------
Name of School: Address of School 
------------------------------- -----------------
Position you hold: Superintendent _____ , Principal _____ , Teacher _____ , 
Assistant Principal _____ , Supervisor ____ _ 
In what age group do you belong? Under 30 ____ , In the 30s ____ , In the 40s ____ , 
In the 50s __ , In the 6os 
Description of Principalship You Hold 
Number of elementary schools supervised: 1 ___ , 2 ___ , 3 ___ , More than 3 __ 
Number of teachers under your supervision: Under 6 ___ , 6-10 ___ , 11-15 ___ , 
16-20_, 20-30_, over 30_ 
Clerical help provided: None ___ , Part Time ___ , Full Time (1) _, 
More than 1 
Number of years you have served as a principal: Less than 5 ___ , 5-10 ___ , 
10-20 ___ , 20-30 ___ , over 30 __ _ 
Level of Education You Have Completed 
1. Two year Normal Course (Institution) 
2. Three year Normal Course (Institutio-n~---------------------------------------
3 · Four year teacher training degree course (Institution) 
4. Liberal Arts degree (Institution) ----------------------
5· Graduate Study (Institution - Non Degree) 
-------------------------------------6. Master's Degree (Kind and Institution) 
7. Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study~(~I~n-s~t~i~t-u~t-i~o-n~)-------------------------
8. Doctor's Degree (Type and Institution) 
----------------------------------------
NOTE: After you have completed this questionnaire, list any factors in your 
present educational position which you consider important in determining 
your choice of alternatives in the practices presented in this 
questionnaire. Please place these on the reverse side of this sheet. 
Please list ~ny criticism you may have of this opinion inventory. 
2. 
Instructions For Co-Workers Evaluating 
Attitudes of ·Principals 
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The "Administrative Practices Inventory" is an instrument fo r 
measuring the attitudes of principals toward their roles in 18 typical 
areas taken from their total job situation. The inventory contains 108 
items which have been constructed so as to represent four attitude 
patterns . Those patterns can be placed on a continuum, by means of 
which it is possible to ascertain the kind and extent of interaction 
by the principal manifests in dealing with his co-workers . Thi s four-
point continuum is illustrated below: 
Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 
------A~----------~B __________________ c _____________ .D ____ __ 
The continuum points out the extent of the interaction or communica-
tion between levels in the line-staff relationship of the school system 
as t his interaction passes through the role of the principal . 
This interaction varies from an (external) authority centered approach 
to an (internal) group centered approach . At one end the principal de-
fines his role in tenns of impersonal , direct , one-ww, fonnal communica-
tions in the interaction process , designed to maintain his own and the 
school status , through dependence on a technical approaCh: At the other 
end of the continuum, he uses personal , indirect , informal and two-ww 
communi cations in order to develop the teachers and pupils, using mainly 
a human approach . 
In the continuum, four points may be identified as representing 
related patterns of attitudes . These have been called in order, depen-
dent , self-sufficient , manipulative and integrative styles . 
The Dependent "1" TYpe Principal: Defined as one who interacts in 
the dependent style , can be roughly identified as a principal who (1) 
follows the rules. and regulations of his school system quite closely, 
therein deriving a feeling of security; (2) is technically competent , 
though not original; {3) has great concern for status; (4) is generally 
fonnal in his interactions. 
The Self-Sufficient "B" Type Principal is a rugged individualist 
who depends on his own ability and knowledge , getting his satisfaction 
from the creative work he does to develop himself as an individual . 
The Manipulative "C" Type Principal puts his emphasis on individual 
incentives . His interaction is likely to be two-w&, but superficial 
and his motivation stems from a desire for social contact and manipula-
tion of individuals . 
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The Integrative "D" T;ype Principal participates with groups in 
order to develop group standards and codes . His interaction is informal 
and group-centered. 
The chart below gives a more detailed analysis for the four points 
along the continuum in terms of five selected characteristics r ead from 
left to right on the continuum. 





1 . Authority-Expert opinion on 
top . 
2. Principal representative of 
authority. 
3. Feels secure in following 
Rules and Regulations, 
expert opinion. 
4. Parents and Teachers as equal 
though lower level in 
hierarchy. 







good disciplinarian . 
2. Technically proficient-
makes people dependent 
on him. 
3. Receives satisfaction 
from any creative work 
of his own . 
4· Relies mainly on own 
ability and knowledge . 
5. Tone of interaction less 
rigid, more personal 






or Hanipulative Style 
c 
3 
1. Benevolent parent type . 
2. Seeks to guide them to be 
better individual 
teachers by use of 
evaluative instruments . 
3· N:uch less fonnal in inter-
action process though he 
uses individual approach . 
4• More manipulative through 
directive , structured 
counseling . 






1 . Catalytic agent not 
the authority . 
2. Uses group approach 
in developing 
standards. 
3. Helps group to 
express its own 
opinions." · 
4. Two-wccy interaction, 
infonnal and 
frequent. 
5· Two ... way communica-
tion , unstructured 
and non-directive . 
INFORMAL-INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP-CENTERED 
LEADERSHIP APPROACHES 
1 . c. w. Nelson. Development and Evaluation of a Leadership Attitude Scale for Fo~emen . Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago , Chicago, Illinois , 1949· 
2. J. J . Valenti. Development and Evaluation of a Leadership Attitude Scale Around the Social Role of 
the Teacher. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Chicago, Chicago , Illinois, 1950. 
~ 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR JUDGES WITH 
DEFINITIONS 
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This study is concerned with developing a leadership scale designed 
to measure the attitudes of elementary school principals toward their 
role in 18 typical areas taken from their total job situation . 
For each area, four alternative methods of leadership have been placed 
on separate cards and the cards have been clipped together. There are 18 
groups with four cards in each group. 
For example , the first group of cards , (Area 1) , deals with the prob-
lem of evaluating the competency of individual teachers. The first part 
of each statement presents the problem ("A teacher is competent in the 
eyes of his principal \llhen:"). The second part of each statement presents 
one of the alternative methods of leadership . 
He follows strictly the line-staff relat ionship , keeps at 
a minimum his demands on the principal, does a dependable 
job while abiding by the rules and regulations of the 
school . 
He shows industriousness , has good discipline , is self-
sufficient , gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
He is ingenious in motivating pupils , appeals to the 
individual pupil ' s pride in achievement , allows pupils 
to work out activities under his guidance . 
He works with student groups to bring out their opinions , 
helps them to recognize and set their standards, works 
with them in an informal manner. 
From each area you will find one item designed to hang together with 
an item from each of the other 17 areas to form a certain leadership 
pattern or style . 
These patterns form a four-point continuum illustrated below: 
Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 
----~A----------------~B_____________C~----------~D ____ _ 
The continuum points out the extent of the interaction or communica-
tion between levels in the line-staff relationship of t he school system 
as this interaction passes through the role of the principal . 
This interaction varies from an (external) authority centered approach 
to an (internal) group centered approach . At one end the principal defines 
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his role in terms of impersonal, direct , one-way , formal , communications 
in the interaction process, designed to maintain his own and the school 
status , through dependence on a technical approach . At the other end of 
the continuum, he uses personal, indirect , informal and two-w~ommuni-
cations in order to develop the teachers and pupils, using mal. a 
human approach . 
In the continuum, four points m~ be identified as representing 
related patterns of attitudes . These have been called in order, depen-
dent, self-sufficient , manipulative and integrative styles. 
The Dependent 11A" type principal: Defined as one who interacts in 
the dependent style , can be roughly identified as a principal who (1) 
follows the rules and regulations of his school system quite closely, 
therein deriving a feeling of security; (2) is technically competent , 
t hough not original; (3) has great concern for status; (4) is generally 
formal in his interactions. 
The Self-Sufficient ttBtt Type Principal is a rugged individualist 
who depends on his own ability and knowledge , getting his satisfaction 
from the creative work he does to develop himself as an individual. 
The Manipulative "C" Type Principal puts his emphasis on individual 
incentives . His interaction is likely to be two-way, but superficial 
and his motivation stems from a desire for social contact and manipula-
tion of individuals . 
The Integrative "D" 'I)'pe Principal; participates with groups in order 
to develop group standards and codes. His interaction is informal and 
group-centered.· 
The chart below gives a more detailed analysis for the four points 
along the continuum in terms of five selected characteristics read from 
left to right on the continuum. 
Step 1 . 
Step 2 . 
Step J . 
Step 4. 
YOUR MAIN TASK IS TO READ THE CHART TO CLASSIFY THE ITEMS 
LISTED ON THE CARDS AS A, B, C, D. (See CHART on next page). 
Read through the cards quickly, area by area, to get some idea 
of how the items fall along the continuum or pattern. 
Study cards one at a time , classifying the four cards in each 
~ as A, B, C, D, representing respectively the four styles. 
Only one (l) card in each area is an "A" type item, one (1) a 
"B", one (1) a "C" and one (1) a "D". If it is more convenient 
sort out and fasten together with a rubber band, the eighteen 
cards for each area and merely mark the top of each stack , A, 
B, C, or D. 





1. Authority-Expert opinion on 
top . 
2. Principal r epresentative of 
authority . 
3. Feels secure in following 
Rules and Regulations , 
expert opinion. 
4· Parents and Teachers as equal 








1 . Rugged Individualist-
good disciplinarian. 
2. Technically proficient-
makes people dependent 
on him. 
3. Receives satisfaction 
from any creative work 
of his own. 
4· Relies mainly on own 
ability and knowledge . 
5· Tone of interaction less 
rigid, more personal 
but two-way contacts 
infrequent . 




or Manipulative Style 
c 
3 
1 . Benevolent parent type . 
2. Seeks to guide them to be 
better individual 
teachers by use of 
evaluative instruments . 
3· Much less formal in inter-
action process though he 
uses individual approach . 
4. More manipulative through 
directive , structured 
counseling. 






1 . Catalytic agent not 
the authority . 
2. Uses group approach 
in developing 
standards. 
3. Helps group to 
express its own 
opinions . 
4• Two-way interaction, 
informal and 
frequent . 
5. Two- way communica-
tion , unstructured 
and non- directive . 
INFORMAL- INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP- CENTERED 
LEADERSHIP APPROACHES 
1 . C. w. Nelson, Development and Evaluation of a Leadership Attitude Scale for Foremen , Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Department of Sociology, University of Chicago , Chicago , Illinois, 1949· 
2. J . J . Valenti , Development and Evaluation of a Leadership Attitude Scale Around the Social Role of 
the Teacher, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Chicago , Chicago , Illinois , 1950· 1\) Vl 
0 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR JUDGES WITHOUT 
DEFINITIONS 
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This study is concerned with developing a leadership scale designed 
to measure the attitudes of elementar,y school principals toward their role 
in 18 typical areas taken from their total job situations . 
For each area, four alternative methods of leadership have been placed 
on separate cards and the cards have been clipped together . There are 18 
groups with four cards in each group . 
For example , the first group of cards , (Area 1) , deals with the prob-
lem of evaluating the competency of individual teachers . The first part 
of each statement presents the problem (" teacher is competent in the 
eyes of his principal when: 11). The second part of each statement presents 
one of the alternative methods of leadership . 
He follows strictly the line-staff relationship , keeps at 
a minimum his demands on the principal, does a dependable 
job while abiding by the rules and regulations of the 
school . ' 
He shows industriousness , has good discipline , is self-
sufficient , gets things done promptly and efficiently. 
He is ingenious in motivating pupils , appeals to the 
individual pupil ' s pride in achievement , allows pupils 
to work out activities under his guidance . 
He works with student groups to bring out their opinions , 
helps them to recognize and set their standards , works 
with them in an infonnal. manner. 
From each area you will find one item designed to hang together with 
an item from each of the other 17 areas to form a certain leadership 
pattern or style . 
YOUR MAIN TASK IS TO FIND AND DESCRIBE THE FOUR PATTERNS. 
Step 1 . Read through the cards quickly to select items from the 18 areas 
which hang together to form · the most obvious pattern. 
Step 2. From the remaining cards (three in each group) select the next 
most obvious group of items which form a pattern. 
Step 3· Repeat Step 2 (two (2) cards left in each group) . 
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Step 4• 18 cards remaining form the fourth pattern. 
Step 5· Write a brief description of what type leadership you believe 





At this point it mey be apparent that these patterns fonn a four-
point continuum such as the one below: 
Pattern Pattern Pattern Pattern 
______ A_ ~-------------------B __________________ c ______________ .D ____ __ 
Step 6. Arrange the defined patterns into a continuum A, B, C, D and 
briefly tell what you think the rationale of the continuum is . 
The rationale of the continuum is 
Step 7. Label your descriptions of the patterns A, B, C, D as you have 
arranged them in Step 6 and classify each item in accordance with 
the pattern you think the item was designed to reflect and in 
accordance with the rational.e of the continuum. WRITE YOUR 
CLASSIFICATION ON THE CARD FOR EACH ITEM. 
Thus in Area 1 -
1 Alternative is typically Pattern A. 
1 Alternative is typically Pattern B. 
1 Alternative is typically Pattern c. 
1 Alternative is typically Pattern D. 
25.3 
Do not hesitate to change your description of the patterns , but be 
sure that your classif ication of items agrees with your descript ion. 
Copy of Letter Sent to Principals in the Main Stuay 
Miss Edna Brown 
Principal 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
School of Education 
332 B~ State Road 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
l-1arch 2 , 19 59 
Martha M. Burnell School 
Bridgewater , Massachusetts 
Dear Miss Brown: 
A selected group of supems~ng principals is being asked to 
participate in a study designed to ascertain the meaning of certain 
administrative practices in our elementary schools . 
We are counting on you to help us out in this desirable and 
necessary study, and by your response to have a 100% return from 
our representative sampling . 
In order to facilitate the study and to allow a sufficient amount 
of time for the analysis of the data, it is the hope of the author of 
the inventory, V. James DiNardo , an elementary school pr incipal, that 
you will return the (1 ) IBM answer sheet and (2) the Personal Data 
Sheet, in the enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope no later than 
March , 1959 · 
Thank you in advance for your help in this important study. 
S:imcerely yours, 
w. Linwood Chase 
Professor of Education 
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Copy of Follow-Up Letter Sent to Principals 
Miss Edna Brown 
Principal 
1:-iartha M. Burnell School 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 
Dear Miss Brown: 
Box 171 
ccord, Massachusetts 
J\.pril 1 , 1959 
About three weeks ago I mailed a copy of my . ADMINISTRATIVE 
PRACTICES INVENTORY to all the full-time supervising elementary 
principals in Norfolk and Plymouth Counties , 152 in number. Because 
of the Principals Conference at Amherst and The Easter Week , a number 
of principals have not had the time to complete the study. At that 
time I was in hopes of putting the data in IBM machines by the 18th 
of March , but this has proved impossible . 
I respectfully seek your assistance in helping me to complete 
the study so that I can add your reactions to those of 115 fellow-
professional workers who have returned the study. 
I would be very happy to discuss the study with you at your 
school or on the telephone , at your convenience . My number is 
Owen 7-4410 . 
Thank you for your assistance . 
Cordially, 
v. James DiNardo 
Principal 
Martha M. Burnell School 
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APPENDIX B 
DETAILED STATISTICAL DATA IN TABULAR FORN 
-256-
Table 8 . Summary Table for the Analysis of I tems Showing Item Difficulties and 
the Correlations for A, B, C, D Styles by Areas Based on Direct Scores 
















Tot . Direct r2pq Tot . Direct r2pq 
Area 2* - Encouraging professional improvement 




132 A/C · 32 .023 .07 -- - . 32 .023 - -35 --
63 A/D .oo .000 -.16 --- .oo --- .oo .ooo 
36 B/C .oo -- .07 .001 .07 .001 .07 ---
78 B/ D .oo --- .oo .000 . 00 -- .oo .ooo 




.oo .ooo .oo .ooo 
Area 3 - Providing ch annels for considering teachers' 
requests and grievances 
42 Af B .29 .019 -. 52 .059 -.15 -- ---.07 --
16 A/C 
-32 .025 .14 -- - .14 .005 - .0'/ -
128 A/D .oo .ooo .oo --- .89 -- .00 .ooo 
67 B/C .oo 
---
. 15 .006 - .14 .005 . 21 
---
20 B/D .oo 
--
-.16 .001 .oo 
-
.00 . 000 
30 CLD .oo --- .oo -- .oo .ooo .oo . 000 
*Area 1 is used to illustrate the item analysis process in the regular text . 
































_________________ , __ _ 
Table 8 . (continued) 












Tot . Direct r2pq 





74 A/B .00 .000 - .00 .000 .00 - -- . 00 --- .019 .018 
124 A/C . 44 .044 -.15 --- -.32 .023 -. 47 --- . 346 .226 
82 A/D .00 .000 .00 --- .00 --- .00 .000 .038 . 036 
22 B/C .00 - - - .00 .000 .00 .000 . 46 --- . 942 .054 
70 B/D .27 --- .00 .000 - . 10 - -- .00 .000 . 154 . 130 
17 C/ D .00 --- .00 - - - .00 .000 .00 . 000 .058 .054 
Area 5 - Helping teachers in guiding student progr ess 
32 A/B -- .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo --- .oo --- .63£f - .036 
27 A/C . 16 . 003 .oo --- -.36 .015 -. 27 --- .135 .116 
69 A/D .oo .ooo . 00 -- . 00 --- .oo .ooo .096 .086 
122 B/C . 41 --- . 29 .002 -.25 .013 -.29 --- . 308 . 213 
80 B/D .oo 
---
.oo .ooo .oo 
---
.00 .ooo .038 .036 
6 C/ D . 00 --- .oo 
--
.oo .000 .00 .ooo . 038 .036 
-- --- - - ----- - -~-~~--
Area 6 - Orienting new teachers in school and community objectives 
50 A/B - -- -. 16 .001 .oo .000 .oo -- .oo --- .058 .054 
40 A/ C . 42 .018 .oo --- .oo .ooo .oo --- .115 .101 
37 A/D .oo .000 .oo --- .oo -- .oo .ooo .058 .054 
12 B/C . 41 --- · 50 . 060 - . 21 . 010 - . 58 - - . 615 . 237 
112 B/D . 22 --- .oo .oo -.14 --- - . 21 . Oil • 538 . 248 
68 C/D • OQ__~ - ---- - .07 
--
. 22 .021 .07 .001 . 42.2 . 244 rv 
(continued on next page) 'cZ 





Tot . Direct r2pq 
Counseling 
C Styl e 
Corr. With 
Tot . Direct r2pq 
Area 7 - Evaluating the program of studies 
Integrating 
D Style 
Corr . With 





54 A/B - .47 .051- - -- -=-.-21 - - -:-oro ----..:.. 43 - -- -.29 --- . 635 .231 
18 A/C . 67 .104 -.10 -- -·44 .045 -. 53 - . 365 . 231 
93 A/D .00 .000 . 36 - .00 -- .00 .000 .193 .155 
21 B/C .00 --- .00 .000 .60 .019 .00 --- .058 .054 
106 B/D -.16 --- -.16 .002 .00 --- -.16 .002 .096 .086 
92 c/n .oo --- .16 - .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .077 .on 
Area 8 - Providing for improvement of instruction 
120 A/B -.10 .002 -.21 .008 .oo --- .10 -- . 250 .188 
61 A/C .oo .ooo .oo --- .oo .ooo . .16 -- .058 .054 
13 A/D .oo .000 .oo --- .oo --- .oo .ooo .077 .071 
84 B/C -38 --- • 52 .066 - . 58 .083 - .15 --- -442 . 246 
85 B/D .oo 
--
.oo .ooo .oo 
--
.oo .000 .096 .086 




.oo -~Q_ . ____ .oQ_ _ .ooo _ _ _!_03JL~__&}6 
- - - --- --
Area 9 - Helping teachers to study children' s needs and abilities 
41 A/B . 25 .012 .oo· .ooo -. 25 --- -.08 --- -731 .196 
79 A/C .29 .016 .16 --- -.35 .023 -.29 --- .250 .188 
19 A/ D . 27 .010 .16 --- --27 --- .oo .ooo .154 .130 
116 B/C .87 --- .oo . 000 .oo .ooo . 00 -- .077 .071 
118 B/D .oo --- .oo .ooo .oo --- . 00 .ooo .077 .071 
4 CLD . 42 -- .10 --- -. 29 .013 - . 21 .OfY/ .123 .155 














Corr . With 
Tot . Direct 
Personal 
B Style 
Corr . ~'lith 
r2pq Tot . Direct r2pq 
Counseling 
C Style 
Corr . With 









Area 10 - Coordinating the interaction of teachers and specialists 
. 29 .015 .oo .ooo -.21 --- -.48 --- .231 
.oo .ooo .oo 
--- - .27 .007 -.48 -·-- .096 




.oo .ooo .019 
-. 50 --- . 32 .024 .oo .ooo - -24 --- . 615 
.29 --- . 29 .016 -.11 --- - . 48 .043 .250 
.15 --- .15 --- .oo .ooo -.22 .011 · 346 
Area 11 - Making possible pupil participation in 








115 A7B - . 32 -:-022 - .10 .002 . lb --- . 48 --- . 692 . 213 
109 A/C . 35 .029 - .25 --- -.29 .020 - .14 --- .385 . 237 
113 A/ D .15 .004 .18 --- - .29 --- - . 48 .043 . 250 .188 
131 B/C .00 --- -.16 .004 - .28 .036 .00 --- .193 .155 
87 B/D . 29 --- . 48 .036 - .11 --- .00 .000 . 193 .155 



















Area 12 - Maintaining order and discipline 










- .08 .001 - .15 .006 
---










--- .115 .101 
.oo .ooo .038 .036 
- .15 --- . 404 .240 
.oo .ooo .135 .116 N 
-.25 .012 .220 .188 g-
Table 8. (continued) 
Item Alter-
9 A7f3 . 67 
57 A/C . 29 
14 A/D .14 
15 B/C . 27 
51 B/D -.08 




Corr . With 
Tot . Direct 
Counseling 
C Style 
Corr . With 
r 2pq Tot... Direct r2pq 
Integrating 
D Style 
Corr . With 
Tot . Direct r2pq 
Area 13 - Conferring with and counseling pupils with 
problems of personal and school adjustment 
.110 
- -35 .030 -. 52 - - ·35 ---
.017 .oo 
---
- . 53 .055 - .08 ---
.005 . 22 
--- -· 35 -- -.22 .012 
---
.oo .ooo -.11 .002 .87 
---
---
.oo .ooo -.08 
---
- . 36 .025 
---
. 21 
--- .07 . 001 - ·14 .005 
Area 14 - Conferring with superintendent relative to 
pupil ' s needs , staff needs and plant needs 
83 A/B • 29 ____ ~--:-012 . 27 .010 - . 27 -·-- -. 42 ---
73 A/C .16 .020 .oo --- -.16 .002 .oo ---
105 A/D .oo .ooo .oo --- . 00 -- .oo .ooo 
10 B/C .oo --- . 70 .064 - . 54 .038 -. 27 ---
123 B/D -.14 --- . 58 . 083 .oo --- .07 .001 
39 C/D .oo -- .oo --- . 25 .014 .oo ---









































Corr . With 
Tot . Direct r2pq 
Personal 
B Style 
Corr . vJith 
Tot . Direct r2pq 
Counseling 
C Style 
Corr . With 




Tot . Direct r2pq 
Area 15 - Carrying out rules , regulations and policies 
of the superintendent 
.21 .007 -.10 . 002 -.10 
-- --27 ---
-34 .024 . 25 --- -,62 .079 -. 29 --
· 39 .037 .oo --- -.42 --- - · 35 .030 
. 21~ 
---
.07 .001 - . 70 .104 -.21 ---
.18 
--
.18 . 007 .08 





.10 .002 -.10 .002 
Area 16 - Working with principals , directors and specialists 


















16 -- A/B -- .29 .01.7 -.21 .009 .00 --- .00 --- . 288 .205 
24 A/C . 47 .055 .07 - - - -.22 .012 -.42 --- • 538 :.248 
99 A/D .00 .000 .16 --- .00 - -- .00 .000 .135 .116 
60 B/C -.29 --- . 47 .049 .00 .000 .00 --- . 673 . 220 
104 B/D -.11 --- -.11 . 002 . 58 --- .16 .003 .154 .130 
59 CLD -. 27 - -- - .16 - -- .oo .000 -.27 .010 .154 . 130 













Tot . Direct r~q 
Counseling 
C Style 
Corr . With 




Tot . Direct r2pq 
Area 17 - Participating and serving in professional 





103 A/B- - - .oo -- - .ooo -.I5 ___ - .oo5 --- . 41 --- .oo --- . 673 . 220 
7 A/C .16 .002 .16 - -- .00 .000 -.11 --- .135 .116 
29 A/D .00 .000 .00 --- .00 --- .00 .000 .058 .054 
26 B/C . 27 - - - .00 .000 .00 .000 .00 --- .096 .086 
47 B/D .00 --- . 27 .007 .00 - -- .00 .000 .115 .101 
35 C/D .11 --- .11 --- .00 .000 -. 36 .017 .154 .130 
Area 18 - The principal and the custodial staff 
~- ----- - - -
3 A/B . 36 .032 -.14 . 005 -.07 --- -.07 -- • 558 . 246 
58 A/C .oo .000 -.65 
--
.oo .ooo • 54 --- .827 .143 




.oo .ooo .077 .071 
11 B/C -. 21 
---
- . 27 .010 . 21 .008 . 36 
---
.846 . 130 
62 B/D .oo 
---
.oo .000 .oo 
--
.oo . 000 .038 .036 
108 C[D .oo --- .oo --- .oo .000 .oo .ooo .ooo .ooo 
(continued on next page) 
~ 
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Table 8. (continued) 
Impersonal Personal Counseling Integrating Propor-
A Style B Style C Style D Style tion 
Corr . With Corr. \'li th Corr . With Corr . With of 52 
Alter- Tot . Direct r~q Tot . Direct r2pq Tot . Direct r2pq Tot . Direct r2pq Choosing (pq) 
"A" Scores 
Area 19 - Promoting PTA activities 
77 A/B . 53 .055 -. 53 . 055 -. 25 -- -.11 --- . 731 .196 
5 A/C . 08 .001 . 15 - - - -.08 . 001 .00 --- . 346 . 226 
66 A/D . 27 . 010 -. 62 - - - • 58 --- .00 . 000 .154 . 130 
114 B/C -.15 --- . 42 . 035 - . 08 . 001 . 11 - - - . 269 . 196 
111 B/D - .11 --- . 00 . 000 -.11 - - - -.16 . 003 . 115 .101 
110 C/D .00 - -- . 27 - -- - . 36 .017 . 00 . 000 . 154 . 130 
Area 20 - Encouraging parents to visit t he school 
to discuss growth of pupils 
56 -- A/ B . 42~-~.018 -- -. 36 - ~ 002 . - .16 --- . 00 --- .115 . 101 
89 A/C . 00 . 000 -.10 --- .00 . 000 .00 - -- . 193 .155 
75 A/D .00 . 000 . 00 - - - . 00 --- .00 .000 . ~288 . 205 
126 B/C . 48 - -- . 25 . 013 -. 53 .060 -. 53 --- . 692 . 213 
76 B/D . 50 --- . 28 . 020 - . 50 --- -. 70 . 123 . 500 .• 2 50 
81 C/D . 21 - - - . 21 --- . 00 . 000 - ·41 .036 . 308 . 213 
(concluded on next page) 
~ 
Table 8. (concluded) 
Impersonal Personal Counseling Integrating Propor-
A Style B Style C Style D Style t ion 
Corr . vlith Corr. With Corr. With Corr. ·with of 52 
Item Alter- Tot . Direct r2pq Tot . Dir ect r2pq Tot . Direct r2pq Tot . Direct r2pq Choosing (pq) 
( ) ( ) (6) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (:pl (ll 
Area 21 - Conferring with salesmen, conducting visitors 
through the school and giving information 
to the patrons of the school 
121 A/B · 47 .041 -.48 .043 -.21 --- -.08 --- -:-250 - .I88 
1 A/C 
-77 .115 .07 --- -.72 .128 -.50 -- . 462 . 248 
44 A/D . 62 . 072 -.10 -- -.48 --- .00 _._ooo . 250 .188 
129 B/C .oo 
--
.14 .005 -.08 .016 -.21 --- - 577 . 244 
130 B/D .oo --- .oo .ooo . 42 -- .oo --- .212 .167 
52 C/D . 25 --- .18 --- .oo .ooo --34 .023 . 269 . • 196 
Area 22 - Participating in community affairs 
38 i/B ·35 .016 . 42 .023 -.11 --- -- 29 --- .154 .130 
31+ A/C . J8 .031 · 33 --·- -·47 .047 -.14 --- -308 .213 
86 A/D .oo .ooo . 16 --- .oo -- .oo .ooo .019 .018 
119 B/C . 60 
---
. J6 . 015 -.60 .042 - . 27 
---
.865 .116 
101 B/D - .08 --- -77 · 146 --29 --- --07 .001 · 442 .246 
107 C/D .oo --- .oo --- - .11 .001 .oo .ooo . 135 .116 
~ 
VI 
Table 10. Surrmary Table for the Analysis of Items Showing Item Difficulties and 
the Correlations for A, B, C, D Styles by Areas Based on Indirect Scores 
(continued from p . 98) 
Integrating 
D Style 







Tot . Indir. 
Personal 
B Style 
Corr . With 




Tot. Indir. r2pq Tot . Indir. r2pq 
of 52 
Choosing 
Area 2~} - Encouraging professional improvement 
28 A/B .oo - - . 000 . 27 . 018 -.15 .oo6 -.-58 .082 . 423 
132 A/C . 25 .014 . 48 . 052 .oo .ooo - .25 .014 ·346 
63 A/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo . 00 .ooo .096 
36 B/C -.08 .001 .14 .005 -.07 .001 .14 .005 . 404 
78 B/D .00 .ooo .oo .000 .16 .002 .oo .ooo .096 
71 C/D_ ____ _ _ ._OQ__ .000 .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .000 .096 
-------- - - - - ------- -- ------- - -
Area 3 - Providing channels for considering teachers ' 
requests and grievances 
42 A/B . 21 .010 .07 .001 -- - . 58 .074 -.22 .011 . 327 
46 A/C .15 .006 .14 .005 -.06 .001 - .07 .001 . 481 
128 A/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .000 .038 
67 B/C -.21 .010 -32 .025 .15 .006 . 21 . 011 · 558 
20 B/D .oo .ooo .oo .000 .oo . 000 .oo .ooo .058 
20 CLD .oo .ooo .oo .000 .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .000 
*Area 1 is used to illustrate the item analysis process in the regular text . 





















Corr . With 




Tot. Indir . r 2pq 
Counseling 
C Style 
Carr . With 
Tot . Indir . r 2pq 
Integrati ng 
D Style 
Corr . \'lith 
Tot . Indir . r~q 







74 A/B - - .oo -~.ooo -- - .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo . ooo--~19 - -- - -:o18 
124 A/C . 32 .023 .18 .007 -.07 .001 -.15 .005 . 346 .226 
82 A/D .00 .000 . 35 .004 .00 .000 .00 .000 .038 .036 
22 B/C -. 46 .011 -. 46 .012 -.16 .001 .16 .001 . 942 .054 
70 B/D . 36 .017 .16 .003 - .11 .002 - . 36 .000 .154 .130 
17 C/D .00 .000 .00 .000 -.16 .001 .00 .000 .058 .054 
Area 5 - Helping teachers in guiding student progress 
32 A/B .16 .oo1 - - .16- . ool-~---:u; .oo1 -.16 .001 . 038 .o36 
27 A/C . 27 .009 . 27 .009 .00 .000 -. 36 .015 .135 .116 
69 A/D .00 .000 .00 .000 .00 .000 . 00 .000 .096 .086 
122 B/ C -.07 .001 . 57 .069 -. 22 .000 -.28 .017 .308 . 213 
80 B/D .00 .000 .00 .000 .00 .000 .00 .000 .038 .036 
6 C/D .00 .000 .00 .000 . 00 .000 .00 .000 .038 .036 
Area 6 - Orienting new teachers in school and community objectives 
50 AlB ~. 16 .001 .oo .ooo .oo .000 .oo .ooo .058 .054 
40 A/C ·42 .018 .16 .OOJ .00 .000 .oo .ooo .115 .101 
37 A/D .oo .ooo .00 .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .000 .058 .054 
12 B/C -44 .046 . 28 .019 -. 22 .011 -.18 .001 . 615 . 237 
112 B/D · 44 .046 -.11 .003 - . 50 .062 .18 .008 • 538 . 248 
-.h8 CID -.07 .001 .oo .ooo .07 . 001 -. 52 .066 . 423 . 24/+ 
(continued on next page) 
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Tot . Indir. r~q 
Personal 
B Style 
Corr . With 
Tot . Indir. r2pq 
Counseling 
C Style 
Corr . With 
r2pq 
Area 7 - Evaluating the program of studies 
Integrating 
D Style 
Corr . With 





54 A/B------~-.36 -- -~o3o - ~.:.-.rz;.- - .oo-5 .07 .oo1 -.38 .033--~- .63.5 .231 
18 A/C . 62 .089 . 42 .041 -.63 .115 -.62 .089 . 365 . 231 
93 A/D .00 .000 .27 .011 .00 .000 .00 .000 .193 .155 
21 B/C .18 .002 .00 .000 -.16 .013 -.18 .002 .058 .054 
106 B/D -.16 -.002 -.36 .011 .27 .006 .00 .000 .096 .086 
92 C/D .00 .000 .00 .000 -.6 .005 -.6 .002 .077 .071 
Area 8 - Providing for improvement of instruction 
120 A/B -. 27 ---:o14~- .oo-- -- .ooo - - .)6- -- -~024 .oo .ooo . 250 .188 
61 A/C .oo .ooo -.16 .001 .00 .ooo . 27 .004 .058 .054 
13 A/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .077 .071 
84 B/C . 67 .111 • 58 · 336 -. 41 .041 .oo .ooo . 442 -246 
85 B/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .000 .096 .086 
98 C/D . oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .038 - ~Q36 
Area 9 - Helping teachers to study children ' s needs and abilities 
41 A/B .08 .001 .10 .002 --35 .024 -.08 .001 -731 .196 
79 A/C . 29 .016 . 21 .008 -.21 .008 -.29 .016 . 250 .188 
19 A/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo -.21 .008 .oo .ooo .154 .130 
116 B/C .oo .ooo .oo .ooo -.21 .003 .u .001 .077 .071 
118 B/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .077 .071 
4 CLD . )6 .020 .oo .ooo - . ll .002 -.26 .020 . 12~ .122 
(continued on next page) 
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Corr . With 
Propor-
tion 




























Area 10 - Coordinating the interaction of teachers and specialists 
.002 - . 27 .013 .10 .002 
.000 .oo .000 -.27 .006 
.000 .oo .ooo .oo .000 
.040 .oo .ooo -.07 .001 
.032 .10 .002 -.10 .002 
.012 
-47 .o;o - .08 .001 
Area 11 - Making possible pupil participation in 













A/ B -. 29 .018 -.17 --.006-- -- n-.08 -- -- .001- --- - .18 -- - .002 .692 
A/C .15 .006 - .08 .001 -. 25 .015 - . 22 .011 . 385 
A/ D . 35 .023 .00 .000 .00 .000 -. 48 . 043 . 250 
B/C .32 .016 .00 .000 -· 39 .024 -. 32 .016 .193 
B/D .00 .000 .00 .000 .00 .000 -.36 .020 .193 
C/D .15 .005 . OQ .000 _ ____.]2 .005 -· 35__ .028 __ . 36_2 
Area 12 - Maintaining order and discipline 
A7B .oo .000 .oo .000 .oo .000 .oo .ooo .058 
A/C .oo .ooo .oo .ooo . 27 .007 .oo .000 .115 
A/D .oo .000 .oo .000 .oo .000 .oo .000 .038 
B/C . 29 .020 . 28 .019 --35 .030 -.30 .022 . 404 
B/D . 36 .015 .27 .009 -.27 .009 -.27 .009 .135 
C/D .J5 .015 . 28 .015 -.08 .001 -.18 .006 . 250 




























Corr . With 
Integrating 
D Style 
Corr . With 
Item Alter- Tot . Indir. r2pq 
Personal 
B Style 
Corr . With 
Tot . Indir . r2pq Tot . Indir . r2pq Tot . Indir . r2pq 
Area 13 - Conferring with and counseling pupils with 
problems of personal and school adjustment 
r---- --- --- ---- -
-.64 .100 9 A B . 47 .054 .08 .002 -.62 .094 
57 A/C . 29 . 017 . 10 .002 - · 35 ~ 024 -.41 .033 
14 A/D .18 .008 .oo .ooo -·35 .030 -.32 .025 
15 B/C .07 .001 • 52 . 035 - · 47 . 029 . 08 .001 
51 B/D . 21 .008 -. 27 .014 .10 .002 - .18 .006 
95 C/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo . 28 .019 -.07 .001 
Area 14 - Conferring with superintendent relative to 
pupil ' s needs , staff needs and plant needs 
83 A/ B . 29 .012 · 35 .018 -. 27 .010 -.29 .012 
73 A/C .oo .ooo - .16 .002 - . 27 . 005 .oo .ooo 
105 A/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo 
10 B/C . 29 . 011 . 36 .017 -. 21 .006 - . 36 .017 
123 B/D -.07 .001 -.28 .019 - . 07 . 001 -. 24 .014 
39 CLD -.08 . CX)l - . 25 . 014 - .08 .001 -.08 .001 





































Corr . With 
Tot . lndir. r2pq 
Personal 
B Style 
Corr . With 
Tot . Indir . rlpq 
Counseling 
C Style 
Corr . With 
Tot . Indir. r2pq 
Integrating 
D Style 
Corr . \'lith 
Tot . Indir. r2pq 
Area 15 - Carrying out rules , regulations and policies 





90 A/B-- .36 ----- .022 ---.30 - - .022--- ~~42 - - :-029 .00 -.000- ~:-2~----:TI>7 
2 A/C · 41 .034 ·35 .025 -. 47 .045 -.41 .034 . 712 . 205 
48 A/D · 39 .037 . 38 .035 -. 50 .061 -·44 .047 . 423 . 244 
91 B/C . 29 .018 .48 .049 -·35 .026 -.36 .028 .692 .213 
125 B/D . 32 .024 -.14 .005 . 08 .001 -.15 .005 < .365 . 231 






59_ __ - - ___ Qf[) -
Area 16 - Working with pr incipals , directors and specialists 
in centralized curriculum activities 
.J..o .002 -.36 .027 - .11 .003 -.21 .009 
·41 .042 .14 .005 -. 52 .067 -. 38 .036 
.oo .ooo .oo .000 .oo .ooo .oo .ooo 
.14 .004 .oo .ooo .oo .000 -.07 .001 
.oo .ooo .00 .ooo -.16 .003 .27 .010 
.10 .001 . 30 .017 
-35 .016 .oo .000 
- ··-- ------ -- --- - -- --


























Corr . With 
Tot . Indir . r 2pq 
Personal 
B Style 
Co rr . ~·ii th 








Tot . Indir . r 2pq 
Area 17- - Participating and serving in professional 
organizations on local , state and national basis 
- .11 .003 -. 36 .029 
-32 .022 .36 .029 
.oo .ooo . 36 .015 -.16 .003 .oo .ooo 
.oo .ooo .oo . 009 .15 .001 .oo .ooo 
.10 .001 .oo .ooo -.10 .001 -.10 .001 
.oo .ooo .oo .ooo -.16 .002 .oo .ooo 
.11 .001 
·42 .023 . 10 .001 -.10 .001 


















3 A/ B .oo .ooo -·47 .054 .oo .oocr- ·-~1.T .006 • 558-- ---:247> 
58 A/C -. 27 .010 -.16 .004 - . 27 .010 .00 .000 .827 .143 
65 A/D -.16 .002 .16 .002 .00 .000 .00 .000 .077 .071 
11 B/C -. 21 .006 .00 .000 .00 .000 . 35 .016 .846 ~ 130 
62 B/D .00 .000 .00 .000 .00 .000 .00 .000 .038 .036 
108 C/ D .00 .000 . 00 .000 . 25 .000 .00 .000 .000 .000 




Table 10 . (continued) 
Item Alter-


















Corr . \'lith 
Tot . Indir . r2pq 
Counseling 
C Style 
Corr . With 
Tot . Indir . r2pq 
Area 19 - Promoting PTA activities 
. 21 .009 .oo .ooo - . 53 .055 
.oo .000 
-35 .028 .07 .001 
. J6 .017 . J6 .017 .11 .002 
.oo .000 • 58 .066 .oo .ooo 
.oo .ooo .16 . 003 . 27 .007 




Tot. Indir . ~pq 
-·35 .024 
.oo .ooo 
-. 29 .on 
.15 .005 
.n . 001 
.oo .ooo 
Area 20 - Encouraging parents to visit the school 
to discuss growth of pupils 
.oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .000 .oo .ooo 
.oo .000 .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo 
.oo .ooo • 58 .069 .oo .ooo .oo .ooo 
• 52 .058 . 21 .009 - . 70 .104 -. 29 .018 
. 70 .123 
-47 .053 -.42 .044 - . 64 .103 
.oo .ooo • 22 .028 .15 .005 -.12 .002 





































Corr . With 
Tot . Indir . r~q 
Personal 
B Style 
Corr . With 








Tot . Indir . r2pq 
Area 21 - Conferring with salesmen , conducting visitors 
through the school and giving information 
to the patrons of the school 
121 A/B- .)4 .022 . 21 .008 .oo .ooo - . 21 .008 
1 A/C · 77 . 147 • 58 .083 -.64 .102 -. 72 .129 
44 A/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo - . 58 .063 .oo .ooo 
129 B/C - .07 .001 
-47 .054 .oo .ooo .oo .ooo 
130 B/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo -. 58 .056 .oo .ooo 
52 C/D 
-35 .024 .oo .ooo - .10 .002 -.41 .033 
Area 22 - Participating in community affairs 
38 A .00 .000 7f3-~-- ------- .oo .000 -.16 .003 .oo .ooo 
34 A/C .29 .018 -41 .036 - . 41 .036 -.41 .168 
86 A/D .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo .oo .ooo 
119 B/C . 26 . 015 .16 .003 -.36 .015 .oo .ooo 
101 B/D .18 .008 .08 .002 ·41 .041 -.18 .008 



































Table 37. Randomized Distribution of the Pairs in the Preliminary 
Fonn of the Opinion Inventory 
Alternatives Alternatives Alternat ives 
in Their Re1- Item in Their Re1- Item in Thei r el -
Number Area ative Order Number Area ative Order Number Area ative Order 
~1l ~21 ~~ l ~12 ~2l ~ 2 1 ~ll ~22 C~ l 
1 21 A/C 23 10 B/A 45 10 D/ C 
2 25 A/ C 24 16 C/A 46 3 A/C 
3 28 B/A 25 12 D/ A 47 17 B/ D 
4 9 C/ D 26 17 B/ C 48 15 A/D 
5 19 A/ C 27 5 A/C 49 1 C/ D 
6 5 C/D 28 2 B/A 50 6 B/ A 
7 27 A/D 29 17 A/D 51 13 B/D 
8 1 A/C 30 3 C/D 52 21 C/ D 
9 13 A/B 31 1 B/D 53 12 B/ 
10 14 C/B 32 5 A./B 54 7 A/B 
11 18 C/ B 33 15 C/D 55 10 C/B 
12 6 C/B 34 22 C/A 56 20 B/ 
13 8 D/ A 35 17 C/ D 57 13 A/C 
14 13 A/ D 36 2 C/ B 58 18 C/ A 
15 13 B/C 37 6 D/A 59 16 D/C 
16 16 B/ A 38 22 B/A 60 16 C/B 
17 4 D/ C 39 14 D/C 61 8 C/A 
18 7 A/C 40 6 C/A 62 18 D/B 
19 9 A/D 41 9 A/B 63 2 D/ A 
20 3 B/ D 42 3 A/ B 64 10 D/ A 
21 7 B/ C 43 1 A/ B 65 18 D/ A 
22 4 C/B 44 21 A/ D 66 19 A/ D 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 37 · (concluded) 
Alternatives Alternatives Alternatives 
Item in Their Rel- Item in Their Rel-. Item in Their Rel-
Number Area ative Order Number Area ative Order Number Area ative Order 
~ll ~22 ~21 ~1~ ~2) ~:2l ~ll ~2) ~:2l 
'67 3 B/C 89 20 C/A 111 29 B/D 
68 6 D/ C 90 15 A/B 112 6 D/B 
69 5 A/D 91 15 B/C 113 11 A/D 
70 4 D/B 92 7 C/ D 114 29 B/ C 
71 2 D/ C 93 7 A/D 115 11 A/B 
72 10 C/A 94 12 C/A 116 9 B/C 
73 14 B/A 95 13 C/D 117 1 B/C 
74 4 B/A 96 12 D/C 118 9 B/D 
75 20 D/ A 97 12 C/B 119 22 C/B 
76 20 D/B 98 8 D/C 120 8 B/A 
77 19 A/B 99 16 D/A 121 21 A/B 
78 2 D/ B 100 10 D/B 122 5 B/C 
79 9 A/C 101 22 D/B 123 14 D/B 
80 5 B/D 102 1 A/D 124 4 C/A 
81 20 D/C 103 17 A/B 125 15 B/D 
82 4 D/A 104 16 D/B 126 22 C/B 
83 14 C/A 105 14 D/A 127 11 C/D 
84 8 C/B 106 7 B/D 128 3 A/D 
85 8 D/B 107 22 D/C 129 21 B/C 
86 22 D/A 108 28 D/ C 130 21 B/D 
- 87 11 B/D 109 11 A/ C 131 11 B/C 
88 12 DLB 110 12 cLn 122 2 CLA 
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Table 38. Randomized Distribution of the Pairs in the Revised For.m 
of the Opinion Inventor,y 
Alternatives Alternatives Alternatives 
Item in Their Rel- Item in Their Rel- Item in Their Rel-
Number Area ative Order Number Area ative Order Number .Area ative Order 
~1~ ~2~ t2~ ~ll ~ 2~ ~~ l ~1l ~2l ~3l 
1 5 B/C 37 7 A/B 73 1 A/D 
2 12 D/B 38 1 A/B 74 17 C/D 
3 11 A/D 39 11 B/D 75 16 B/ A. 
4 15 A/B 40 1 B/D 76 16 D/A 
5 3 B/D 41 12 C/ A. 77 6 D/B 
6 6 D/A 42 13 A/C 7$ 10 C/B 
7 2 D/A 43 15 A/D 79 17 A/D 
8 18 C/B 44 7 B/ D 80 15 B/C 
9 8 C/A 45 10 D/A 81 15 A/C 
10 4 D/A 46 10 D/C 82 18 D/C 
11 9 C/D 47 18 B/A 83 17 B/C 
12 9 A/C 48 10 D/B 84 4 D/B 
13 5 A/D 49 5 A/C 85 12 C/B 
14 5 C/D 50 10 B/A 86 16 D/C 
15 16 C/A 51 1 A/C 87 6 C/A 
16 8 C/B 52 13 B/C 88 17 A/C 
17 1 B/C 53 14 D/A 89 15 C/D 
18 3 B/C 54 8 B/A 90 4 B/A 
19 9 B/C 55 2 C/ A 91 7 C/D 
20 14 C/B 56 9 A/D 92 3 A/C 
21 18 C/A 57 8 D/A 93 11 A/B 
22 1 C/D 58 7 A/C 94 7 B/C 
23 9 A/B 59 11 A/C 95 16 D/B 
24 14 B/A 60 5 B/D 96 7 A/D 
25 3 C/D 61 13 A/D 97 11 B/C 
26 2 D/B 62 13 C/D 98 15 B/D 
27 8 D/C 63 13 A/B 99 3 A/D 
28 14 D/C 64 18 D/ B 100 2 D/C 
29 10 C/A 65 12 D/A 101 6 B/A 
30 5 A/B 66 14 C/A 102 4 C/A 
31 6 C/B 67 6 D/C 103 12 B/A 
32 4 D/C 68 17 B/D 104 14 D/B 
33 4 C/B 69 3 1/B 105 2 B/A 
34 9 B/D 70 16 C/B 106 17 A/B 
35 12 D/C 71 18 D/A 107 11 C/D 
26 8 DLB 12 12 BLD 108 2 CLB 
Table 39. Identification of Reversed Item Correlations By Areas , 
and Total Number, for Responses in Pilot Study 
DIRECT SCORES 
Critical Reversals Items With Style With 
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Total Reflecting Important More Than One More Than Two 
Area Reversals Items in That Stzle Reversal Reversals 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 4 1 (B-A and B) l -.(B and C) 0 
1 (C-B and C) 
3 3 1 (B-B and D) 0 0 
4 3 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
6 3 1 (A-A and B) 
1 (D-C and D) 0 0 
7 4 1 (B-B and D) 
1 (C-B and C) ],. (B and D) 0 
8 3 1 (A-A and B) 1 (A and B) 0 
9 1 1 (C-C and D) 0 0 
10 2 0 0 0 
11 7 1 (J.-A. and B) 0 1 (C) 
1 (B-B and C) 
1 (C-C and D) 
12 3 2 (B-B and C) 1 (B and D) 0 
(B-B and D) 
13 5 1 (C-B and C) 2 (B and D) 0 (B and C) 
14 3 2 (B-A and B) 1 (B and D) 0 
(D-B and D) 
15 1 0 0 0 
16 5 2 (B-B and D) 2 (C and D) 0 
{D-B and D) (B and D) 
17 1 0 0 0 
18 6 2 (B-B and C) 2 (A and C) 0 
(C-B and C) (B and c ) 
19 5 0 2 (A and D) 0 (B and C) 
20 2 1 (D-B and D) 0 0 
21 1 0 0 0 
22 4 2 (B-A and B) 1 (B and D) 
~c-c and D~ 
Table 40. Identification of Reversed Item Correlations By Areas , 
and Total Number , for Responses in Pilot Stu~ 
INDIRECT SCORES 
Critical Reversals Items With Style With 
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Total Reflecting Important More Than One More 'I'han Two 
Area Reversals .Items in That Stlle Reversal Reversal 
:U) ~2l {2 l r~l (2l 
1 4 1 {C-B and C) 1 (B and C) 0 
2. 3 l (B-A and B) 1 (B and C) 0 
3 4 2 (B-A and B) 1 (B and C) 0 (C-B and C) 
~- 5 2 (B-B and C) 1 (B and C) 0 (C-C and D) 
,. 5 1 (B-.l and B) 0 . 0 ' ) 
6 5 3 (A-A and B) 1 (B and C) 0 
(B-B and D) 
(D-B and D) 
7 4 2 (B-B and D) 1 (B and D) 0 
(C-C and D) 
8 4 1 ( A- A and B) 2 (A and B) 0 
(A and C) 
9 3 2 (B-A and B) 0 0 (C-C and D) 
10 3 1 (C-C and D) 0 0 
11 4 1 (A-A and B) 0 0 
12 3 2 (C-0 and C) 0 1 (C) (C-B and C) 
13 3 2 (B-A and B) 0 0 (B-B and D) 
lt ... 8 3 (B-A and B) 0 · 1 (B) 
(B-B and D) 
(C-C and D) 
15 1 1 (B-B and D) 0 0 
16 2 1 (B-B and D) 0 0 
17 5 1 (A~A and B) 0 1 (C) 
18 5 2 (A-A and B) 2 (A and C) 1 (A) 
(A-A and D) (B and C) 
l 'j 5 2 (C-A and C) 0 l (C) (C-C and D) 
20 1 0 0 0 
21 1 2 (B-A and B) 0 0 (c-c and D) 
22 1 0 0 0 
We conclude from the data in the above table that Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, 
6 , 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 22 are in need of revision. 
Table 41. A Chi Square Test of the Normal Distribution Hypothesis 
Applied to Distribution of "A" Style Scores 
Cell Squared Cell-Square 
Original Grouping Regrouped_f!'~guencies Discrepancies Cell Discr~~Qies __ Contingencies 
Scores f 0 fe f 0 fe f 0 - fe (f0 -fe)2 (fo- fe) 2 
fe 
nr-- ---- - - T21 ____ - -en - ------- -- c4r - --- ---T51 - ---~---ro) 
31- 33 0 . 2 
28-30 3 · 9 
25-27 4 3-2 
22- 24 9 8. 5 
19- 21 12 16.8 
16-18 24 25.2 
13-15 33 28 . 6 
10- 12 17 24. 3 
7- 9 25 15. 6 
4- 6 7 7-5 
1- 3 1 3. 6 
Totals 135 134· 4 
p = .05 
7 4· 3 
9 8. 5 
12 16.8 
24 25.2 
33 28 .6 
17 24. 3 
25 15. 6 
8 U. l 
135 134· 4 
+2. 7 
... · 5 
- 4.8 
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Table 42. A Chi Square Test of the Normal Distribution Hypothesis 
Applied to Distribution of "B't Style Scores 
Cell Squared Cell-Square 
Origin~ Gro\,lp;!.ng Regrouped F':r:~quencie!I_D:i.~QI'EmanCit}~ __ Q~l_l.__Discr~an~].es Contingencies 
Scores f 0 fe f 0 fe f 0 - fe (f0 - f 9 ) 2 (fo- fe) 2 
fe (IT--- -- - - \2r ----- - \)J ------ -~-l4)-__ ----:_ ( 5) ~-~--To) 
37-39 · 43 
34- 36 7 3.40 
31- 33 11 14.20 
28-30 32 32-98 
25-27 47 41-68 
22-24 22 28.91 
19- 21 12 10.90 
16-18 4 2.23 
13-15 .07 
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"B" SCORES 
Fi gure 7 • Histogram and Normal Curve Comparing 
Di stribution of Self-Sufficient "B• Scores e 
Table 43· A Chi Square Test of .the Normal Distribution Hypothesis 
Applied to Distribution of non Style Scores 
Cell Squared Cel l - Square 
Original Grouping Regrouped Frequencies Discrepancies Cell Discrepancies Cont ingencies 
Scores f 0 fe f 0 fe f 0 -fe (f0-f~ )2 (f0 - fe) 2 
fe 
ill_~--- n (2) (3) (4) (5) _(6) 
52- 54 1.69 
49- 51 7 5.31 7 7.0 .,. .o .oo o.ooo 
46-48 13 12.39 13 12.4 .,. .6 .36 . 0.029 
43- 45 27 21.44 27 21 . 4 +5.6 31.36 1.465 
40-42 27 2$ .08 27 28.1 -1.1 1.21 .028 
37-39 20 27 . 57 20 27.6 -7 .6 57 . 76 2.093 
34-36 24 20 .26 24 20 .3 -+3·7 13.69 .674 
31-33 11 ll .29 11 11.3 
- ·3 .09 .008 
28-30 2 4.66 2 4·7 - 2.7 7.21 1. 534 
25-27 2 1. 47 
22-24 1 ·34 4 2.0 +2.0 4.00 2.000 
19- 21 1 .17 
16-18 
Totals 132 124.67 122 134.8 + . 2 









Figure 8 • Histogram and -Normal Curve Comparin 
Distribution On Integrative "D" Scores 
~ 
V1 
Table 44· Analysis of Variance Data For A, B, C, D Scores By 
Years of Experience as Principal 
Years of Experience 
Statist ic Under 5 5 - 10 11- 20 21 - 30 Over 20 Total 
=rl~ ~2l L~l ~!±l ~ 2l (til ~?l 
N 38 37 36 1!± 10 135 
Dependent "A" Scores 
~ A 561 481 515 206 160 1, 923 
c 2 9t9!±3 72093 8,261 2a572 2,828 31,707 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
~: B 995 994 944 371 250 3, 554 
_! B2 26 ,6!±9 27,312 25 ,268 9,925 6, 420 95 . 574 
Manipulative "C" Scores 
£ C 1,046 1,030 1,009 382 275 3,742 
.JE. c2 29 ,282 29 ,126 28 ,615 10 ,612 7,712 105,378 
Integrative "D11 Scores 
.'E: D 1,499 1, 49:1 1,420 553 395 5,358 
_E... D2 60 1695 60 z222 27 1200 22 ,021 16 .005 216 .880 
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Tabl e 45. Analysis of Variance Among Group Hean Scores By 
Years of Experience as Principal 
Degree a . of Sum of Mean F 
Source of Variation Freedom Sg,uares s suares Ratio 
(1) (2) \3) (4) ( 5) 
Dependent "A" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 134 4,314-9 
Between !<leans 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 101. 5 25.4 .78 
Within Heans ••••••• 130 4, 213 .4 32.4 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
Tot,al •••••••••••••• 134 2,011.7 
Between Heans 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 30 .0 7-5 -49 
Within Means ••••••• 130 1,981.7 15.2 
:t-lanipulati ve "C" Scores 
-Total •••••••••••••• 134 1, 655 -3 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 8.4 2.1 .17 
Within Heans ••••••• 130 1 ,646 .9 12.7 
Integrative "D" Scores 
'fetal. • .....•.....•. 134 4,226.9 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 4 18.9 4-7 .15 
\vi thin Heans ••••••• 1,20 41208 .0 ,22.£± 
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Table 46 . Analysis of Variance Data For A, B, C, D Scores 
By Number of Schools Supervised 
Number of Schools Supervised 
Statistic 1 2 d) 4 Total (1) (2) (3 ) ( 5) (6) 
N 103 22 9 1* 134 
Dependent "A" Scores 
.E A2 1 , 496 311 108 * 1 , 915 
~ 
'E.. A 24 , 970 5,347 1 ,326 31, 643 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
E B 2,741 568 218 
* 
3, 527 
~B2 74 , 573 14,906 5,366 94 ,845 
Manipulative "C" Scores 
~ c 2,813 637 259 
* 
3,709 
~c2 78 ,061 18 , 701 7, 527 104, 289 
Integrative "D" Scores 
Z: D 4,073 853 387 ~- 5,318 
~D2 163 ,883 34, 530 16 ,867 215 ,280 
*This categor.y not included in analysis of variance 
because of small number of cases included. 
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Table 47. Analysis of Variance .Among Group Jvlean Scores By 
Number of Schools Supervised 
Degrees of Sum of Jvlean F 
~urce of Variation Freedom Sguares Sguares Ratio 
(l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
Dependent "AU Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 4,275.6 
Between Heans 
of Groups •••••••••• 2 53-3 26.7 .83 
Within Heans ••••••• 131 4,222.3 32.2 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 2,0ll.2 
Between Heans 
of Groups • •• • •••••• 2 53-8 26.9 1.81 
Within He.ans •• • •••• 131 1 , 957 -4 14.9 
Hanipulati ve ucn Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 1 ,627.2 
Between Heans 
of Groups •••• • ••••• 2 60.5 30.3 2.53 
\'Vi thin ~ieans ••••••• 131 1, 566.7 12.0 
Integrative "D" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 133 4,226.8 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 2 lll .2 5.56 1.77 
Within Means ••••••• 1:21 f/: 2115. 6 2·1ft 
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Table 48. Analysis of Variance Data For A, B, c , D Scores 
By Amount of Clerical Help Provided 
Clerical Help 
1 1 More 
Statistic None Part-time Full-time Than 1 Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
N 60 24 47 4 135 
Dependent "A" Scores 
"£ A 910 337 640 36 1, 923 
E A2 15,534 5,673 10, 150 350 31,707 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
L B 1, 549 655 1 , 242 108 3, 554 
LB2 4Q ,877 18 ,245 33 ,436 3 ,016 95 , 574 
Manipulative " C" Scores 
~c 1,620 688 1 , 318 ll6 3,742 
&. c2 44 ·274 19,928 371510 3 ,,366 105 .378 
Integrative "D" Scores 
~ D2 2,399 912 1 ,875 172 5,358 
~D 91 ,182 22 .222 16 2182 7 , 51!± 216,880 
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Table 49 . Analysis of Variance Among Group :tvrean Scores By 
Amount of Clerical Help Provided 
Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Source of Variation Freedom Sguares Sguares Ratio 
(l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
Dependent "A" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 134 4,314.9 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 3 180.5 60.2 1. 91 
vlithin _1eans ••••••• 131 4,134·4 31.6 
Self-Sufficient "B" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••• 134 2,011. 7 
Between IVJ:eans 
of Groups •••••••••• 3 40.2 13 ·4 .89 
\vi thin Heans ••••••• 131 1 ,971 -5 15.0 
Manipulative ncrt Scores 
Total ••.••••••••••• 134 1,655 .3 
Between Heans 
of Groups •••••••••• 3 64·1 21.4 1.77 
Within Neans ••••••• 131 1 , 591.2 12.1 
Integrative "D" Scores 
Total •••••••••••••. 134 4,226. 9 
Between Means 
of Groups •••••••••• 3 119. 4 39.8 1.27 
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